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Abstract

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) comprise a number of sensor nodes which typically

sense, measure and report environmental data. The nodes themselves are highly re-

source constrained. They are typically networked in a self-organising manner without

any specific infrastructure or centralised control. The key objective of WSN protocols is

to minimise the cost of ambient data collection. Ambient data samples need to be col-

lected and forwarded through minimum cost links (in terms of hop count and consumed

energy) to data consumer access point (sink) for further analysis and manipulation.

WSN routing is the field of research that focuses on the interconnection of sensor

nodes via either single or multi-hop paths to forward data packets from event regions

to the sink. However, the routing overhead increases if raw data packets are forwarded

from each source region to the sink. Data aggregation is therefore a technique that has

the potential to collect and combine data packets to express the collected information

in a summary form. It reduces the number and size of transmissions and eliminates

redundant data packets. WSN Routing can be performed in two models for data

aggregation: mobile agent and client/server. The former routes mobile agent(s) to

collect and aggregate data samples from the sensor nodes, whereas the latter establishes

an hierarchical network in which data packets are aggregated and forwarded from the

ambient event regions to the sink in a convergent manner.

Data aggregation routing aims to maximise the number of collected data samples,

while minimising energy consumption and data collection delay. Minimising energy

consumption is a vital requirement due to resource constraints in WSNs. Data collec-

tion delay should be minimised as it is the key to data freshness. At the same time, the

number of collected data samples should be maximised, as it should lead to increased

accuracy and robustness in data collection.

To achieve the objectives of data aggregation routing, this thesis proposes two

data aggregation protocols: one for mobile agents (called ZMA) and another using

client/server (named CBA). ZMA uses multiple mobile agents to collect and aggregate

over a WSN. The mobile agents start their journeys in a bottom-up manner from the
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event regions to the sink. They visit the sensor nodes and collect and aggregate data

samples and then return to the sink to deliver the (aggregated) results. CBA partitions

the network into a set of data-centric clusters and then establishes a spanning tree from

the cluster-heads to the sink to forward and aggregate data packets hierarchically.

The performance of the proposed protocols is tested and evaluated through simu-

lation. The simulation results of each of the proposed protocols are compared against

two well-known protocols for each routing model, namely TBID (Tree-Based Itinerary

Design) and NOID (The Near-Optimal Itinerary Design algorithm) for mobile agents

and LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) and DDiFF (Directed Dif-

fusion) for client/server. The results indicate that the proposed algorithms perform

well compared to the respective benchmark protocols in most circumstances.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless sensor network routing for data aggregation is the process of forwarding am-

bient data samples from the sensor nodes to the data consumer to deliver the results in

an aggregated form. Data aggregation is a technique used in wireless sensor network

routing to reduce size and number of data packets, and hence to increase network life-

time. The objective of data aggregation routing is to maximise the number of collected

data samples at the same time as minimising network resource consumption and data

collection delay. Maximising the number of reported data samples increases data col-

lection accuracy and robustness. This means that increasing the number of captured

data samples in the aggregation procedure should provide a precise summary of data

samples to data consumers. It gives the data consumer the ability to make better deci-

sions based on the collected data. Minimising the network energy consumption should

result in increased network lifetime. Energy is a critical issue in wireless sensor net-

works as power is typically a very limited resource for the sensor nodes. Consequently,

the network should be available for a longer period if the energy is used efficiently.

Minimising delay is key to data accuracy and freshness in data aggregation routing.

Data samples are expired or lose their meaning if they are delivered late to the sink.

This dissertation aims to enhance the performance of data aggregation routing in

wireless sensor networks by achieving the above objectives. It proposes a protocols

for each routing model, namely client/server and mobile agent, to (1) increase data

collection accuracy by capturing as many data samples as possible, (2) increase network

lifetime by reducing routing overhead and network energy consumption, and (3) reduce

routing delay by establishing minimum hop count paths.

1



1.1 Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is an infrastructure comprised of a number of

computing devices that have the ability to sense/measure and report ambient events.

The objective of WSN deployment is to provide consumers the ability to sense/measure,

monitor and/or react to specified environmental events. The term consumer is used

throughout this dissertation to refer to the concept of data consumer where this does not

create ambiguity. WSN consumer can be a civil, governmental, agricultural, commercial

or industrial entity [Sohraby et al., 2007].

The sensor nodes usually are a set of inexpensive, small and/or tiny electronic

devices that are able to perform three tasks: (1) measuring physical quantities (such as

temperature or light) from the surrounding environment, (2) processing (and storing)

the sensed/measured data (3) transmitting the information to a collection point of

network called Sink or Base Station for either future processing or the consumer access.

The sensor data are forwarded as wireless signal/packets through either single or multi-

hop wireless communication links.

WSNs are becoming increasingly common due to low cost deployment and main-

tenance in comparison to other type of networks like ad-hoc. The sensor nodes are

typically light, small and cheap. They are equipped by weak and basic communication,

computation and storage modules which allow them to perform lightweight computing

and communication tasks. WSNs do not need any specific infrastructure to be de-

ployed. Indeed, they would be dynamically set up in an ad-hoc fashion and without

any centralised control. For these reasons, WSN technology have attracted the interest

of researchers as well as engineers. According to IDTechEx report [Harrop and Das,

2013], the market of WSN technology will grow from $0.45 billion in 2011 to $ 2 billion

in 2021. Furthermore, a research and market report in 2013 [Harbor Research, 2013]

forecasts that the market would grow rapidly and the Compound Annual Growth Rate

(CAGR) would be anywhere between %55 to %130 over 2013 till 2016.

The concept of wireless sensor network is not particularly new and has existed in

different forms for several decades. The history of WSN emergence goes back to 1950s

when the United States deployed an extensive acoustic network called Sound Surveil-

lance System (SOSUS) for submarine surveillance. It is still being used today by the

National Oceanographic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to observe and monitor

underwater earthquakes in the ocean. In the early 1980s, the major impetus for the

research emerged when the United States Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency

(DARPA) sponsored researchers to work on Distributed Sensor Nodes (DSN) project.

DSN was a sensor network in which the nodes could communicate with each other using
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Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) and Advanced Research

Projects Agency Network (ARPAnets). The main goal of DSN research and deploy-

ment was measuring ambient data and then routing the results to the specific nodes

for analysis and use. The key features of the project were: distributed computing,

signal processing and object tracking. Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) researchers

designed the network operating system named Accent [Rashid and Robertson, 1981] to

enhance the network transparency and Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

proposed a knowledge-based technique for signal processing (KBSP) [Milios, 1984].

Whilst the project took a long time to be built, there was ultimately no proper ap-

plication for the DSN as it was not mature enough for the market. For example, the

sensor nodes were very large (something like a shoe box) and the wireless connectivity

patterns as well as standards were restricted.

The new wave of research on WSN started in the early 1990s focusing on networking

techniques and information processing. During this era, the sensor nodes started to

become smaller and cheaper. The deployment cost and time of new WSNs was reduced

as they were deployed without requiring any specific communication infrastructure to

be established. As a result, this technology initially attracted more international in-

volvement and then more civilian and commercial applications (mainly environment

monitoring) emerged around the world. Computing and communication advances in

the late 1990s and early 2000s have led to a significant shift in this research area and

pushed it closer to achieving the present vision of WSN. In 2001, DARPA offered

again a new research programme called SensIT to provide a sensor network which had

the ability to perform dynamic and infrastructure-less deployment, multitasking, dy-

namic querying and pre-programming. Various companies and industries funded the

researchers to design and deploy this technology for novel applications. Based on the

requirements to reduce the network deployment cost, the IEEE organisation defined

IEEE 802.15 standards to offer low data rate wireless communication. Proceeding

this, ZigBee Alliance proposed ZigBee standard for high level communication proto-

cols. These standards were designed for low to very low duty cycle wireless networks.

These standards result in (1) reducing wireless communications cost, (2) advances in

Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMSs) as well as Nanoscale Electro-Mechanical

Systems (NEMS) to design tiny and cheap sensor nodes, (3) deploying dense, large

and robust WSNs. Finally, further development and improvement of technologies, such

as IEEE 802.15, WiMax and Bluetooth, have made WSN possible for such networks to

be utilised for personal and commercial applications.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.2 briefly describes

the benefits and possible application of Wireless Sensor Networks. Section 1.3 discusses
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wireless sensor network classifications and types in terms of their characteristics and

distinctive features. Section 1.4 introduces sensor data collection and explains then

data aggregation as a possible technique to enhance its performance in WSN. This

section also discusses routing as one of the key components of WSN’s data aggregation.

Section 1.5 represents the research problems and questions (based on WSN’s distinctive

features) that are to be addressed in this thesis. Finally a brief outline of this research

is provided in Section 1.6.

1.2 Benefits and Possible Applications of WSNs

The key benefit of WSNs is that they can be implemented almost anywhere without the

need for any specific communication infrastructure. The sensor nodes are networked in

a self-organising manner in many applications that require unattended operations. It

allows a WSN to be deployed as an alternative to non-existent infrastructure (for cost

effectiveness) or if the existing infrastructure is not appropriate to use. The following

are seen as possible applications for WSN.

• Military applications: WSN can be a part of C4ISRT systems (Command,

Control, Communications, Computing, Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance

and Targeting) which can be utilised in military operations [Akyildiz et al., 2002].

Quick network deployment, self-organisation and fault tolerance characteristics of

this technology attract researchers’ attention to utilise WSNs to collect, monitor

and report the environmental data that are interesting for military operations.

Military applications are usually complex and critical. They use a set of mul-

tifunctional sensor nodes which have the capability to sense a broad range of

ambient data. For example, monitoring friendly troops health and equipment

is one of the WSN’s application in military operations [Sohraby et al., 2007].

Small sensor nodes can be attached to the commanders, military equipment and

ammunition to sense the conditions and report the data (through satellite for

example) to a central computer that is accessible by the leaders. In turn, the

leaders would be informed about the battlefield conditions and could therefore

frequently organise the troops, equipment and ammunitions efficiently. Military

object tracking and targeting, chemical/biological attack detections, battlefield

surveillance and damage assessment can be other applications of this class.

• Environmental applications: they focus on collecting and reporting ambient

data for the general consumers. The key applications of this class are habitat

monitoring, forest fire detection, flood detection and precision agriculture. For
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example, Emergence ALERT System (EAS) [Agency, 2013] is a national warning

system that was deployed by the USA in 1997 to detect floods. This system

comprised of rainfall, water-level and weather sensors that sensed and reported

the data to a central computer for further processing. This allows the system

to detect a flood when the sensor nodes report the level of water is greater than

a certain threshold. Animal habitat monitoring is another example of the ap-

plications in which the animal movement patterns, habitats and behaviours are

monitored. The sensor nodes, which can be static or mobile (assigned to the

animal bodies), collect the location information and then transfer the data to

a central machine that is in charge of data collection. The data is analysed by

the biology scientists to monitor/model the animal migration behaviours and/or

nesting over different seasons [Mainwaring et al., 2002].

• Health applications: a number of WSN health applications have been designed

in response to pre-hospital and in-hospital emergency care, ranging from disaster

response to stroke patient rehabilitation. The key WSN health applications are

remote monitoring of medical status, drug administration and medication intake

monitoring; activities of daily living monitoring and elderly assistance. As an ex-

ample, in resuscitative care, the sensor nodes continuously measure and integrate

the vital signs like heart rate and transmit the results to the main computer to

store in the patient care record. In this case, doctors and specialists would be able

to observe the patient behaviours and reactions over either short or long periods

and then provide required health care services based on the acquired information.

As an example, a system (called Code-Blue) comprising of a small and wearable

wireless pulse oximeter and two electrocardiogram (EKG) has been developed

by Harvard university to measure heart-rate and oxygen saturation [Lab, 2013].

The EKGs send the integrated data to any other user end-point device like lap-

tops or PDAs over a 100 meter wireless network. The system is programmed to

process the vital sign data and then raise alerts when the signs fall outside the

normal threshold. Thus, doctors would be able to observe the patients’ status

in real-time to provide required health-care services. A software named Code-

Blue system software also is designed and developed to provide routing, naming,

discovery and security services for the wireless medical sensors system.

• Home applications: WSN has the potential to provide monitoring, conserva-

tion, convenience and safety services at home. This technology can be utilised to

establish home smart spaces by monitoring home resources as well as controlling

equipment automatically and remotely. This technology would be beneficial for
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consumers as it facilitates (remote) home resource monitoring and harnesses in-

telligence to optimise resource consumption. For example, hotel HVAC (Heating,

Ventilation and Air Conditioning) system (developed by SIMENS) uses a set of

sensor nodes that are capable of monitoring the lighting, heating and cooling used

in hotels [SIMENS, 2013]. This system monitors equipment and resources to op-

timise their utilisation at the buildings. HVAC sensors monitor the consumption

of resources, check their current status and finally report the data to a central

computer through a ZigBee based wireless communication infrastructure.

• Commercial and industrial applications: WSN can be utilised in industry to

provide a set of advantageous services such as improving the equipment/resources

management (frequent sensor monitoring), reducing the energy cost (optimising

the manufacturing procedures), enhancing automatic systems (reducing user in-

tervention and automating data collection) and extending existing manufacturing

and process control systems. Environmental monitoring in offices, inventory con-

trol, vehicle tracking and detection and traffic flow surveillance are some of the

key applications of this class. For example, the Traffic Pulse Technology system

developed by Traffic.com [Traffic.com, 2013] collects traffic data including lane-

by-lane travel speeds, lane occupancy and vehicle count, using a wireless sensor

network and then aggregating and transmitting data to the central machines in

a real-time manner. Using this system, the consumers are able to continuously

monitor the roadway using the information that is collected and proceeds at the

data centre machines.

1.3 Types of Sensor Networks

According to node capacity, technology, mobility pattern and network topology, various

types of sensor networks are proposed and designed. The basic types of sensor networks

are as follows:

• Wired Sensor Networks: in a wired sensor network, the nodes usually com-

municate in a peer-to-peer pattern through a wired infrastructure. Wired sensor

networks are not usually resource (mainly energy and/or bandwidth) constrained

because they are continuously supplied by long-period energy sources and wired

communication links. Wired sensor networks are commonly used in laboratory

experiment situations and/or small area/buildings where the cost of installing

and cabling does not matter. However, it is not desirable to utilise the wired

network in such a broad area with a large number of nodes due to the high cost
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of wiring, network deployment and maintenance. For example, the cost of in-

stalling and cabling of UnderFloor Air Distribution system (UFAD) (which use

wired temperature sensor nodes) may be 50 to 90% of the total cost of the system

[Sohraby et al., 2007]. For this reason, wired sensor network is not as popular as

the wireless one for industrial and/or commercial applications.

• Wireless Sensor Network (WSN): sensor nodes are networked in a WSN

without any specific infrastructure or centralised control to communicate. They

are usually static and communicate through provided wireless channels that are

limited (in terms of communication range), unreliable and vulnerable to environ-

mental noises, signal reflections, wireless interferences and/or physical obstruc-

tions. The main objective of WSN establishment is to provide low-cost ambient

data collection services. The nodes usually are small and cheap with limited

energy, computation, communication and storage resources that are able to per-

form only a set of basic computation and communication tasks. They sense/

measure the environmental events and then transmit the result (through single

or multi-hop paths) to the consumer access point (sink) which has fewer resource

limitations. WSN architecture is generally classified as either distributed or hi-

erarchical. In the former, there is no specific distribution topology and sensor

nodes are randomly scattered in the area, whereas in the latter, sensor nodes are

organised in a number of separate groups such as clusters [Zhu and Zhang, 2010].

• Mobile Wireless Sensor Network (MWSN): sensor nodes are attached to

mobile objects to measure and report the environmental events. The network

is deployed similar to WSN in an ad-hoc fashion and without any centralised

control. Problematic issues and research questions in MWSN are similar to WSN

because of their similarity in terms of network architecture, deployment, and

wireless communication. Although resource constraint is still a problematic issue

in MWSN (similar to WSN), it is not critical as much as WSN; because, firstly,

more powerful resources can be attached to the mobile objects (e.g vehicles power

resources), and secondly, MWSN nodes have an ability to move to re-charge

area when their energy level is low. However, research in MWSN needs to give

extra attention to sensor nodes’ mobility patterns and the influences on the data

collection and wireless communications. Vehicle sensor network is an example of

MWSN in which the GPS-sensor nodes collect and report the location as well as

traffic data to the sink node using GSM communications.

• Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSAN): a set of sensors and actors

nodes are linked by wireless medium to perform distributed sensing and actu-
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ation tasks in WSAN. The sensors are usually static (rarely mobile) and have

limited resources, whereas actor nodes are usually mobile and have strong en-

ergy, storage, communication and computation resources. As such the network,

sensor nodes gather the environmental data/events, while actor nodes take de-

cisions and then perform appropriate actions upon the events. Thus, WSAN

allows remote and automated interaction with the environmental events. Similar

to MWSN, resource constraints are not a critical issue in WSAN as the mobile

actor nodes would re-charge the sensor nodes energy resources when the energy

level falls under the threshold. However, providing reliable communication links

between mobile actors and static sensor nodes over weak and vulnerable wireless

channel is the key challenging issue of WSANs.

• Robotic Sensor Network (RSN): RSN is a network of mobile robots that

carry (attached) sensors around the environment to detect phenomena and pro-

duce detailed environmental assessments. It combines the key features of MWSN

and WSAN and inherits the problematic issues as well as research issues from

both them. RSN sensors are attached to a set of mobile nodes (robots) which

are able to process the collected data, make decision on them and consequently

deal with the events. However, RSN is different from MWSN and WSAN as

the mobile nodes in MWSN only carry the sensors and are not able to process

and make a decision on data to deal with the environmental event, whereas the

WSAN’s sensors are not attached to the decision maker nodes (robots) and work

separately.

• Body Area Sensor Network (BASN): BASN comprised of multiple sensor

nodes that are attached to a human or some other creatures’ body. The BASN

sensors are set up near or within the body and provide monitoring, processing and

communication capabilities. They measure the (human) body reactions against

either internal or external events and then report the data for further processing.

The collected data may provide required information that is utilised for health-

care or habitat monitoring applications. Apart from general challenges faced

by the sensor network, the nodes safety, mobility patterns, compatibility and

sensitivity are the challenging issues that need to be considered in this category.

1.4 Data Collection in WSN

The key objective of WSN deployment is to collect and report environmental data for

data consumers [Vinyals et al., 2011]. The sensor nodes measure/sense ambient events
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and then transmit data to the sink which usually has sufficient resources to process and

store the information. As sensor nodes usually have a limited communication range,

they are not able to report data in single-hop to the sink if it resides out of reach (in

terms of radio range). In this case, data packets are forwarded via a set of intermediate

nodes (multi-hop paths) that relay the measured data from the event regions to the

sink.

WSN Data collection is highly correlated to the network coverage and connectivity

due to the sensor nodes’ restrictions in communication and sensing resources. In fact,

the ambient data are measured if the events are covered by the sensor nodes (located

in the nodes’ sensing range) and data packets are reported when the required com-

munication links from the nodes to the sink are connected. The event sources can be

scattered in the field according to two distribution models: Event-Radius (ER) and

Random-Source (RS) [Krishnamachari et al., 2002]. The event occurs in a single point

of the sensing field in the former (i.e 100% detection), whereas the event sources are

randomly distributed in the latter (i.e random detection). Sensor data is collected by

the (source nodes) that are around the event region and are able to sense the event

source. Due to the computation and storage resource constraints and the lack of node

mobility, the source nodes need to transmit/report the data to the sink for further

processing and analysis through either single or multi hop wireless links. Owing to

this, a set of connected wireless links need to be established from the event region to

the sink to forward data packets.

WSN data reports are application dependant. This means that WSNs report ambi-

ent data according to the network applications and/or consumer requirements. There

are three key models that can be used by sensor nodes to report the environmental

events to the sink [Solis and Obraczka, 2006], [Yuan et al., 2003]:

1. Periodical reports: the nodes occasionally measure and report the ambient events

to the sink at a set of specific intervals. Timing is one of the key factors that

influences periodical reports. There are three timing models that can be used

by the sensor nodes to periodically report data [Solis and Obraczka, 2004]: (1)

Periodic simple: each node waits for a pre-defined period and then sends all the

collected data from its neighbourhood, (2) Periodic per-hop: the node forwards

the collected data as soon as it receives all data samples from its direct (single-

hop) neighbours, (3) Periodic per-hop adjusted: the node adjusts its waiting

time according to its location in the network. It would be longer if the node is

closer to the sink and/or has a denser neighbourhood, whereas it is shorter when

the node has sparser vicinity and is located far away from the sink.
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2. Query-based reports: the nodes transmit the data when the sink asks to report

specific events and/or particular data type. WSN queries vary according to the

application, node capacity and consumer requirement. The key classification of

WSN queries is [Sadagopan et al., 2005]: (1) One-shot vs. continuous queries: to

report a single/discrete or continuous data flows over a period, (2) Aggregate vs.

non-aggregate queries: to transmit a combined information from several nodes

or a set of original values separately from each source node, (3) Complex vs.

simple queries: to transmit collected data based on a single query or a set of

sub-queries that are combined in an arbitrary manner, (4) Replicated vs. unique

data queries: to ask either multi or a single node to respond the queries.

3. Event triggered reports: the nodes send their data when a particular event occurs

in the environment.

Because of resource constraints in WSN (i.e energy, bandwidth and/or communi-

cation range), none of the reporting schemes are a very good fit. Periodical reporting

periodically transmit data even if data is redundant or the consumer is not interested

in it. Thus, this scheme consumes network energy for collecting and reporting data

that are irrelevant or useless. The cost of query-based reporting also is high as it needs

several round communications during the reporting procedure until the sink receives

data. In other words, query-based report is not suitable for WSN as the intermediate

nodes should transmit a number of messages to inform the sensor nodes and sink about

the queries and responses. The event triggered scheme is not flexible as the data reports

cannot be controlled by the consumer. The nodes repeatedly measure and transmit

the sensor data as soon as an event occurs without considering the consumer interests

and/or queries. This model wastes network resources as the sensor nodes report the

environmental data that the sink is not interested in. By and large, it seems that none

of the reporting schemes are able to collect and report data in an energy efficient man-

ner. Owing to this, and due to the fact that the sensor nodes have restricted resources,

WSN needs to utilise an appropriate technique for data collection that has the potential

to reduce the transmissions/communications as much as possible.

1.4.1 Data Aggregation

Data aggregation is a technique of expressing the information in a summary form for

further analysis. This technique collects data from different sources and then combines

them using an aggregation function. It has the potential to decrease the number of

transmissions by combining a set of data into a single packet to transmit. Decreasing

the number of transmissions reduces the communication costs, bandwidth utilisation,
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network congestion, energy consumption and network delay in WSN. According to

these advantages, and due to the node resource constraints and existing drawbacks of

the reporting schemes, this technique is highly desirable to be used in WSNs. Data

aggregation has three elements: data representation method, aggregation function and

routing.

1. Data representation focuses on the semantic and syntactic data attributes. It

should be able to provide the required details about the gathered data as summary

for the consumer [Bezenchek et al., 1996].

2. Aggregation function is the method that is utilised to combine the data samples.

It depends on the consumer queries and applications. Average, Maximum, Mini-

mum, Count, Median, Rank, Standard Deviation, Variance, Sum and Regression

are the key aggregation functions. The functions are classified into two main cat-

egories [Fasolo et al., 2007]: Lossy/Lossless and duplicate sensitive/insensitive.

The former focuses on the possibility of recovery of the original data from the

aggregated results. In other words, the function is either lossless or lossy if the

consumer can or cannot, respectively, recover the original sensor data by analysing

the aggregated result. Timestamp and packing aggregation are examples of loss-

less aggregation. In packing aggregation, the messages are packed into a packed

message without any compression. On the other hand, outline aggregation, which

is used in eScan [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2002], is an example of lossy aggregation

function. Outline aggregation composes and aggregates a set of data like spatial

energy usage and topology adjacent to provide the residual energy level of sen-

sor nodes for the consumer. Duplicate sensitivity in data aggregation considers

those functions which take account of redundant data samples in the aggregation

procedure. Data samples can be redundant in a data aggregation function by

chance or through valid repetition, e.g. constant temperature. Max is duplicate

insensitive as involving the same value data sample for multiple times does not

affect the final result. On the other hand, Average can be considered as a du-

plicate sensitive function as inserting redundant values for several times changes

the result.

3. Data aggregation routing is the process of establishing a set of communication

paths between the source nodes (which can be centralised or distributed) and

the sink to forward the network (data)traffic. Routing usually includes path

discovery, setting up either single or multi hop data forwarding and path main-

tenance. WSN routing for data aggregation should consider the following issues

[Rajagopalan and Varshney, 2006]: (1) efficient resource (mainly-energy) use due
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to resource constraint in WSN, (2) transmitting the maximum number of data

samples to increase data aggregation accuracy, (3) minimising data collection

delay by forwarding data packets through low delay paths to enhance data fresh-

ness.

There are two schemes of data aggregation routing in WSN: client/server and mobile

agent [Xu and Qi, 2008], [Biswas et al., 2008]. Client/server scheme allows the source

nodes to transmit their data to either the sink or intermediate aggregators to aggregate.

The mobile agent model focuses on the mobile agents that move across the network to

capture and combine the sensory data.

1.5 Problem Statement and Thesis Motivation

Wireless sensor networks are increasingly in use due to low deployment cost and ability

to sense environmental data. The network collects environmental data using ad-hoc

communications, that is without any specific infrastructure or centralised control. The

sensor nodes report/transmit the sensed/measured data to the consumer access points

(sink) via the wireless channels. The wireless modules only allow the nodes to commu-

nicate over limited, short radio ranges. Owing to this, routing network traffic from the

event source regions to the sinks (which may not be geographically close) through single

or multi-hop links is required. However, transmitting raw data samples requires the

establishment of a number of communication links that consume significant amounts

of network resources.

Data aggregation routing is one possible mechanism to transmit a summarised

scheme of sensed data (without losing data meaning and accuracy) in a convergent

fashion to the consumer access point (sink). This technique has attracted researchers’

interests as it has the potential to reduce the number and size of transmissions which

results in reductions to the communication overhead and consequently conserves net-

work resources. For this reason, a number of data aggregation routing protocols ranging

from sparse and small networks to large and dense ones with varying network appli-

cation, topology and homogeneity are put forward in this thesis, while the protocols

utilise either client/server or mobile agent routing patterns to collect and aggregate

data samples.

The research in this field mainly focuses on designing/proposing data aggregation

routing protocols according to a multi-objective optimisation problem that focuses on

three objectives: energy saving, reducing delay and enhancing accuracy. This means

that a routing protocol offers a good fit performance for WSN data aggregation if it

is able to collect the maximum number of data samples with minimum energy con-
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sumption and delay. However, these objectives are defined and optimised according to

the consumer requirements. For example, a protocol that is able to reduce delay and

increase accuracy is well-suited to real-time applications even if it does not optimise

energy efficiency. In addition, routing protocols should consider and balance the po-

tential/existing correlations between energy, delay and the number of collected data

samples (accuracy). The correlations would be introduced and discussed in Chapter

5. They influence the network performance and/or consumers’ QoS (Quality of Ser-

vice) requirements. For example, collecting a greater number of data samples increases

energy consumption and data collection delay, especially when the data sources are ran-

domly scattered in the network (Random-Source model [Krishnamachari et al., 2002]).

Reducing delay by utilising direct communication (instead of multi-hop) increases en-

ergy consumption, whereas decreasing energy consumption using multi-hop routing will

increase data collection delay [Wang et al., 2006]. For this reason, the following issues

need to be addressed to design data aggregation routing protocols and enhance their

performance in WSNs.

• Energy conservation: energy consumption needs to be reduced as sensor nodes

usually only have limited power. Energy consumption depends on the number of

transmissions, communication distance and data aggregation computation over-

head. For this reason, data aggregation protocols should minimise the network

traffic and path hop count.

• Reducing delay: data aggregation routing delay should be minimised as it is

key for data freshness. In other words, routing delay may change – and possi-

bly reduce – the meaning and impact of collected data on further processing at

sink. Data aggregation delay depends on network congestion (network traffic),

transmission distance and communication delays.

• Increasing the number of collected data items (accuracy): increasing the number

of captured data samples enhances data collection robustness. Indeed, the data

consumer is able to make precise decisions on the collected data if a greater

number of data samples are collected. Data accuracy depends on the routing

algorithm’s effectiveness to report data samples to the sink.

The objective of this dissertation is to set out the design and to evaluate WSN data

aggregation routing protocols in each of two models: client/server and mobile agent. It

focuses on an abstraction paradigm based on the research topic as well as goals aiming

to improve the performance of data aggregation routing. This dissertation considers

the key performance metrics in data aggregation routing, namely energy, delay and
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accuracy, and then aims to balance the correlations that exist between them. This

dissertation focuses on four steps that are explained in the as follows:

1. Literature review: I have carried out a systematic and exhaustive literature re-

view on data aggregation routing in WSNs to figure out existing drawbacks in

this field. First, I have studied ad-hoc routing to highlight research and challeng-

ing issues that should be considered for routing in infrastructure-less networks.

Then, I have presented and explained WSN (as an application of ad-hoc network)

routing protocols which support data aggregation. Finally, I have highlighted the

drawbacks and research/problematic issues which need to be considered and/or

investigated for WSN data aggregation routing.

2. Proposing new protocols: I have proposed two new data aggregation routing algo-

rithms (for client/server and mobile agent model) that have the potential to tackle

the existing drawbacks in this research field. To do so, I have highlighted the con-

ventional works’ drawbacks to find their causes and effects. Then, I introduced

the new algorithms and predict how they resolve the existing drawbacks. The

key contributions of the dissertation are listed as:(1) Data collection relevant to

both event distribution models, namely Event-Radius (ER: 100% detection) and

Random-Source (RS: random detection), (2) Data collection from small, medium

and large networks in which the number of source nodes varies, (3) Maximising

the energy efficiency in the proposed routing algorithms, (4) Reducing delay

of data aggregation routing, and (5) Enhancing data aggregation accuracy by

maximising the number of delivered data samples to the sink.

3. Testing and evaluation: to test and evaluate the proposed protocols, the ex-

periments have been designed by defining specifications, criteria and scenarios

such as the experiment requirements, elements and metrics, network/node char-

acteristics, capacities and architecture, communication and computation models,

data distribution schemes, data aggregation paradigms and routing core modules.

Deploying a WSN with numbers of real sensor nodes would be expensive for em-

pirical research as it needs great resources and time. For this reason, simulation

is often used to test and evaluate WSN research algorithms. I have used a net-

work simulator named OMNET++ [OMNET++, 2012] to implement and test

my experiments. I have also selected four conventional works (NOID [Gavalas

et al., 2010], TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010], LEACH [Heinzelman et al.,

2000] and Directed diffusion (DDiFF) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000]) as my ex-

periment benchmarks, since they are well-known in the literature, implemented

and/or simulated in real world and/or adaptable for my experimental tools.
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4. Result analysis: experimental results have been analysed to figure out how the

solutions could resolve the existing drawbacks in the research field. I have consid-

ered additional metrics such as network traffic and path hop count that have the

potential to influence the goal parameters (energy, delay and accuracy) in data

aggregation routing. In addition, I have investigated the correlations between en-

ergy, accuracy and delay. The impacts of these on data aggregation performance

have been studied to evaluate the proposed algorithms and highlight what I could

resolve and what should remain as future work.

1.6 Thesis Organisation

This dissertation is organised in 6 chapters as follows: Chapter 2 introduces ad-hoc

and WSNs and includes the descriptions of several routing protocols in both types

of the networks. It also explains the similarities and differences between ad-hoc and

WSN routing to highlight the key issues which should be considered in designing WSN

routing protocols. This chapter discusses routing mechanisms and techniques in both

models (client/server and mobile agent) of routing which support data aggregation.

Chapter 3 proposes a data aggregation routing algorithm which routes mobile agent

for data aggregation in WSN called Zone-based Mobile Agent data aggregation routing

(ZMA). In this chapter, the key operational phases of ZMA are justified and discussed

in detail. In addition, the experimental results are presented and analysed to compare

the performance of ZMA with two well-known mobile agent routing protocols specifi-

cally NOID (The Near-Optimal Itinerary Design algorithm) [Gavalas et al., 2010] and

TBID (Tree-Based Itinerary Design) [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010]. In Chapter 4,

a client/server data aggregation routing which called Cluster-based data aggregation

routing (CBA) is proposed and discussed. The simulation results of CBA are presented,

analysed and compared with two client/server protocols namely LEACH (Low-Energy

Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [Heinzelman et al., 2000] and DDiFF (Directed DiFFu-

sion) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000]. Chapter 5 focuses on investigating, discussing and

analysing the potential correlations between the key performance metrics of data aggre-

gation routing: energy, delay and accuracy. The correlations are considered to compare

the performance of routing protocol in each model of routing including client/server

and mobile agent. Chapter 6 summarises and concludes the research, presents its con-

tributions and suggests the future work in this field of computer science.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter investigates wireless sensor network routing protocols which support data

aggregation. It starts with a brief overview of wireless ad-hoc networks, applications

and benefits, and routing protocols. Section 2.1 provides ad-hoc routing constraints,

challenges, characteristics and techniques to understand and highlight routing issues in

infrastructure-less networks. Section 2.2 explains routing techniques that are used by

wireless ad-hoc networks and have the potential to be applied on WSNs. Section 2.3

gives a brief overview of WSN by explaining architecture, infrastructure and challenging

issues it faces. In this section, various aspects of WSN are discussed with respect

to routing. Section 2.4 presents general WSN routing classifications to highlight key

features and techniques. Section 2.5 discusses WSN routing protocols that support data

aggregation. A number of routing protocols have been proposed in which a substantial

number support data aggregation. However, a small portion of them have been studied,

simulated and/or implemented to be used in the real world. This section explains

novelties, mechanisms and efficiency improvements to mature routing protocols which

support data aggregation in either client/server or mobile agent scheme.

Routing is the process of interconnecting two or more nodes via either single or

multi hop links. It includes the procedure of route discovery, establishment and main-

tenance. In wireless networks, the purpose of routing is to interconnect wireless source

nodes which generate data to the receivers (who may manipulate the data) via direct or

indirect wireless links that are logically formed through a set of intermediate nodes, re-

lays and/or routers. Routing in wireless ad-hoc network is different from other wireless

networks such as infrastructure-based wireless LAN due to four key reasons: (1) routing

in wireless ad-hoc networks is performed dynamically without requiring an infrastruc-

ture. This means that there is no specific node to control network establishment in

ad-hoc networks, (2) network topology may change frequently due to node/link failures
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and/or node mobility, (3) wireless links may have different characteristics such as delay

and/or bandwidth, (4) wireless ad-hoc network nodes may have different capacities and

characteristics such as constraint power and/or limited radio range. For these reasons,

wireless ad-hoc network nodes need to dynamically discover, setup and maintain the

routes from the source to receiver nodes. The routes should be maintained and/or

updated during the network lifetime according to network topology changes that may

frequently arise.

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) can be viewed as an application of wireless

ad-hoc networks to collect ambient data for the data consumer. Routing in WSN is

essential as measured data samples need to be forwarded from source regions to the

sink for further processing and/or data consumer utilisation. WSN routing can be

considered as a subset of ad-hoc routing due to similarities in network infrastructure

deployment, communication protocols and topology change. However, it differs from

ad-hoc routing due to the following reasons [Akkaya and Younis, 2005], [Al-Karaki

and Kamal, 2004]: (1) sensor nodes are highly prone to failures as they are usually

equipped with constrained resources especially energy, computation and communica-

tion, (2) there is no global addressing pattern (i.e IP) in WSN and so nodes usually use

message broadcasting to communicate, (3) routing redundant data packets is highly

avoided in WSN due to the network resource constraints, (4) WSN’s dynamic nature

is different from ad-hoc network as sensor nodes are usually stationary.

The key objective of WSN deployment is to collect ambient data in which sensor

nodes would transmit the measured data to a single or multiple nodes, named sink,

for data consumer manipulation. However, forwarding raw data packets through wire-

less communication links from source regions to the sink increases network resource

consumption and consequently reduce the network lifetime. Data aggregation is a po-

tential technique to reduce the number/size of transmissions and eliminate redundant

data packets. Using this technique, meaningful data packets are combined to express

the collected information in a summary form to the data consumer. Thus, ambient

data can be collected and reported to the data consumer with low energy cost if a

data aggregation technique is used during data collection. Data aggregation routing

focuses on forwarding either mobile agents or data packets between source regions and

sink/aggregators according to the routing model. In client/server model, routing is

responsible for forwarding data packets from the source nodes to the intermediate ag-

gregators for in-network aggregation, whereas it focuses on forwarding mobile agents

to collect and aggregate data in the mobile agent model.
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2.1 Ad-hoc Networks

Ad-hoc comes from a latin phrase that means ”for this purpose”. It is usually used

for dynamic (on-the-fly) solutions that are designed to resolve specific purpose prob-

lems. An ad-hoc network is an infrastructure-less and self-configuring network that

provides an arbitrary and temporary topology platform to perform computing tasks

over distributed platforms [Rubinstein et al., 2006]. An ad-hoc network is deployed

dynamically and without any centralised control as well as pre-existing infrastructure.

Ad-hoc nodes (which are a broad set of wired or wireless electronic devices like com-

puters, laptops, PDAs, mobile phones or sensors) establish the communication infras-

tructure by themselves to send, receive or relay the network traffic. The nodes may

be resource constraints (i.e energy and bandwidth), so efficient network resource con-

servation is desirable. Ad-hoc nodes communicate to each other over either wired or

wireless communication channels.

2.1.1 Ad-hoc Network Applications and Benefits

A broad range of potential applications have been proposed for ad-hoc network due to

its flexibility, low-cost deployment and robustness [Hoebeke et al., 2004]. The network

can be deployed in various environments and conditions specifically in the home, on

skyscraper, in the desert and/or in the ocean, all without requiring any specific in-

frastructure and centralised control. It can also be quickly configured for emergency

applications, as the network has the potential to be dynamically deployed through the

provided communication channels [Ghosekar et al., 2003]. The possible applications of

the ad-hoc networks can be classified into the following categories:

1. To extend existing networks: an ad-hoc network can be utilised to extend the

coverage limitations of existing networks. For example, an ad-hoc network may be

used to extend the coverage area of a cellular network to provide communication

services. The ad-hoc nodes join the existing network nodes in a self-organising

manner and then provide the network services (i.e internet access) to the area

which is not covered already.

2. To interconnect networks: ad-hoc nodes can quickly deploy networks when there

is no specific networked infrastructure available due to the lack of time and/or

required resources. It also can be useful when the existing network infrastructure

is damaged due to natural disasters like earthquakes, floods or volcanic erup-

tions. For example, this technology can provide interconnecting services between

the rescue team, doctors and nurses who help flood victims when the local com-
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munication network is damaged. The network is set up to keep the connectivity

between the people who frequently move in the area and need to communicate

with each other in real-time.

3. Ubiquitous computing: ad-hoc networks are suitable platforms to provide ubiq-

uitous computing services especially in harsh conditions. The network supports

communication between the embedded devices in the environment regardless of

their communication capacities and physical locations. For example, ad-hoc net-

works can give users the ability to control their remote devices by an ipad or

PDA that is connected to internet.

4. Ambient sensing: an ad-hoc network can be utilised to collect/sense environmen-

tal data. In these applications, ad-hoc nodes need to be equipped by a sensing

component to collect and measure environmental data. The measured data is

transmitted to the collection/aggregation point through the communication links

that are provided by the ad-hoc network. The tracking of animal movements in

a broad area is an example of an ambient sensing application. The nodes collect

and report local data to the data consumer to enable them to monitor the animal

movements or behaviours in the environment.

5. Vehicular networking: an ad-hoc network has the ability to support the intercon-

nectivity between vehicle nodes. As the network has the ability to be deployed

without any specific infrastructure, it is able to support networking amongst the

nodes that repeatedly move like vehicles. For example, it can give a driver the

ability to control the vehicle using an ipad that is connected by WiFi to a remote

control engine.

6. Personal area networks: ad-hoc nodes can take the form of a set of portable

devices which are attached to human/animal bodies to provide networking ser-

vices. As an example, the network collects the data from an area and then report

the result to any static access point in the network that is connected through

Bluetooth.

2.1.2 Types of Ad-hoc Networks

Ad-hoc network can be categorised according to node technology and capacity, network

topology and/or mobility pattern into the following classes:

• Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is comprised of a set of ad-hoc nodes

that are mobile and communicate through wireless channels. It is an infrastructure-
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less network in which the nodes are fully independent to manage their own re-

sources. The nodes communicate with each other either in single or multi-hop.

Single-hop communication is provided if nodes are within the communication ra-

dio range of each other. Otherwise, the nodes can communicate in multi-hop

(through intermediate nodes which relay the packets) when they are directly un-

reachable.

• Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) is a MANET made of vehicular nodes.

However, there are three differences between MANET and VANET: (1) network

topology can be frequently and/or continuously changed in VANET as the ve-

hicular nodes are repeatedly mobile and move with relatively high speed. (2)

VANET nodes are usually not resource constraints because vehicular nodes are

able to provide sufficient power and memory as compared to MANET nodes. (3)

VANET mobility patterns are different from MANET as VANET nodes usually

move through a set of streets and highways which can be defined and predictable.

• Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTN) is a MANET that is established in a chal-

lenged environment like space or an ocean. The difference between MANET and

DTN is that DTNs (i.e spacecraft satellite communications or underwater acous-

tic networks) are not able to establish stable end-to-end wireless links between

the nodes because of the environment characteristics. There are two techniques

that is used by DTNs to enhance the stability/quality of communication in such

a challenging environment [Basurra, 2012]: (1) utilising a store and forward ap-

proach at intermediate nodes that allows off-line communications between the

senders and receivers, (2) message replication technique that has the potential

to increase the probability of message delivery. However, the communication

time/cost is increased in DTNs communications and the nodes need sufficient

memory to store messages/transmissions. So, a set of parameters such as end-

to-end delay, link disconnection, resource and lifetime management and/or node

failure/damage are usually considered in DTN to evaluate and enhance network

connectivity and quality of service.

• Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is an ad-hoc network in which a mesh in-

frastructure comprising of mesh clients, routers and gateways is deployed. Mesh

clients such as PDAs, laptops and mobile phone communicate with each other

through wireless mesh infrastructure that is deployed in an ad-hoc fashion. The

mesh routers are usually static and have no power restriction. They are responsi-

ble for the network backbone deployment by establishing self-configure and self-

healing links in a reactive manner. Indeed, they are in charge of dealing with
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network topology changes caused by clients mobility and/or link failures. Gate-

way nodes provide the required connectivity to internet or other external wired

or wireless networks.

• Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is comprised of a set of sensor devices which

are scattered in the field either randomly or hierarchically. They communicate to

each other over an ad-hoc infrastructure to measure and report the environmental

data. Similar to an ad-hoc network, there is no specific infrastructure for the

sensor nodes to communicate.The network is deployed in a self-organising fashion

in which each sensor independently manages its own resources. However, WSN

nodes are more resource-restricted as compared to ad-hoc nodes. Unlike ad-hoc

nodes which are usually equipped by powerful and sufficient resources, sensor

nodes are small, cheap and have weak communication, computation and energy

resources.

2.2 Routing in Ad-Hoc Networks

Routing is in charge of interconnecting ad-hoc network nodes through single or multi-

hop links. Direct routing (single-hop) focuses on establishing an end-to-end wireless

link between a sender and receiver node that reside in wireless communication range of

each other. On the other hand, indirect communication (multi-hop) is formed by a set

of logical and sequential direct paths amongst the wireless devices that may be data

generator, receiver or relay nodes.

Routing is a challenging issue in ad-hoc networks as the network topology can

change frequently. Ad-hoc network topology may change due to the restriction of

network resources (i.e energy and/or bandwidth), the mobility of nodes, variation in

velocity and the vulnerable nature of wireless communication which can be subject to

fading, noise and interference [Boukerche et al., 2011]. Owing to this, communication

links need to be updated or re-established to keep the network connected. For example,

an ad-hoc node can re-establish a failed link or build an alternative one if the next hop

node moves to out of reach area (in terms of wireless communication range) or fails

due to running out of energy.

There are two components in ad-hoc networks that work in parallel to route the

network traffic: the protocol mechanism and the routing matrix [Basurra, 2012]. The

former defines data forwarding mechanism, data transmission scheme (i.e unicast or

broadcast), routing information storage and distribution, control packets characteristics

(i.e size and structure) and path discovery as well as recovery. The routing matrix works

upon the protocol mechanism and its objective is path selection amongst the available
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ones. Route matrix finds the most optimal paths between the sender and receiver when

multiple paths are available. It is in charge of making the routing decisions according

to the following parameters which depend on the algorithm design or the consumer

interests [Liu and Kaiser, 2005]:

1. low cost (minimum consumed energy)

2. shortest and/or minimum delay paths (fewer hop count)

3. distributed/parallel routing

4. maximising communication signal strength

5. loop avoidance

6. quick path establishment (before any further topology change)

7. maximising the throughput by minimising the packet loss ratio (maximum relia-

bility of the links)

8. maximising network lifetime

Due to the architecture and variety of ad-hoc network applications, a great num-

ber of routing algorithms have been proposed in this field. They have been categorised

into variant classes in which differences, similarities and/or superiorities are highlighted,

compared and analysed [Rubinstein et al., 2006]. There are a set of features that can

be considered to classify ad-hoc routing protocols: the type of routing information

which needs to be acquired and maintained, routing information collection time, rout-

ing operation techniques, network architecture and/or node roles during the routing

procedure.

There are two key classifications for ad-hoc routing protocols: routing protocol

proactivity and operation [Basurra, 2012]. The former focuses on classifying the proto-

cols based on the time/method of collecting routing information (i.e reactive and proac-

tive), whereas the latter considers the operation technique that is used during routing

(i.e location-awareness and multiple path establishment). The latter is perceived as a

part of the former because routing protocols may utilise particular techniques based

on the routing information that is reactively or proactively collected. This section con-

siders ad-hoc routing protocols based on both classifications to highlight and compare

their features.
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2.2.1 Proactive, Reactive and Hybrid Classification

Proactive, reactive and hybrid is the most famous classification of ad-hoc routing.

This classification is rooted in the timing features of routing information collection and

maintenance. Each class of this classification is explained in the following sections:

2.2.1.1 Table-driven Routing (Proactive)

Proactive routing focuses on maintaining the route information in an up-to-date man-

ner at nodes local routing table. The nodes maintain an updated version of the available

links in their local routing tables to establish the routes proactively. Routing informa-

tion can be maintained at routing tables in two schemes: link state and distance vector

[Liu and Kaiser, 2005]. In the former, the nodes maintain routing information about all

nodes (full topology) and then use graph-theoretic algorithms such as Dijkstra [Cormen

et al., 1990] to find the requested path. In the latter, however, the nodes would con-

sider partial topology information to establish the paths in a distributed manner. The

distance vector algorithms such as Bellman-Ford algorithm [Bellman, 1956] typically

have lower computational and communication overhead compared to the link state as

they do not need to collect, maintain and update the global routing information of all

nodes. Research in proactive routing mainly focuses on reducing route maintenance

overhead, improving the adaptation of the routing algorithms to the network topology

changes, and enhancing the scalability and quality of service.

Decreasing the route discovery delay is the advantage of proactive routing. A re-

quested route is immediately established because the nodes already have the required

routing information for the path in their tables. Hence, proactive routing would be par-

ticularly appropriate for time sensitive applications. However, the overhead of route

maintenance is a drawback of this class. The network topology changes need to be

propagated throughout the network to update the routing information which is main-

tained at the tables. It extremely consumes the network resources (mainly power) and

need a large storage capacity to maintain routing information especially when the net-

work is broadly deployed. The lack of scalability is another drawback of table-driven

routing because the routing information needs to be proactively collected during route

discovery and/or maintenance phase. Owing to this, proactive routing is more ap-

propriate for the (wired) network in which the communication links are more stable

and topology changes are fewer. The conventional works of this category focus on the

adaptation, modification and the optimisation of stable network routing mechanisms

for ad-hoc networks.

Optimised link state routing (OLSR) [Jacquet et al., 2001] is a link state table-
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driven routing algorithm that aims to decrease network traffic overhead by reducing the

number of nodes that transmit the routing tables. Under OLSR, each node selects a set

of its single-hop neighbours which are called multipoint relays (MPRs) to cover at-least

two-hop wireless communications. The route updates are reported to MPRs that are in

charge of propagating them to the network nodes using User Datagram Protocol (UDP).

Compared to flooding algorithms, in which all nodes forward the routing packets, the

communication overhead in OLSR greatly decreases as the number of router nodes

that transmit/broadcast the routing information is reduced. However, the lack of fault

tolerance is a drawback of OLSR because UDP as a communication medium offers

limited error recovery services for communication errors such as link/node failures

especially in MANET.

Source-tree adaptive routing (STAR) [Garcia-Luna-Aceves and Spohn, 1999]

establishes a tree infrastructure (rooted in the source node) in which all required links

to reach the destination(s) are provided. It selects one path (amongst all available

ones) to forward data packets from source to destination based on two schemes: Op-

timum Routing (ORA) and Least Overhead Routing (LORA). The former selects the

shortest path (minimum hop count), whereas the latter considers the route that needs

minimum overhead (energy cost) to setup. Each source node discovers its own single-

hop vicinity and then broadcasts all the available links as a routing table to inform

its neighbours. The nodes that receive the routing table will update their own tables

and then re-broadcast the routing messages. This procedure is repeated until the route

request messages are received by the destination(s). As a result, a tree infrastructure

is established from the source to the destination nodes in which all possible paths are

provided. The destination would reply the source node through a minimum hop count

or energy cost path according to the route selection criteria (ORA or LORA).

Destination-Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [Perkins and Bhagwat, 1994]

is an extended version of original Bellman-Ford algorithm [Bellman, 1956] that proac-

tively routes network traffic according to the stored information at the nodes. Each

node maintains a routing table containing (discovered) destination’s ids, their dis-

tance (hop count) and a sequence number of route request message to find fresh routes

and avoid loops. Routing tables can be updated in either time-driven or event-driven

scheme. The former broadcasts route update messages at a particular time, whereas

the latter forwards them if a particular event (i.e topology change) arises. Route update

messages are classified into two categories: full dump and incremental. Full dump mes-

sages transmit the full routing table that contains all collected routing entries, whereas

incremental sends just changed and/or updated entities.

Table 2.1 compares and summarises the key features of OLSR, STAR and DSDV.
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Table 2.1: Key features of proactive routing protocols

Features OLSR STAR DSDV

Mechanism Link state Link state Distance Vector

Architecture Flat Hierarchical (tree) Flat

Route Updates Periodical Event-based Periodical/Event-based
Hop-by-Hop Hop-by-Hop Hop-by-Hop

Communication limited broadcast limited broadcast full broadcast
Type through MPRs over tree infrastructure

Key advantage reduced number of reduced overhead fresh route utilisation
route broadcasters of communications (over tree)

Key drawback limited error recovery high cost of infrastructure high cost for full broadcast
establishment and maintenance route updates

Routing metric shortest path shortest path shortest path

Loop-free yes yes yes

2.2.1.2 Source-initiated Routing (Reactive)

Reactive routing establishes a route when a source node needs to communicate with a

particular destination node. The source node broadcasts the route request and waits

then until the reply packet is received from the destination. After route discovery,

reactive routing needs to perform a route maintenance phase to update the existing

paths based on the network topology changes. Reactive routing offers two benefits

compared to proactive: (1) routing overhead is reduced due to two reasons: first, the

size of updating area is limited to specific regions in which the routes are requested

instead of whole the network. Second, as reactive links are established on-demand for

temporary usage, the source nodes do not need to maintain a path after transmitting

data packets. It results in reductions to path maintenance cost. (2) higher scalability

is achieved because reactive routing has the ability to adapt itself to network changes

by establishing on-demand routes. Routing delay is a drawback of reactive routing.

Source-initiated routing protocols increases the routing delay as the paths are dynam-

ically selected on-demand. Reactive routing delay varies depending on the availability

of nodes and communication links on the route, the number of intermediate nodes,

the speed/frequency of topology changes in the network and the network architecture

and application. Reactive routing research usually focuses on optimising link failure

recoveries in terms of speed and efficiency to select stable routes, reducing routing cost

and improving routing performance by considering additional metrics such as quality

of service and/or signal strength.

A global network addressing scheme is required to support peer-to-peer commu-

nications between the source and the destination nodes in reactive routing. Global

addressing schemes (IP-based networks) give the source nodes the ability to find the

requested destination nodes to establish the paths. However, utilising this technique is

not feasible in large-scale ad-hoc networks that consist of weak nodes (i.e WSN) as the
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cost of maintaining and updating the global address tables is extremely expensive.

Dynamic source routing (DSR) [Johnson et al., 2001] forwards routing messages

from the source nodes to the destinations to establish paths in a broadcast manner. It

has two phases: route discovery and maintenance. In the first phase, routing messages

are broadcasted by the source nodes to the requested destination to discover available

routes. The messages are updated at intermediate nodes until they are received by the

destination. Each node that receives the route request firstly checks its own routing

table to find the requested path to the destination. If the path is not found, the node

adds its address to the table and forwards the route request until it is received by the

destination. The destination sends back a route reply packet to the source node through

the same path when the route request is reached. Finally, the source node forwards

the data packet through the established path when it receives the route reply packet

from the destination. Source nodes maintain multiple routes to the destination node

as alternatives. At the maintenance phase, DSR ensures the validity of existing paths

using route error and acknowledgement messages. If any node detects a link failure,

it sends a route error packet back to the source node to inform it that the current

link is going to fail. The source node establishes another path or use alternative ones

to forward data packets through to the destination. Stable Weight based On-demand

Routing Protocol (SWORP) [Wang et al., 2007a] improves the performance of DSR

by allocating three metrics, namely expiration time, error count and hop count, to the

potential links between the source and destination nodes as link weights. Hence, the

destination node selects the route which is optimal (has the biggest weight) amongst

all the established links.

Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) [Perkins and Royer, 1999] for-

wards routing messages from the source nodes to the destinations in a unicast or mul-

ticast manner to establish paths. The routing messages maintain the information of

active links instead of all available ones. It reduces the routing cost to a great extent.

The messages contain: the address of the source node, the current sequence number of

the route request message, the address of destination node and the sequence number

of the last route request message (for the same destination). The intermediate nodes

(receiving route request messages) reply to the source node if any record for the re-

quested path is found at their local routing tables. Otherwise, they keep a version of

the route request at their local tables and then forward the route discovery message

for the next hop nodes. It is repeated until the destination is reached. Similar to DSR,

the source node transmits the data packet through the established path when the route

reply packet is received from the destination node. The difference of DSR and AODV is

that the latter locally maintains the routing information of the forwarding path in each
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node routing packet, whereas the former puts them all discovered paths in the route

discovery messages. Owing to this, the traffic overhead is reduced in AODV due to

transmitting smaller size control/routing packets [N.Thakare and Joshi, 2010]. More-

over, routing overhead of AODV would decrease, in comparison to DSR, as AODV does

not need to send the information of all available routes to the destination. However,

AODV routing is less fault-tolerant as it maintains a single route instead of multiple

ones from source nodes to the destinations.

Signal stability-based adaptive routing (SSBR) [Dube et al., 1997] considers

two metrics namely signal strength and location stability during routing to enhance

reliability. SSBR has two components: Dynamic Routing Protocol (DRP) and Static

Routing Protocol (SRP). DRP utilises hello messages to measure signal strength. Re-

ceived Signals Strength (RSS) are maintained at signal stability table of each node.

The tables can be frequently updated when the nodes receive any further packets from

the neighbour nodes in the case of network topology changes. SRP is responsible for

performing routing. It utilises signal stability tables to forward data packets through

the links that are more reliable and have stronger RRS value. SSBR decreases the

routing overhead as compared to AODV and/or DSR. It selects routes based on the

link strength instead of hop count that are used in AODV and DSR. As a result, the

control overhead of routing is reduced as it does not require extra control packets to

consider hop count. However, SSBR does not support local/partial route discovery. In

fact, SSBR should re-discover requested routes from the source to the destination node

if any intermediate node fails. Moreover, SSBR is not useful to work over long period

as wireless channel strength may vary according to the nodes location, environmental

effects (i.e noise) and the level of residual power.

Temporary Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [Bakht, 2011] establishes

shortest paths to forward data packets by considering distance value between source

and destination. First, it maps the network into a directed graph, which maintains all

possible routes from the source nodes to the destination. The graph entries are assigned

by a metric called height that is the link distance value. In fact, it is a proportional

level/value of the node proximity to destination. Farther nodes have greater height

values, whereas closer ones have lower height. To get the height value, a source node

sends a path query message containing its own and the destination id. The route

query message is forwarded by intermediate nodes until it is received by either the

destination or any of its single-hop neighbours. Upon receiving the route request,

the destination sends back an updating message containing node height to the source

node. The value increases at each intermediate node and the reply message is forwarded

until it is received by the source. At the end, a path is created from the source node
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Table 2.2: Key features of reactive routing protocols

Features DSR AODV SSBR TORA

Mechanism Hop-count Hop-count/route sequence RSS Hop-count

Architecture Flat Flat Flat Flat

Route Updates as needed as needed week/lost signals link/node failures

Communication broadcast uni/multicast broadcast local broadcast
Type

Key advantage 1- Multiple routes reduced routing reduced control reduced overhead
2- low complexity of implementation overhead and/or table size overhead for route updates

Key drawback 1- High overhead single route not adaptable with varying high resource consumption
2- high bandwidth utilisation maintenance signals over time in large/dense networks

Routing metric shortest path freshest and/or shortest path reliable path shortest path

Multiple Routes yes No yes yes

to the destination via intermediate nodes whose height values are decrement. The

benefit of TORA is its ability to deal with network topology changes. Any node that

detects a failed link removes the path by setting its own height to a reference rate

(highest height) and then broadcasts a message to inform all its neighbours about the

failure. The record of a failed link is discarded at each node that receives the failure

update message. However, memory usage and communication overhead is increased in

TORA as compared to AODV especially in a dense and large network in which network

topology is frequently changed.

Table 2.2 compares and summarises the introduced reactive routing protools.

2.2.1.3 Hybrid Routing

Hybrid routing combines the key aspects of source-initiated and table-driven routing

protocols to enhance routing performance. The idea of combining proactive and reac-

tive routing is that table-driven routing algorithms are suitable for the network with

more stable connections, whereas source initiated protocols are appropriate for the net-

work with high topology changes [Liu and Kaiser, 2005]. Hybrid routing inherits the

existing drawbacks of both source-initiated and table-driven routing that are high de-

lay and overhead respectively. Reactive route establishments increases delay, whereas

proactive paths (that need to be updated according to network topology changes) in-

creases routing overhead [Boukerche et al., 2011].

In a nutshell, there are two techniques that usually are used by hybrid routing:

1. Proactive zones: the network is partitioned into a set of zones in which intra-

zone paths are formed in proactive, whereas inter-zone packets are reactively

routed. The objective of this technique is to limit the proactive routing into

restricted zones to reduce routing overhead. In other words, the overhead of

routing is reduced as a fewer number of communication links (intra-zone paths)
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are proactively discovered, established and/or updated. The zones can be formed

according to link stabilities and/or node similarities (i.e mobility pattern and

physical location). For example, Landmark Ad-hoc routing (LANMAR) [Pei

et al., 2000] forms a set of proactive zones based on the nodes similarity in mobility

patterns such as velocity and direction. However, there is a trade-off between

energy consumption and routing delay in forming proactive zones. Although

forming broad zones reduces delay to some extent (a greater number of nodes

use proactive routing), it increases communication overhead/cost to proactively

establish and update the intra-zone links. Owing to this, zone count, size and

density need to be considered to balance the trade-off.

2. Network backbone: the nodes that have more stable connectivities form the net-

work backbone (i.e tree) in which the packets are proactively forwarded, whereas

other ones route the packets reactively. The objective of this technique is to

limit reactive routing to the area which is not covered by the network backbone.

The packets are forwarded reactively until they are received by backbone nodes

that provide proactive routing. It reduces communication routing delay as the

backbone would be able to quickly forward packets from/to different parts of

the network. However, the network backbone needs to balance the delay-energy

trade-off similar to the proactive zones. The backbone should cover the broadest

area of the network to limit reactive routing and consequently reduce routing

delay. On the other hand, the cost of establishing and updating communication

links on the network backbone needs to be minimised by reducing the number

of node/links that reside on the backbone. As a result, the researchers need to

design hybrid protocols in which the backbone nodes cover frequent use parts of

the network with a minimum number of nodes/links.

Zone routing protocol (ZRP) [Samar et al., 2004] utilises proactive zone tech-

nique in which network packets are routed using two algorithms: Intra-zone Routing

Protocol (IARP) and Inter-zone Routing Protocol (IERP). The former is responsible

for intra-zone proactive routing, whereas the latter focuses on reactive inter-zone rout-

ing. ZRP firstly forms the network zones around each node according to a hop count

value which is called allowed hop number. The allowed hop number defines zone size

and is set by the network consumer. The nodes perform IARP to discover their local

neighbourhood (with respect to allowed hop number) by exchanging hello messages.

Then, Inter-zone Routing protocol (IERP) is performed by only the nodes that reside

on the border of zones. The packet is routed from the source to the destination if both

reside on the same zone. Otherwise, the route query message is forwarded from the
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source to any other zone that knows the destination. The nodes that reside on the

border of zones (broader nodes) establish reactive links to transmit the route messages

between the zones. ZRP reduces the overhead of reactive routing as a limited number

of nodes (zone boarders) instead of all nodes that receive the messages are in charge

of establishing reactive routes. However, zone size (or allowed hop count) is the key

drawback of ZRP. Network resources is extremely consumed to collect intra-zone infor-

mation if zone size is set too large. On the other hand, delay and/or the overhead of

IERP is increased when the zones are formed small in which a great number of nodes

reactively establish the inter-zone routes.

Landmark ad-hoc routing (LANMAR) [Pei et al., 2000] forms the proactive

zones to forwarded data packets according to nodes mobility patterns. This means

that LANMAR logically partitions the network into a set of subnets in which the

nodes have same mobility patterns like direction and/or velocity. In each zone, a node

(called landmark) is selected to manage connection status of links and node locations.

Each node is allocated by a routing table in which the zone number, landmark Id, and

the list of neighbours are maintained. Routing tables are updated using route update

messages that are propagated in the case of network topology changes. An intermediate

node replies back to a route request message if it can find any record of destination in

its own routing table. Otherwise, it re-sends the query to its landmark node to find and

establish a route to the destination. Landmark nodes need to communicate with each

other to find the destination. The landmark availability is a drawback of LANMAR

as landmark nodes should be reachable for all nodes in their zones to monitor local

topology changes and process remote route requests. Moreover, routing performance

and accuracy is threatened when connections between nodes and their landmarks fail.

Thus, landmark nodes would not be able to provide required information for the source

nodes to find the destination. Besides, network resource consumption and delay is

significantly increased when the network is highly mobile as the landmark nodes should

be frequently updated according to network topology changes.

Zone based hierarchical link state routing protocol (ZHLS) [Joa-Ng and

Lu, 1999] forwards packets over a zone-based network in which the zones are formed

according to the physical location of nodes. The network is partitioned into the zones

using a zone id which is allocated to each node via GPS. Then, each node collects

routing information proactively from its neighbours that have the same zone id. The

routing information is used to forward intra-zone messages when source and destination

nodes reside in same zone. Otherwise, the source node forwards a zone level query to

find any node of the destination zone. Data packets are forwarded by the source when

a route reply packet is received from either destination or any node in the destination
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Table 2.3: Key features of hybrid routing protocols

Features ZRP LANMAR ZHLS

Mechanism Hop count zone mobility pattern GPS zone

Architecture Flat Hierarchical Flat

Route Updates Periodical Event-based or node mobility Periodical

Communication Local/limited broadcast limited broadcast limited broadcast
Type (zone boarders uni/multicast) (Landmark uni/multicast) (GPS communications)

Key advantage 1- reduced message forwarding mobility supported quick routing
2- flexible

Key drawback optimal value for landmark availability, GPS communication
allowed hop number establishment and maintenance is expensive for MANET

Routing metric shortest path shortest/freshest path shortest path

Loop-free yes yes yes

zone. ZHLS is expensive for a MANET network as the nodes are highly mobile and

should be frequently allocated by new zone IDs. It increases network traffic. Moreover,

intra-zone routing tables need to be continuously updated due to the topology changes

caused by mobile nodes. Each inter-cluster movement needs to be recorded at the

routing tables of zone members. In addition, this protocol is not suitable for an ad-hoc

network in which the nodes are resource constraints as the communication overhead

with GPS is usually expensive. The zone id generator (GPS) should be continuously

reachable for all the nodes that may have limited communication radio range.

The introduced hybrid routing protocols are compared and summarised in Table

2.3.

2.2.2 Routing Operation Classification

Ad-hoc routing protocols can be categorised based on routing mechanisms that are

used to discover, establish and/or maintain communication links. The mechanisms are

used to enhance routing performance by resolving existing drawbacks and/or reducing

routing operation limitations. However, the drawbacks of proactive/reactive classifi-

cation (delay of reactive and cost of proactive routing) is inherited depending on the

time/method that is used to collect routing information. This section focuses on ex-

plaining three key categories of routing operation classification namely location-aware,

multi-path and power-aware.

2.2.2.1 Location-aware

Location-aware routing utilises the nodes location information to route the packets.

The performance of routing can be enhanced as the location information gives the

source nodes a clear vision about the potential paths to the destination(s) in the net-

work. The physical location information can be collected by the nodes from their local
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vicinity (i.e clusters), the whole network (networked regions) or external location in-

formation providers (GPS). The information can be gathered reactively or proactively

based on the application and node characteristics. For example, static nodes can proac-

tively collect the location information, whereas mobile nodes need to reactively collect

the location information on-demand. The research in this class of routing mainly fo-

cuses on reducing routing delay and/or improving routing accuracy using the location

information.

The key advantage of location aware routing is that the routing delay is decreased.

As the nodes would be able to detect the destination nodes using location information,

the routes are established quickly and without additional delays. However, the overhead

of collecting the location information can reduce the quality of routing performance

especially in mobile network. The nodes should frequently gather location information

to update routing tables according to the network topology changes.

The easiest method to collect the geographical information of nodes is the use of

GPS [Boukerche et al., 2011]. However, communicating with GPS to get the informa-

tion is not suitable for a network which has limited communication and energy resources

(i.e WSN). In this case, the nodes should consume a great deal of network resources

to get the information from GPS especially during the updating phase which caused

by topology changes. Besides, the availability of GPS is still a problematic issue. The

GPS should be reachable for all network nodes and the nodes should have sufficient

power capability to communicate with location information provider.

Location-aided routing (LAR) [Ko and Vaidya, 2000] is a reactive location-

aware routing protocol that aims to reduce routing overhead by minimising the route

discovery area. The sender node uses GPS to collect location information (location,

movement direction and speed) of the receiver. LAR essentially utilises two schemes to

forward data packets: first, it detects the exact region that is centred by the destination

node in the network using the collected location information. The route request packets

are forwarded to destination through any node that resides in or connected to the

destination region. Second, the source node calculates its distance to the destination

using the information provided by GPS. Then, the node broadcasts the route request

packet that is assigned by the distance value. The packet is forwarded by any node that

has a shorter distance to the destination until it is reached by the requested destination.

LAR reduces routing overhead as a limited region of network is considered to forward

data packets instead of the whole network.

Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM) [Bakht, 2011] is

a proactive table-driven routing protocol in which distance information of all nodes are

collected and maintained at each node. Using this information, the nodes would be able
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Table 2.4: Key features of location-aware routing protocols

Features LAR DREAM

Mechanism Geographical location/distance Distance

Architecture Flat Flat

Proactivity Reactive Proactive

Communication Local/limited broadcast broadcast
Type

Key advantage quick as routing search mobility is supported
is reduced

Key drawback GPS availability expensive route update

Routing metric freshest/shortest path shortest path

Loop-free yes yes

to find the location/region of the destination node to immediately forward the route

request packets. The source node sends data packets to the nodes that reside closer

to the destination. This procedure is repeated until the destination is reached. The

routing table at each node is updated according to network topology changes such as

node movement, node failure and link expiration. Although the routing search domain

is reduced in DREAM similar to LAR, network resource consumption is increased when

the network deployed is dense and large. The nodes need large storage capacities to

maintain the routing information (distance) of the network nodes and also to consume

a great deal of network resources (i.e bandwidth and energy) to handle route update

messages that are frequently transmitted.

Table 2.4 compares and summarises the key features of LAR and DREAM.

2.2.2.2 Multi-path

Multi-path routing provides multiple routes to enhance routing reliability. In compar-

ison to other routing categories that usually establish a single path from the source to

destination, the ratio of message delivery is increased in multi-path routing as establish-

ing multiple paths enhances the chance of path availability. Indeed, source nodes would

be able to transmit data through any other available path when the current one is not

available (due to collisions and/or link failures). Multi-path routing can also decrease

the data transmission delay by distributing the traffic overhead on multiple paths that

interconnect the source and destination node pairs. This means that, data packets can

be transmitted through any other available route to the destination if the current route

is busy or fails. The drawback of multi-path routing is the additional overhead that

is required to establish/maintain the multiple routes. This overhead is increased when

the network nodes are highly mobile as a number of paths need to be re-established

according to the network topology changes. Network loops are another drawback of

multi-path routing. Loop probability is increased due to establishing multiple paths
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that can be partially interconnected. This drawback can be resolved by considering

link sequences (list of nodes residing on the link) at intermediate nodes. However, it

increases routing overhead when the network is deployed large and/or dense. Multiple

routes maintenance can also increase network resource consumption (i.e energy and

bandwidth) as the availability of paths need to be frequently considered. As a result,

multi-path routing is unsuitable for an ad-hoc network in which the nodes are highly

constrained by resources (i.e WSN).

Multi-path Security-aware QoS Routing (MuSeQoR) [Sriram et al., 2005]

considers Quality of Service (QoS) metrics (i.e signal strength) to establish multiple

routes between source and destination nodes. The source node broadcasts a route query

containing a sequence number, the list of visited nodes, path reliability value (QoS

metric) and destination ID. Each intermediate node (receiving the route query packet)

adds its id as well as the quality/reliability of the last established link (based on the QoS

metrics such as the strength of the received signal) to the packet. The route request

packet is re-broadcasted until the destination is reached. The destination receives the

route query packet through different routes. Thus, it selects the most reliable path

by considering the reliability value that is assigned to each receiving route request.

Other route requests (ranked abased on the QoS metric reliability) are maintained to

be utilised if the current route fails and/or is busy. MuSeQoR can be considered as a

fault tolerance routing protocol for network with high mobility and/or vulnerable links.

It is also loop-free as the intermediate nodes would be able to detect the loop using

the route request sequence number. However, MuSeQoR increases network resource

consumption (i.e bandwidth, memory and energy) in dense and large networks as the

size of route requests is increased to keep the required information of each discovered

path.

Split Multi-path routing (SMR) [Lee and Gerla, 2001] discovers multiple node-

disjoint paths from the source to the destination nodes in which the route with minimum

delay is selected to forward data packets. First, the source node floods a route request

packet into the network (re-transmitted by the intermediate nodes) until the destination

receives. The destination node maintains a record of all the established paths and

then replies back the source node through the path which has minimum delay. The

main difference between SMR, AODV [Perkins and Royer, 1999] and DSR [Johnson

et al., 2001] is that destination is the only node in SMR that is able to reply back the

route request. In SMR, the intermediate nodes cannot reply back to the source node

individually even if they have a reserved path to the destination. SMR is unsuitable

for dense and large ad-hoc network (i.e WSN) as it works based on message flooding

which increases network resource consumption.
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Table 2.5: Key features of multi-path routing protocols

Features MuSeQoR SMR

Mechanism Quality of Service paths Minimum delay links

Architecture Flat Flat

Proactivity Proactive Reactive

Communication broadcast broadcast
Type

Key advantage fault tolerance simple to implement
is increased

Key drawback increased size of expensive route
routing messages discovery/update

Routing metric most reliable path low delay path

Loop-free yes No

Table 2.5 compares and summarises the key features of discussed multi-path routing

protools.

2.2.2.3 Power-aware

Power-aware routing forwards the network packets according to the available level of

energy at nodes. Power awareness needs to be considered as a key issue in wireless

routing because the quality of communication depends in large part on the residual

power at nodes. This means that the link would be reliable to transmit data when the

nodes have enough energy to send or receive high quality wireless signals. The objec-

tive of power-aware routing is to forward data packets through the nodes that have

enough energy to provide required level of signal strength for communications. As a

result, power-aware routing needs to consider the following parameters during routing

procedure [Boukerche et al., 2011]: (1) decreasing the traffic overhead and communi-

cation rate to reduce the message cost, (2) reducing the computation loads of routing

by removing unnecessary and redundant tasks, (3) increasing network lifetime by dis-

tributing the routing workloads on the network nodes uniformly instead of focusing on

a set of specific nodes in the network (i.e cluster heads).

This class of routing is suitable for a wireless network that needs reliable commu-

nications. It enhances message delivery as the nodes select the neighbours that have

sufficient energy and are able to cast strong wireless signals. In other words, power-

aware routing would aim to reduce the ratio of node/link failures and transmit network

packets via routes that have a higher reliability. However, power-aware protocols are

not suitable for a network that needs to consider Quality of Service (QoS) parameters

such as delay. For example, routing delay is increased when the nodes transmit the

data through reliable and/or low-cost paths that are not necessarily short in terms of

hop count.

Online energy aware routing [Mohanoor et al., 2009] is a proactive algorithm
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Table 2.6: Key features of power-aware routing protocols

Features Online energy aware routing CLUSTERPOW MINPOW

Mechanism Dijkstra Clustering based on energy Bellman-Ford

Architecture Flat Hierarchical Flat

Proactivity Proactive Hybrid Proactive

Communication uni/multicast limited broadcast broadcast
Type

Key advantage minimum energy consumption reliable inter/intra-cluster reduced energy
is reduced communication over multi-hop links

Key drawback reduced routing accuracy due to bottleneck at CHs reduced routing accuracy due to
varying energy level over time varying energy level over time

Routing metric minimum consumed energy shortest/freshest path maximum residual energy

which considers three parameters to establish the routes: residual energy, the minimum

required energy and total consumed energy level. In this algorithm, the network is

mapped into a weighted graph whose edges are marked by a weight value that shows

the required power to transmit a network packet through. Dijkstra algorithm [Cormen

et al., 1990] is utilised then to find the shortest (minimum consumed energy) path

on the graph. It selects an energy efficient path between the source and destination

node by calculating and minimising consumed energy which is required to transmit

network packets. The drawback of this protocol is that collecting energy information

for routing in a proactive manner reduces routing accuracy and performance as nodes

residual energy level would change over time.

CLUSTERPOW and MINPOW protocols proposed by Kawadia and Kumar

[Kawadia and Kumar, 2003] establish paths that have maximum transmit power to

forward network packets. CLUSTERPOW proposes a clustering algorithm in which

the Cluster-Heads (CHs) are selected based on residual energy level (instead of tradi-

tional clustering parameters such as coverage degree and/or physical locations). CHs

are responsible for collecting intra-cluster route requests and performing inter-cluster

routing. A CH replies to a route request if it knows the destination. Otherwise, the

CH forwards the route request to the cluster-head residing in the same cluster with the

destination. MINPOW does not establish a hierarchical infrastructure to route net-

work packets. Similar to DSDV [Perkins and Bhagwat, 1994], MINPOW establishes

the paths using a modified Bellman-Ford algorithm [Bellman, 1956] in which total con-

sumed energy over a multi-hop path is considered instead of hop count. It selects the

path in which the residual energy level is maximised.

The key features of introduced power-aware routing protools are compared and

highlighted in Table 2.6.
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2.2.3 Summary: Ad-hoc Network Routing

Routing in ad-hoc network is a challenging issues as it can be frequently influenced by

network dynamism and/or topology changes. Ad-hoc networks are usually deployed in

a self-organising manner and without any centralised control. The network topology

can be changed due to node mobility, resource limitation, variation in velocity and

vulnerable nature of wireless communication. Hence, the route connectivities would

depend on the availability of links and/or nodes that are being used. In other words, a

route is connected to the nodes/links that are alive/available to transmit the network

packets. Due to these issues, ad-hoc routing aims to reach a set of key objectives that

are summarised below:

1. The route stability needs to be enhanced by establishing/re-establishing commu-

nication links as quick as possible before any further topology change.

2. The reliability of routes/links need to be enhanced by transmitting network pack-

ets through nodes that have sufficient residual energy and/or signal strength to

communicate.

3. Network lifetime needs to be maximised by minimising energy consumption. It

can reduce node/link failures that are caused by running out of energy.

4. Network resource consumption needs to be minimised as ad-hoc nodes may be

equipped by limited resources.

5. Routing workloads need to be processed in a distributed/parallel manner to uni-

formly consume network resources. This reduces the probability of partial node

failures caused by bottlenecks.

A number of routing protocols are proposed in this field to improve routing stability,

scalability and extendibility. They are categorised into variant classes based on features,

techniques and objectives that are considered/utilised during routing procedure. Table

2.7 compares and summarises the over-riding ad-hoc routing categories.

2.3 Wireless Sensor Networks

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are considered an application of ad-hoc networks

in which nodes are able to collect/measure environmental data. Similar to ad-hoc

networks, there is no specific infrastructure for WSN and the network is deployed

in a self-organising manner without any centralised control. However, there are five

differences between WSN and ad-hoc networks [Krishnamachari et al., 2002]:
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Table 2.7: Comparison summary of ad-hoc routing categories

Category Objective Mechanism Pors Cons

Proactive quick routing up-to-date reducing routing 1- lack of scalability
routing table delay 2- not flexible to topology change

3- high table maintenance/update overhead

Reactive resource conservation on-demand routing improving scalability increased delay

Hybrid balancing energy-delay 1- proactive zone similar to reactive/proactive similar to reactive/proactive
trade-off 2- network backbone

Location-aware 1- reducing routing overhead geographical/physical 1- reducing delay 1- overhead of collecting
2- partial/local routing location information 2- increasing routing accuracy location information

2-availability of location info. provider

Multi-path enhancing routing reliability/availability multiple links 1- increasing message delivery 1- extra overhead for multiple links
2- reducing collisions 2- increasing the probability of loops

Power-aware enhancing reliability considering residual level 1- energy conservation QoS may be avoided
of energy 2- reduced link failures

1. WSNs are densely deployed using a large number of sensor nodes, whereas ad-hoc

networks usually consist of a fewer number of nodes with sufficient resources to

compute and/or communicate.

2. Sensor nodes are usually equipped with weaker resources (energy, communication

and computation) as compared to ad-hoc nodes. In other words, sensor nodes are

tiny, weak and cheap (i.e TelosB node [Williams, 2014]), whereas ad-hoc nodes

are usually more mature (i.e smart phones and/ PDAs) and have stronger re-

sources. Sensor nodes are not able to perform complex algorithms and process

continuos/high-rate data streams as they are usually equipped by restricted pro-

cessing modules (CPU). They are not able to maintain large-scale data because

they have limited storage capacities. In addition, they are not able to frequently

communicate over long distance wireless links as they have limited radio range

and power resources to broadcast wireless signals.

3. Message broadcasting is usually used in WSNs as maintaining a global addressing

pattern such as IP (to support peer-to-peer communications) is very expensive in

terms of network resource consumption. On the other hand, an ad-hoc network is

able to support local communications between any pair of nodes using IP-based

communication protocols.

4. In contrast to ad-hoc, WSN avoids collecting and transmitting redundant data

as it increases network resource consumption.

5. WSN nature of dynamicity is different from ad-hoc network as sensor nodes are

usually stationary in most applications.

A WSN is usually deployed by a large number of sensor nodes that are scattered to

collect and report ambient data. There are four components that need to be considered

to deploy a WSN [Sohraby et al., 2007]: (1) a set of localised or distributed sensor nodes
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that are responsible for sensing/measuring ambient data and reporting/transmitting

the results to the network consumer access point. In most WSN applications, the nodes

are static. Deploying mobile nodes is usually expensive for the engineers/researchers as

WSNS are usually deployed by a large number of disposable nodes that are scattered

in unattended and/or inaccessible area(s). (2) a networked infrastructure that inter-

connects the nodes. The network is usually deployed in an ad-hoc fashion and without

any centralised control to transmit measured data samples from the sensing area to

the network consumer access points. (3) centralised and/or distributed data sources.

They are basically a set of event sources that should be monitored by the sensor nodes.

They generate (ambient) data for the sensor nodes to measure. They can be mobile

(i.e tracking object) or static (i.e temperature). (4) centralised and/or distributed

computing points that are used to capture, process and analyse reported data. The

nodes usually have powerful computation/storage resources that allow to store and/or

process large streams of raw data. They may also have sufficient communication re-

sources to deliver the collected results to network consumers either directly or using

external telecommunication infrastructures such as the internet and/or satellite. These

nodes are called sinks.

WSN has attracted researchers attention because it allows them to measure, col-

lect and report ambient data in an easy/cheap manner without requiring any specific

infrastructure, centralised control and administration. The unique features of WSN

let the researchers design a broad range of applications such as field surveillance and

disaster management. It allows them to collect and report ambient data from harsh

and hostile environments that are not easily and/or fully reachable. WSNs are designed

according to the network consumer applications and/or requirements. The features of

WSN design and deployment are listed below.

• Small node size: reducing node size has the potential to facilitate network de-

ployment and resource conservation as WSNs are usually deployed unattended in

harsh or hostile environment with large number of nodes.

• Low cost nodes: unattended sensor network deployment in hostile environment

means the nodes cannot be reused. Owing to this, reducing node cost would be

essential as it consequently reduces the network deployment cost.

• Low power consumption: re-charging sensor nodes power sources (batteries) is

usually difficult/impossible as they may be scattered in out of reach or harsh

environment. Therefore, it would be crucial to reduce power consumption in a

WSN to enhance the network lifetime.
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• Scalability: sensor networks should be scalable as they can be deployed in different

sizes of tens, hundreds or thousands. The sensor nodes also may be added to the

network which is already deployed.

• Reliability: sensor network protocols need to provide error control mechanisms to

ensure reliable data delivery over noisy, error-prone and/or time-varying wireless

channels that are used to transmit data in unpredictable environments.

• Self-configurability: WSNs need to have this ability as they are deployed unat-

tended and without external administrations. Network deployment in hostile

and unpredictable environments, and nodes resource constraints lead WSNs to

be extremely prone to failures. It would be difficult (for the administrators) to

re-configure the network resources once the network is deployed as it may be in-

accessible. Owing to this, a WSN should be able to automatically organise itself

in the case of topology changes and/or node failures.

• Adaptability: it would be required that a WSN has the ability to adapt itself

according to the changes caused by frequent/unpredictable network topology,

environmental conditions, and/or network size/density.

• Channel utilisation: WSN communication protocols should efficiently use the

network bandwidth and enhance channel utilisation as the network is usually

provided with limited bandwidth resources.

• Fault tolerance: sensor networks need to be fault tolerant (having self-testing, self-

calibrating, self-repairing and self-recovering abilities) as they are highly prone

to failures especially when deployed unattended in harsh environments.

• Security: security is required in such the networks to prevent network information

from unauthorised access and malicious attacks as the network is usually deployed

in unpredictable and/or unsafe environments.

• QoS support: WSN applications (or consumers) may specify a set of QoS require-

ments (i.e latency and/or packet loss ratio) according to the consumer interests.

2.4 WSN Routing

In a nutshell, routing in WSN focuses on forwarding data packets from source nodes

to the data consumer access point (sink) according to a convergence pattern through

either single or multi-hop links. Sensor nodes may need to forward network traffic

through multi-hop links (intermediate nodes) to sink(s) as they usually have limited
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communication abilities which do not allow direct communications. As a result, WSN

routing needs to efficiently route the data packets from source regions to sink based on

the network characteristics, node capacities and application requirements.

The paths are established in WSNs in two schemes: Address-Centric (AC) and

Data-Centric (DC). In the former, the nodes consider the address of next hop nodes

to forward network traffic, whereas in the latter the routes are established using an

attribute-based naming that specifies the properties of data over the wireless links.

Address centric protocols are not advantageous in WSNs due to the lack of global

addressing scheme (i.e IP). In fact, lack of global addressing scheme in WSNs limits

address-centric communications into local area in which sensor nodes are aware of

each other ID address. Moreover, dense, dynamic and/or random WSN deployment

complicates acquiring ID address of nodes on multi-hop communication links. As a

result, WSNs would need to use data-centric routing protocols to forward data packets

from data regions to sink. In data-centric routing, a data packet is forwarded if it is

desirable for the next node.

Network topology change is an issue that have high impact on WSN routing. In

WSN, node availability, wireless signal quality and efficient wireless communication

range depend on the nodes residual energy level. A node or communication link/route

fails when the energy level at the nodes falls below the required threshold for being

alive or maintaing the communication links connected. For this reason, routing in

WSN is a challenging issue in which the sensor nodes need to consider network resource

consumption (mainly energy), connectivity and coverage to route network traffic from

(data) source regions to the sink(s) [Srivastava, 2010].

2.4.1 Comparison of Ad-hoc and WSN Routing

A wireless sensor network (WSN) is an infrastructure-less and self-configuring network

(similar to ad-hoc networks) comprising of a number nodes that are distributed in

the field to collect and report ambient data. There is no centralised control and pre-

existent infrastructure for sensor nodes in a WSN to communicate. Hence, WSN routing

needs to consider ad-hoc network routing issues such as connectivity, coverage and

communication reliability/delay. However, routing in WSN differs with ad-hoc network

due to the sensor nodes resource restrictions and WSN characteristics. This means that

WSN routing would need to consider additional issues that are listed as below [Akkaya

and Younis, 2005], [Al-Karaki and Kamal, 2004]:

1. Conventional IP-based routing protocols (that are used usually in ad-hoc net-

works) cannot be utilised in WSN as the overhead of maintaining a global ad-
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dressing scheme is high [Al-Karaki and Kamal, 2004]. In other words, it is ex-

tremely expensive to use a global addressing scheme in WSN due to three reasons:

first, the nodes are resource constrained (limited communication, computation,

storage and power resources), second, they are usually distributed randomly in

harsh environments, and third, the network may be broadly deployed with a large

number of nodes.

2. Although flooding and gossiping routing protocols [Akkaya and Younis, 2005] can

be utilised in ad-hoc networks to transmit data (because of their simplicity in im-

plementation), they are not recommended to be used in WSN because of their

high cost of performance. These protocols waste network resources by transmit-

ting unnecessary or redundant copies of sensor data that may be measured from

overlapping areas.

3. Hardware limitations in sensor nodes require accurate resource (especially energy)

management in WSN. Owing to this, and due to the fact that routing in WSN

(especially link availability/reliability) highly depends on the residual energy level

at nodes, WSNs need to conserve energy by utilising lightweight and efficient

energy use routing protocols.

4. In contrast to ad-hoc networks, routing in WSN is application dependent. This

means that the sensor nodes establish the paths to collect and report the data

by considering the scenario that is defined by the data consumer. For example,

source nodes need to forward their data packets from source regions to a set

of intermediate aggregators for in-network aggregations in data aggregation ap-

plications, whereas they need to forward query packets to respective data source

nodes in Distributed Sensor Database System (DSDS) applications [Bonnet et al.,

2001].

5. WSN routing focuses on forwarding data packets from data regions to data con-

sumer access points (sinks). Hence, they need to be location-aware and/or data-

centric to save network resources and avoid blind routing via random nodes.

According to the differences, it is concluded that ad-hoc routing protocols are not

suitable for WSNs. A lack of global addressing, network density and resource con-

straints are the key issues that motivate researchers to design and propose novel and

lightweight routing protocols dedicated to WSN. The routing protocols may consider

the key features of ad-hoc routing (i.e location or energy awareness) due to the simi-

larities. However, they need to utilise efficient mechanisms/techniques (i.e data centric
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routings) due to the distinctive characteristics of WSN such as lack of global addressing

scheme and resource limitations.

2.4.2 WSN Routing Design Issues

A set of distinct factors need to be considered when designing WSN routing protocols.

They are rooted in the network architecture, routing operations and/or sensor nodes

capacities [Akkaya and Younis, 2005], [Yang and Mohammed, 2010], [Al-Karaki and

Kamal, 2004]. The key ones are explained below:

• Network architecture: it has a significant impact on routing to discover

and establish routes that are used to forward packets. Data packets need to

be forwarded from source nodes to their higher levels of hierarchy such as the

leader/cluster-head in hierarchical WSN, whereas they are forwarded to the sink

either directly or indirectly in a flat network.

• Node placement: node placement is rooted in the network applications and/or

the consumer requirements and has the potential to influence routing connectivity

and coverage. Sensor nodes can be placed in two schemes: deterministic and

non-deterministic. In the former, the sensor nodes are manually placed in the

field in which the network traffic is forwarded through pre-determined routes.

In the latter, the nodes are randomly scattered in the field wherein paths are

dynamically formed with respect to connectivity and coverage.

• Energy: routing performance highly depends on energy consumption in WSN.

As the required power for wireless communications is correlated to distance, for-

warding network traffic through shortest paths is highly desirable to conserve

energy.

• Data delivery model: routing is influenced by the data delivery models which

are continuous, query-driven, event-driven or hybrid. For example, single path

routing is not recommended in continuous data delivery (i.e habitat monitoring)

as transmitting all the packets continuously through a single/same path can drain

the energy of nodes being used (bottleneck). Owing to this, multi-path or hierar-

chical routing protocols are utilised to forward the network traffic through a set

of variant paths or intermediate nodes that are able to eliminate redundant data.

• Node capabilities: nodes capability and functionality influences routing design

and performance. For example, data packets are forwarded from the source nodes

to the sink through intermediate nodes that have particular abilities such as in-

network data aggregation.
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• MAC protocol design: MAC protocols affect the routing performance as they

are responsible for wireless link availability. They influence link availability which

results in changing communication connectivity and/or coverage. MAC protocols

are used in WSN to enhance energy efficiency by preventing sensor nodes to

consume energy for idle-listening. They allow nodes to wake up when they need

to send or receive network packets and then go to sleep if they have nothing to

do.

• Data aggregation: as source nodes may forward a large amounts of redundant

data measured from overlapped areas and/or similar events, data aggregation

techniques are used by routing protocols to reduce the size and/or the number of

(similar and/or redundant) data packets.

2.4.3 Classification of WSN Routing Algorithms

A number of routing protocols are designed and proposed for WSNs in which only a

small number have been intensively studied and simulated, and even fewer have been

implemented in the real world. Some of them have been proposed to work for specific

scenarios and/or conditions, whereas others are more general and have been designed

to work for a boarder set of applications and scenarios. WSN routing protocols are

classified according to various criteria that are rooted in the network applications, ar-

chitecture, and routing functionality. The classifications highlight the distinct features

of routing protocols (i.e the type of routing information which is required to acquire

and maintain, and proactivity and/or reactivity of routing information collection). It

helps researchers to compare routing protocols to find their similarity, difference and/or

superiority.

WSN routing protocols are classified in two levels based on network architecture

and routing protocol operation. First, the routing protocols are classified according to

the network architecture as flat and hierarchical. Second focuses on routing operation

factors such as the data delivery model, MAC protocol design, QoS parameters, energy

consumption and node capabilities. Multi path, query-based, negotiation-based, QoS-

based and/or coherent-based routing protocols are the key categories of this level.

According to figure 2-1, network architecture classification is the key one that routing

operation categories are considered as parts of. A brief discussion is provided to explain

each WSN routing category in which the routing protocols that are mature, famous

and/or simulated or implemented in the real world are presented and explained. This

section does not provide a statical analysis of the routing protocols, but it explains

and highlights a set of distinctive techniques, features and schemes that are used in the
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Figure 2-1: WSN Routing Classifications

introduced protocols. The subsequent chapters will provide statical analyses of selected

routing protocols to highlight and compare their strengths and weaknesses.

2.4.4 Flat Routing Protocols

Flat routing focuses on forwarding data packets over a flat infrastructure in which all

nodes play the same role. The nodes usually have similar capabilities and perform

similar tasks to collect data and transmit the network traffic. In flat routing, the

source nodes measure and forward environmental data to the sink via relay nodes. Flat

routing is extremely popular in WSN due to its ease of use and low cost of deployment.

The nodes do not need to pay extra cost to establish or maintain communication

infrastructures such as grid, tree and/or clusters to forward network traffic. Moreover,

data packets are forwarded from source regions to the sink using intermediate nodes

that do not need to use any specific communication patterns (i.e intra/inter cluster).

Each intermediate node that receives the packets will proactively/reactively establish

either a single or multi hop path to forward data packets to the sink.

Flooding and gossiping [Akkaya and Younis, 2005] are two classical routing

protocols that forward data packets to the sink. The former focuses on broadcasting

data packets at each node. Data packets are broadcasted until they are reached by the

sink. Although flooding is easy to implement, it has a number of drawbacks, specifically
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message conflict/loss/congestion, overlap data reports and quick network energy drain.

Indeed, transmitting duplicated messages and reporting data packets that are measured

from overlapped data regions via flooding algorithms significantly increases network

resource consumption, traffic, collision and delays. Gossiping is proposed to resolve

the drawbacks by forwarding the data packets to a selected set of intermediate nodes

(multicast) instead of all neighbour nodes (broadcast). In gossiping, each source node

selects a set of its single-hop neighbours (randomly or based on specific features like

distance to sink) to forward data packets. Each intermediate node performs a similar

algorithm to forward data packets until they are received by the sink. For this reason,

the number of transmitted data packets will decrease. It results in reducing network

resource consumption and traffic.

Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN) [Kulik et al.,

1999] is a negotiation-based data-centric (DC) routing protocol that uses meta data

instead of original data to establish the routes over a flat WSN. First, each source

node advertises its data (using a high-level data indicator message) in its single-hop

neighbourhood. Each neighbour node that is interested in collecting and reporting data

replies back by sending a request packet. Finally, the source node sends the original

data packet to any of its neighbours who already asked for. The intermediate nodes

perform a similar scheme to forward data packets until the sink receives them. As the

author claims, SPIN outperforms flooding and gossiping in terms of network resource

(mainly energy and bandwidth) consumption, traffic and collision because it reduces

redundant transmissions. However, SPIN is not able to guarantee data delivery because

of the utilising negotiation-based data transmission scheme to forward data packets.

This means that source nodes do not forward data packets if they do not receive a

request for data if there is a hole (disconnection) or request packets are lost. Moreover,

SPIN can not be considered energy-efficient as the intermediate sensor nodes waste

energy resources to stay available over long periods to receive data advertisements.

Directed DiFFusion (DDiFF) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000] is a query-driven

routing protocol that utilises data naming technique to forward data packets. The

objective of utilising the attribute-value is to reduce network resource consumption

by eliminating unnecessary data processing and communication at the intermediate

nodes. This means that a data packet is forwarded if it matches the query attribute-

values. Data processing and communication is reduced as routing is performed only

by the nodes that have interesting data for the sink to report or is able to establish

a link to the source regions. First, the sink propagates data queries containing a

set of attribute values (i.e data type, freshness ratio and/or geographical area) which

describes the interesting data to collect. The queries are periodically propagated by
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the sink to check/refresh the availability of possible routes. Upon receiving the query

packets, intermediate nodes record routing information of packets at their local tables

to establish/reserve return links from the source nodes to the sink. The recorded

routing information is used for in-network data aggregation when the data packets are

transmitting from the source nodes through the return paths. The query propagation

is repeated by intermediate nodes until they are received by the source nodes that

have interesting data. As source nodes receive a number of similar queries that are

forwarded through variant routes, they need to select the most optimal path to report

data packets. In turn, they therefore consider a set of factors (like end-to-end delay

or hop-count) to establish a low cost and/or delay links. The selected path (called

gradient) is used to forward data packet to sink. Other possible routes (which are

recorded at the intermediate nodes) are used as alternatives when the gradient fails.

Data packets are forwarded by intermediate nodes that reside on the gradient until

they are received by the sink. According to the simulation results in [Intanagonwiwat

et al., 2000], Directed diffusion outperforms flooding and gossiping in terms of network

resource consumption (energy) and delay. Energy consumption reduces as intermediate

nodes use unicast instead of multicast or broadcast to transmit data packets, whereas

delay decreases because of forwarding data packets via minimum hop count paths

(gradients) from source regions to the sink. However, DDiFF is not particularly useful

for continuous data collection as nodes need to consume a great deal of energy to

transmit multiple queries and data packets. In other words, nodes (bottleneck) residing

on the gradient consume a greater deal of energy to transmit queries and data packets

which are frequently transmitted.

Gradient-Based Routing (GBR) [Schurgers and Srivastava, 2001] considers hop

count between source nodes and the sink to route data packets. Each source node for-

wards a route request packet to establish a minimum hop count path to the sink. The

request packets are forwarded by intermediate nodes until they are received by the sink.

The minimum-hop-count path is selected as the node gradient. In turn, each node is

assigned by a hop count value which is called node height. Hence, data packets are

forwarded from the source nodes to the sink through the gradient. However, a number

of gradients may be established if the route request packets are received by the sink via

variant routes. GBR considers three schemes to select a path if multiple gradients are

available: (1) stochastic scheme, which randomly selects a path when multiple gra-

dients are established with same hop count, (2) energy-aware that considers residual

energy level at each node residing on the path to forward data packets. A node height

is set to a maximum level when its residual energy level drops under the threshold

that is required to transmit data packets. Hence, source nodes stop forwarding data
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packets via the nodes to the sink. (3) stream-based scheme focuses on selecting a

gradient to forward data packets from each source region. Data packets are classified

based on data region, type and/or collection time. Then, the gradients are classified

according to the data categories to forward data packets. This means that a gradient is

used to forward data packets from each category (i.e data region) to uniformly balance

network loads. GBR supports data aggregation to reduce the number/length of trans-

missions. For this reason, a set of nodes which are on multiple gradients are identified

as intermediate aggregators to perform in-network data aggregation. Unlike DDiFF,

GBR forwards data packets which are not desirable for the sink as it does not consider

the sink queries. It results in increasing network traffic and energy consumption and

consequently reducing network lifetime especially when the network works over long

periods.

Energy Aware Routing (EAR) [Shah and Rabaey, 2002] establishes low energy

use paths to forward the network traffic. This protocol utilises a class-based addressing

scheme in which an ID is allocated to each node according to the node location and

data type. EAR performs three phases namely set-up, data transmission and route

maintenance. During set-up, the destination node (sink) floods a query/interest packet

which is assigned a cost value initiated to zero. The interest packets are forwarded to

measure the cost of established paths to the source regions. The cost value is measured

according to equation 2.1. Upon receiving the interest message (from node A for

example), each intermediate node (node B) adds the cost of the last link (Metric (A,

B)) to the message’s cost value. The link cost (Metric (A, B)) is measured according

to the required energy to establish the link or the residual energy level at the nodes.

Low cost links are maintained at Forwarding Tables (FT) and links with great cost

values are discarded. Besides, a probability value is allocated to each link according to

equation 2.2. The probability value is used to select the most optimal link in terms of

energy consumption. Then, the interest message is updated according to the calculated

cost value and then it is forwarded to the single hop neighbours which are closer to the

source regions and farther from the sink than the sender. The class-based addressing

scheme is used to find the neighbours which reside closer/farther to source nodes and/or

the sink.

Cost(A,B) = Cost(A) +Metric(A,B) (2.1)

In data transmission phase, the source nodes estimate the average cost value which

is required for a packet to reach the sink. A link is established to forward the data

packet if the link to the next hop node has a same probability value as the sender.

Data packets are forwarded in the same manner until they are reached by the sink. In
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the route maintenance phase, nodes utilise local flooding (using HELLO messages) to

periodically refresh the established links. If the current link fails, the next path will be

selected from the routing table (FT) to forward the data packets.

P(A,B) =

1
Cost(A,B)∑

C∈FT(A)

1
Cost(A,C)

(2.2)

EAR protocol has the potential to resolve the existing drawback of Directed dif-

fusion. It discards the paths that are used frequently to avoid bottlenecks. As the

residual energy level at the intermediate nodes is considered to calculate the path cost

value, the nodes residing on the frequent used links get high cost. Thus, the links are

discarded from FTs when the level of energy at a node falls below the allowed threshold.

However, data collection delay is not considered in EAR as the paths are established

according to the energy cost. Moreover, utilising flooding to refresh the established

links increases network resource consumption and congestion.

Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm (MCFA) [Ye et al., 2001] establishes

multiple routes from data regions to the sink in which the path with the minimum

cost (hop count) is selected to forwarded data packets. In contrast to EAR [Shah and

Rabaey, 2002], MCFA does not use any specific addressing scheme (i.e class-based) to

forward the network traffic. Prior to network deployment, each node is assigned by a

cost value that is initiated to infinity. The cost value is updated upon a cost packet

is received by a node. The cost packet is used to let the nodes know how many hops

they are away from the sink. The sink initiates the hop count value to zero and then

broadcasts the cost packet. The hop count value is incremented by one at each node

which receives. The cost value of each node is updated to the new hop count value

and then the cost message is forwarded for the next hop nodes. It is repeated until

all nodes update their cost value according to the cost message hop count. Then, data

packets are assigned by the cost value at source nodes and then they are forwarded

via intermediate nodes that have a smaller cost value (are closer to the sink) until

the sink is reached. Although MCFA is simpler than EAR to implement (the cost

and probability functions are not required), it increases network traffic as the number

of transmitted cost packets increases. This means that a large number of redundant

cost packets is blindly re-transmitted by the intermediate nodes. In consequence, the

message conflict ratio will increase especially when the network deployed is dense.

MCFA has been extended in [Henderson and Tron, 2006] by utilising a technique that

allows the intermediate sensor nodes to wait for a period before re-transmitting the

cost packets. Using this technique, the receiver would be able to consider/aggregate a

number of cost packets before re-transmitting them. It would result in reductions to
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Table 2.8: Flat WSN routing protocols

Protocol Mechanism Key advantage Key drawback communication Routing metric

Gossiping Selective broadcasters ease of implementation 1- high routing cost/delay multicast fresh routes
2- message collision/congestion

SPIN Negotiation-based reducing the traffic data delivery not guaranteed multi/unicast data centric
of query broadcasts

Directed diffusion Query-driven 1- reducing energy/delay bottlenecks unicast 1- minimum hop count
of query broadcasts 2- data centric

GBR Multiple paths 1- minimising delay increasing energy cost uni/multicast shortest path
2- increasing path availability (hop count)

EAR Energy-aware 1- reducing energy 1- delay not considered multi/broadcast minimum energy cost
2- avoiding bottlenecks 2- flooding to refresh routes

MCFA Multiple paths easy setup increasing message conflicts uni/multicast minimum hop count

Rumor Query-driven reducing query broadcasts agents TTL uni/multicast data centric

network traffic and consequently decrease the energy consumption.

Rumor [Braginsky and Estrin, 2002] utilises an event flooding technique to reduce

overhead of the sink interest propagation. Unlike directed diffusion in which the sink

queries are flooded into the network (without any geographical assumption), Rumor

forwards the queries only to the regions that have interesting data for the sink. In

this protocol, source nodes generate and forward long-live packets, which are called

advertisement agents, to inform their neighbourhood about their available data. Each

node that receives an agent, updates its routing table using the information of the agent

routing table that shows an available route to a source node. Using the information,

the queries are not flooded to the source regions but they are forwarded through the

paths to the interesting events/source nodes. Rumor has the potential to reduce the

overhead of query propagation in comparison to flooding by avoiding to broadcast the

sink queries. However, the energy efficiency of this protocol is increased in the case

of frequent events. That is, a greater number of forwarding agents are required to

advertise the events forwarded. Hence, network resource consumption would increase.

Moreover, defining agent Time To Live (TTL) is a challenging issue in Rumor. The

overhead of Rumor will increase if TTL is great as the agents move over longer distance

paths. On the other hand, the overhead of query propagation will be increased when

TTL is assumed to be really small because the agents can cover smaller parts of network

to advertise data. Thus, the nodes that do not receive agents may need to use blind

flooding to propagate the sink interests.

The introduced flat routing protocols are highlighted and compared in Table2.8.

2.4.5 Hierarchical Routing Protocols

Hierarchical WSN routing establishes a hierarchical infrastructure to forward data pack-

ets from event regions to the sink(s). The hierarchical infrastructures (i.e tree, cluster,

chain and/or grid) are usually established to enhance routing performance. Hierarchical
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routing has the potential to offer following benefits:

1. In-network data aggregation: hierarchical routing may allow sensor nodes to

perform in-network data aggregation. Data packets are transmitted from source

nodes to higher levels of hierarchy (i.e leader and/or cluster-heads) to aggre-

gate. It leads to reduce the number of transmissions and network congestions.

In other words, message collision is reduced in hierarchical routing as a fewer

number of data packets are transmitted over limited wireless channels. Cluster-

ing, for example, is a technique which is commonly used to establish hierarchical

infrastructures in WSN. In a clustered WSN, data packets usually are transmit-

ted from source nodes (cluster members) to cluster-heads to collect, aggregate

and/or transmit. Aggregated results are reported by cluster-heads to sink via

either direct or indirect links.

2. Increasing the message delivery ratio: the probability of message fail-

ure/collision would be reduced in hierarchical routing as the network traffic de-

creases. In hierarchical routing, a single or multiple nodes are in charge of provid-

ing communication services for a group of nodes. Owing to this, each source node

does not need to individually establish a path to the sink to forward its data. It

reduces the number of nodes which try to access the wireless channels and the

number of forwarding data packets. In consequence, message collision/failure is

reduced, resulting in increasing the message delivery ratio.

3. Fair channel allocation: wireless communication channels can be efficiently

managed in hierarchical network as contention-free scheduling is supported. Contention-

free scheduling allocates wireless channel according to the nodes hierarchy level

or location in advance of communications. It has the potential to increase the

fairness of channel allocation and consequently decrease packet collisions as com-

pared to contention-based scheduling which is increasingly used in flat networks.

4. Uniform energy dissipation: using hierarchical routing, network loads are

processed in a distributed manner instead of centralised. Network traffic is hier-

archically forwarded to a set of intermediate gateways to process, relay and/or

analysis. It leads to balance network loads resulting in increased network life-

time. On the other hand, the nodes which forward data packets from the source

regions to the sink become bottlenecks and consequently consume energy in a

non-uniform manner if flat routing is used.

5. Routing delay reduction: hierarchical routing has the potential to reduce

communication delay as data packets are forwarded through parallel hierarchi-
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cal links. Besides, receive (queueing) and access delays [Ardakani et al., 2014]

are reduced due to decreasing the number of messages and network traffic in

hierarchical routing.

The cost of hierarchical infrastructure establishment and maintenance is a draw-

back of hierarchical routing. Hierarchical routing periodically or frequently consumes

network resources to maintain the infrastructure connected. In other words, nodes need

to consume network resources to establish, update and/or re-create the infrastructures

according to the network topology changes. Hence, energy conservation is the key issue

which the researchers/engineers should consider to design hierarchical routing protocols

in WSN.

Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) [Heinzelman et al.,

2000] is a cluster-based routing algorithm that supports data aggregation. LEACH

has two phases: setup and steady-state. The former focuses on network clustering,

whereas the latter routes data packets from source nodes to sink. The cluster-heads

(CHs) are periodically selected based on a distributed random algorithm in which each

cluster member may become a CH for a particular round according to a probability

value (P). The probability value allows a cluster member to become a CH for 1/P

round. In other words, there is no chance for a node to become again CH up to P next

rounds. The source nodes collect and transmit data samples to cluster-heads using

TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) [Mao et al., 2007] to avoid intra-cluster colli-

sions. Cluster-heads collect and aggregate data samples and then transmit the results

to the sink. CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) [Ares et al., 2007] is used by CHs

to avoid inter-cluster interference. LEACH reduces energy consumption due to for-

warding data packets in unicast instead of multi and/or broadcast. However, there are

three drawbacks in (original)LEACH: (1) periodical CH selection to replace low battery

CHs with new ones would extremely increase network energy consumption. (2) estab-

lishing single-hop inter and/or intra cluster links between the sink, cluster-heads and

cluster members to forward data is not feasible for WSNs which are deployed in large

areas. (3) non-balance CHs distribution and uncertainty in cluster count and size . For

this reason, a set of modified version of LEACH are proposed aiming to resolve the

drawbacks. A Two Level LEACH (TL-LEACH) [Loscr et al., 2005] resolves inter/intra

cluster single hop communications by establishing a two-level clustered infrastructure.

They are called primary and secondary clusters. The secondary cluster-heads collect

data from the source nodes and then transmit the aggregated results to the primary

ones to report to the sink. Multi-hop Routing with LEACH (MR-LEACH) [Farooq

et al., 2010] extends TL-LEACH by providing multi-hop paths between the CHs to

transmit data packets to the sink. Each cluster head would relay data packets that
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are forwarded from the CHs residing in lower hierarchy level via multi-hop paths to

sink. Energy aware LEACH (E-LEACH) [Xiangning and Yulin, 2007] initially selects

CHs similar to original LEACH (randomly) and then utilises residual energy at each

nodes to select the CHs for next rounds. LEACH-centralised (LEACH-C) [Heinzelman

et al., 2002] uses the sink as a centralised point to create the clusters in an optimal way.

The sensor nodes forward the required clustering information such as location, residual

energy and/or connectivity degree to the sink during the set-up phase. The sink proac-

tively forms a set of balance clusters in terms of energy, coverage and connectivity and

then allocates the roles (i.e CH and/or cluster member) to the nodes. The overhead

of collecting clustering information at the sink to form the clusters is a drawback of

LEACH-C. Vice-CH LEACH (V-LEACH) [Yassein et al., 2009] selects a vice-cluster

head at each cluster to handle cluster communications is the case of CH failure. The

CHs in LEACH may fail quicker (due to running out of energy) than cluster mem-

bers as they usually need to perform a greater number of communication/computation

tasks. For this reason, the vice-cluster head would stay in the cluster to cover CH

duty if it fails. It would result in enhancing the network lifetime. LEACH Fuzzy Logic

(LEACH-FL) [Ran et al., 2010] utilises fuzzy logics based on three metrics: residual

energy level, density and distance from sink to select CHs. The author claims LEACH-

FL has the potential to reduce energy consumption of CH selection and consequently

enhance network lifetime.

Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor Information Systems (PEGASIS)

[Lindsey et al., 2002] hierarchically forms a chain-based infrastructure to route data

packets. It selects a set of nodes as leader nodes according to residual energy level

and/or location information to collect, aggregate and transmit data samples. Data

packets are forwarded from source nodes to the next hop nodes if they are closer to

the leaders using a greedy algorithm. Each node aggregates the received data with its

own and then transmits the result until the leader node receives. The leader nodes

are responsible for reporting the results to the sink. If the leader node fails, sensor

nodes leave the chain to construct a new one with a new leader. The difference of

PEGASIS and LEACH is that the sensor nodes do not need to periodically pay the

clustering cost to re-cluster the network. Due to this, and according to the simulation

results in [Lindsey et al., 2002], PEGASIS outperforms LEACH in terms of network

lifetime. However, the overhead of leader selection is increased in PEGASIS when the

network works over long period. The sensor nodes will require a dynamic topology

adjustment to collect information (i.e residual energy which changes over time) that

are required to select or re-select the leaders. Moreover, the leader becomes bottleneck

if data samples are frequently transmitted to the sink. Data collection delay also
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is increased in PEGASIS due to the multi-hop transmissions (with variant hop count)

from source nodes to the sink. Hierarchical-PEGASIS [Lindsey et al., 2002] is proposed

by the same author aiming to resolve the delay drawback. It reduces delay using

parallel transmissions from the source nodes to the sink. It uses two techniques to

provide parallel communications: signal coding (e.g CDMA) and transmitting spatial

separated data. (1) signal coding: the nodes construct a tree of chains which is rooted

in the sink. Using this tree, the nodes at each level transmit data packets to their

leader in parallel. Each level of transmissions is coded by CDMA that allows collision-

free parallel communications. (2) transmitting spatial separated data: this technique

allows the nodes that physically reside close to each other to transmit data packets to

the leaders at each round. In other words, it allows the source nodes to be grouped

spatially and then group members independently transmit data samples to the leader.

Hybrid Energy-Efficient Distributed Clustering (HEED) [Younis and Fahmy,

2004] utilises a rotation-based clustering algorithm by considering four objectives: (1)

utilising a finite number of iterations for cluster-head selection to reduce clustering/re-

clustering overhead, (2) minimising network traffic by reducing the number of control

packets that are forwarded during re-clustering procedure, (3) forming compact and

well-distributed clusters by considering cluster-head connectivity degree, (4) uniform

network load distribution over clusters to prolong network lifetime. HEED considers

two metrics to select cluster-heads and form the clusters: residual energy (primary)

and node connectivity degree (secondary). It forms the cluster by selecting the nodes

that have sufficient energy and are able to dominate a specific number of nodes as CHs.

It would result in forming well-distributed clusters in the network. The author claims

HEED outperforms LEACH in terms of energy consumption due to reducing the num-

ber of re-clustering rotations. The clusters are re-formed according to a finite iteration

number which is managed by the network consumer. In addition, the CH lifetime would

be increased in HEED as CHs are selected in an energy-aware manner. On the other

hand, the CHs have a higher chance to fail in LEACH (especially when network works

over long period) as they are selected according to the probability value and without

considering residual energy. However, finding an efficient number of clustering rotation

is a challenging issue in HEED. It needs to be tuned according to the application re-

quirements, network size and density. The network resource consumption is increased

if the clusters are frequently formed, whereas bottlenecks and/or cluster-head failures

(due to running out of energy) are increased if clusters are rarely formed.

Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor Network Protocol (TEEN)

[Manjeshwar and Agrawal, 2001] utilises a reactive data-centric approach to cluster the

network in which data samples are reported in a time-sensitive manner. The source
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nodes are grouped into a set of clusters based on their available data samples. They are

assigned by two parameters: Hard Threshold(HT) and Soft Threshold (ST). HT is a

threshold value of sensed data samples that shows new type/value data samples. ST is

the acceptable change rate of similar data samples. It leads to report data in the case

of sudden changes. According to the threshold values, a data sample is transmitted to

a CH if it is beyond HT and/or greater than ST. The CHs also consider the threshold

values to report collected/aggregated data to the sink. TEEN allows a fewer number of

source nodes (instead of all) to transmit data according to changes that are interesting

for the data consumer. It reduces data collection delay as the number of source nodes

which try to access the wireless channels to forward data packets is reduced. However,

TEEN is unsuitable for periodic data collection as it returns no result until data values

are changed and the thresholds are reached. Adaptive Periodic Threshold Sensitive

Energy Efficient Sensor Network Protocol (APTEEN) [Manjeshwar and Agrawal, 2002]

is proposed by the same author to resolve the existing drawback. APTEEN is able to

support three type of queries: (1) historical (by analysing past data values), (2) one-

time (collecting the data once as a network snapshot), (3) persistent (monitoring the

environmental events over a period continuously). That is, each CH sends a message

containing four parameters to its CMs: (1) Attributes (A): it shows the elements of

data samples that data consumer is interested in. Using attributes, source nodes avoid

transmitting data samples that are not interesting to be collected. (2) Thresholds (HT

and ST similar to TEEN), (3) Scheduling metric: it assigns a time slot to each CM

to provide intra-cluster scheduling, (4) Count Time (CT): it is the maximum allowed

period between two data reports. Similar to TEEN, source nodes transmit data samples

when the values are beyond HT and/or greater than ST. However, source nodes re-

sense and/or re-transmit data samples if CT counter is expired. Hence, CT enhances

data collection flexibility when data consumer needs periodic data gathering. Assigning

the threshold values to the nodes is a challenging issue for both TEEN and APTEEN

algorithms. As the values are rooted in the application/consumer requirements, it

reduces network flexibility if they are allocated to the nodes in prior of deployment.

On the other hand, threshold value allocation consumes network resources if the values

are frequently flooded from the sink to the CHs especially in dense networks.

Table 2.9 highlights and compares the key features of introduced hierarchical routing

protocols.

2.4.6 WSN Routing Operation Classification

This section classifies the routing protocols according to the functions such as location-

aware, QoS-based, Multi-path establishment, negotiation-based and/or coherent-based
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Table 2.9: Hierarchical WSN routing protocols

Protocol Architecture Key advantage Key drawback Mechanism Routing metric

LEACH AC cluster 1- reducing message collision 1- random and non-balance clusters rotated clustering fresh routes
2- increasing lifetime 2- not defined number of iterations with infinite iterations

PEGASIS Chain reducing cost of 1- bottlenecks greedy distance (hop count) shortest paths
infrastructure establishment/maintenance 2- increasing delay to sink

HEED AC cluster 1- finite number of iterations tuning the number of rotated clustering with fresh routes
2- well-distributed clusters re-clustering rotations constant iterations

TEEN DC cluster reducing redundant data reports 1- periodical report is not supported data-aware clustering data centric
2- threshold values allocation

ATEEN DC cluster flexible for different types of threshold values allocation data-aware clustering data centric
data reports

that are used during routing procedure. Routing operation classification resides on the

top of network architecture. This means that routing protocols are classified according

to the routing functions that are used over either flat or hierarchical infrastructures.

The key categories are explained in the following sections.

2.4.6.1 Location-based Routing Protocols

WSN location-based routing is addressed by means of node locations to measure path

distance, forward network traffic and/or find destinations. The benefits of utilising

location-based routing in WSN are energy conservation and reducing network traffic.

Using location-aware routing, the required routing information is acquired from the

location information provider (i.e GPS) to establish the paths. Hence, the nodes do

not need to broadcast frequent routing messages to heuristically establish the routes.

It reduces network traffic and resource consumption to a great extent. Besides, the

node which reside out of the communication regions/paths would be able to turn off

their communication modules to save energy without influencing the route connectivity

and/or network coverage. On the other hand, nodes need to re-transmit routing pack-

ets/requests until the destination/sink is heuristically reached in non location-aided

routing due to lack of a global addressing scheme to find the destinations.

General Positioning System (GPS) and Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

are two commonly used techniques in WSN to provide location information. In the

former, the sensor nodes are equipped by a local and low-power use GPS to get the

location information from the satellite. However, the communication cost between GPS

and satellite and the availability of GPS connections to the satellite are two challenging

issues for GPS equipped WSNs. RSSI technique allows the nodes to measure the

distance to the destination using strength of received signals. The drawback of this

technique is that exchanging messages between the nodes to measure distance increases

routing overhead especially when the network is dense and large.

Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [Xu et al., 2001] establishes a virtual
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grid infrastructure according to the location information that are provided by GPS.

The grid square-width is equivalent to nodes radio range. Local communications in

each square are managed by a node (called Grid Master) that have highest level of

residual energy amongst all nodes in its local vicinity. To select Gird Masters (GMs),

the sensor nodes are ranked based on residual energy level in a decentralised manner

at each square. GAF is energy aware and assumes that each node can be in three

statuses: sleep, discovery or active. A node which is in sleep mode, turns off its

communication module to save energy as it has nothing to do. Discovery nodes collect

location information to discover their local vicinities, whereas active nodes turn on their

radio modules to transmit network traffic. After vicinity discovery and GM selection,

square members go to sleep for a while until they are awake by the respected GM. The

GMs stay on duty to handle messages that may be forwarded by source or GM nodes.

GAF maximises network lifetime as it has the potential to reduce the number of active

nodes in network without influencing network coverage and connectivity. However, the

availability of GMs to manage intra or inter-square communications is the a drawback of

GAF. GMs are selected proactively based on the energy level which changes over time.

As GMs are in charge of managing square communications, they become bottleneck

and fail (due to running out of energy) quicker than other nodes if the network is

deployed to work over long periods. It results in disconnecting square members from

the networks. On the other hand, frequent GM selection is expensive for WSNs as it

needs local message broadcast to exchange the battery level information at each square.

Geographic and Energy-Aware Routing (GEAR) [Yu et al., 2001] uses loca-

tion information and residual level of energy to heuristically establish routes over a flat

network. It assumes that each node knows its location and is able to collect location

information and remaining energy level of its single-hop neighbours. Each source node

assigns two metrics called estimated and learning cost to the route request packet and

then forwards it to the destination. The estimated cost is the amount of energy which

is required to reach the destination. It is estimated at source nodes using a function

of residual energy and distance to the target. The learned cost, is an updated value

of the estimated cost which is dynamically measured at each node. Upon receiving

the route request packet, learned cost value is updated according to the length of last

traversed link and residual energy level at the node. Then, the packet is forwarded if

the closest (minimum cost) single-hop neighbour node to the target region is found.

This greedy algorithm is performed at each intermediate nodes until the destination is

reached. In this case, the packet is forwarded through the destination region to target

node using either a recursive geographic forwarding or restricted flooding technique.

In recursive geographic forwarding, the region is divided into four parts. Four copies of
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Table 2.10: WSN location-aided routing protocols

Features GAF GEAR

Mechanism proactive location-aware zones residual energy and location info.

Architecture Hierarchical Flat

Communication limited broadcast uni/multicast
Type

Key advantage 1- reduced number of active node minimum cost paths
2- reduced msg. conflicts

Key drawback 1- bottleneck at GMs tuning the size of
2- proactive GM selection destination region

based on energy

Routing metric shortest/freshest path shortest and minimum energy
consumed links

the packet are separately created and forwarded to each part. This procedure is recur-

sively repeated until the packet is reached by target node. In the restricted flooding, the

packet is broadcasted to all the nodes which reside in target region. Although restricted

flooding is simpler to implement, it increases energy consumption especially when the

deployed network is dense. The size of target region is a challenging issue in GERA.

The routing overhead would be increased when destination region is large, whereas the

routing delay is increased if it is small. A greater number of network messages (copied

or flooded) is forwarded to the target node when the destination region is large. It

would result in increasing network traffic and consequently increasing energy consump-

tion. On the other hand, a greater number of intermediate nodes would participate

in routing procedure from the source nodes to the destination region to measure and

update the path cost. It increases routing delay especially when the network deployed

is large.

The presented location-aided routing protocols are highlighted and compared in

Table 2.10.

2.4.6.2 Query-based routing protocol

A link is established in query-based routing if the consumer/sink requirements are

met. The paths are usually established in a data centric manner according to the data

consumer queries such as data type, location of interesting event and/or sensing time.

They may be temporary or continuously used depending on the application and/or

consumer requirements. The advantage of query-based routing is that source nodes do

not waste network resources to establish random links or forward uninteresting data

packets which are not required to be collected. However, query-based routing increases

network resource consumption and/or delay when the sink frequently propagates the

queries. The source nodes need to consume energy to establish a separate route for

each query.
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Constrained anisotropic diffusion routing (CADR) [Chu et al., 2002] aims

to maximise data sample collection while minimising delay and bandwidth utilisation.

CADR has two phases: first, Information-Driven Sensor Querying (IDSQ) which is

responsible for forming a set of data centric regions comprising of source nodes that

have desirable data to report. Second, is in process of forwarding data packets from

source regions to the sink. Each data region is managed by a single or multiple leader

nodes that stay in duty to collect data samples from the source nodes and forward the

results to the sink. The leader nodes are selected in an incremental manner in which the

number of collected data samples is maximised while delay is minimised. This means

that IDSQ selects the nodes that have maximum connectivity degree to the desirable

source nodes as the leaders. It allows the leader nodes collect maximum number of

data samples through low delay (proactive) links. Then, sink queries are forwarded to

the leader nodes at each data regions. Leader nodes that match the sink queries collect

data samples from the connected source nodes and then forward the results to sink for

further processing. The performance of CADR enhances when small data regions are

formed in Event-Radius (ER) fashion in which source nodes are centralised. In other

words, energy consumption and routing delay is reduced as integrated data regions

(ER) allow the leader nodes to communicate to source nodes through low delay links

that are likely single-hop. However, energy consumption and especially routing delay is

increased when data regions are broadly formed in Random-Source (RS). In this case,

sink queries need to be broadly propagated to cover the maximum number of leader

nodes. It increases routing delay and energy consumption. Besides, data samples are

delivered to the sink through variant and/or high delay routes as data regions are

randomly distributed throughout the network.

Active Query Forwarding in Sensor Networks (ACQUIRE) [Sadagopan

et al., 2005] utilises a data-centric query forwarding scheme for data collection. The

sink forwards data queries comprising of required data elements that should be reported

and collected. The queries are propagated by any intermediate node to a D-hop neigh-

bourhood until they are received by the source nodes. When a sink query is received, a

backward path is established to forward data packets if the receiver has the requested

data at its local cache. Otherwise, the node forwards the queries to source nodes that

are not father than D-hop away. The source nodes that receive the queries, forward

their up-to-date data samples via the same path to the last query broadcaster. Each

query broadcaster collects and aggregate data samples form its D-hop neighbourhood

and then similarly forward the aggregated results to its last query broadcaster until the

sink is reached. The value of D is a challenging issue in ACQUIRE. Network resource

consumption is increased if D is defined large. For example, the cost of ACQUIRE
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Table 2.11: WSN query-based routing protocols

Features CADR ACQUIRE

Mechanism DC leader selection DC query forwarding in D-hop

Architecture Hierarchical Flat

Communication limited broadcast limited broadcast
Type

Key advantage 1- reduced delay avoids to forward redundant
2- enhanced data collection quality data packets

Key drawback high cost/delay for RS event sources tuning the value of D

Routing metric DC links DC links

equals to flooding if D is defined as network diameter. On the other hand, the queries

need to be propagated by a great number of query broadcaster to cover whole the

network if D is defined small. It increases network resource consumption (especially in

dense network) as the number of broadcasting messages is increased.

The explained query-based routing protocols are compared in Table 2.11.

2.4.6.3 QoS-based routing protocol

QoS-based routing forwards network packets through paths which are established ac-

cording to the data consumer quality of service requirements such as delay, reliabil-

ity, fault tolerance and/or bandwidth utilisation. A QoS route is established when

the required QoS metrics are guaranteed and/or provided. However, QoS-based rout-

ing avoids to consider other parameters such as energy consumption which is vital in

WSN. In other words, forwarding data packets according to QoS metrics would result

in reductions of energy efficiency and network lifetime.

SPEED routing protocol [He et al., 2003] forwards data packets through links

in which required end-to-end delay is guaranteed. It assumes that each wireless com-

munication link transmits data packets with a certain speed. According to it, each

link is proactively labelled by the communication speed and link length. Data packet

delivery delay on each link is estimated by dividing link length over the communication

speed. Each node discovers its single-hop neighbourhood and then establishes the local

links using a geographic forwarding technique namely Stateless Non-deterministic Ge-

ographic Forwarding (SNGF). SNGF has four steps: (1) Beacon exchanges to collect

local vicinity information at each node. It results in establishing/discovery of multiple

local paths in each single-hop neighbourhood, (2) Delay estimation to calculate delay

since a packet is transmitted until an acknowledgement message is received through

the same link. It is used to measure packet speed at each node to select the links which

meets the speed requirements, (3) Neighbourhood feedback ratio that discards the links
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which cannot provide desired packet delivery delay and/or speed. Source nodes find

single-hop neighbours which are not able to establish communication links according to

the QoS requirements. They discard the unsuitable links and forward data packets only

through the links which are able to guarantee QoS requirements. (4) Back-pressure re-

routing is used to detect network congestion when a the packet is not delivered. It aims

to find next available links that are able to meet QoS requirements when the current

link fails. The probability of packet failures/lose is decreased as QoS links are reliable

enough to forward data packets. However, energy consumption increases in SPEED

due to local communications, neighbour feedbacks and re-routing the packets especially

when the network deployed is dense.

Energy-aware QoS routing protocol [Akkaya and Younis, 2003] forwards data

packets through energy efficient links in which the required end-to-end delay is met.

To provide energy efficiency and communication reliability, a cost value is assigned to

each link. The cost value is a function of node energy residual level, required energy

for forwarding a packet and link message error rate. The path with smallest cost value

is selected using Dijkstra algorithm amongst all available links that meet the end-to-

end delay requirements. To guarantee end-to-end delay, network packets are classified

using a class-based queuing model into real-time and non-real-time categories. Each

class is assigned by a bandwidth parameter that represents the amount of available

bandwidth on each link. Bandwidth ratio parameter is set at each node prior to

the network deployment. According to the queueing classes, a packets is transmitted

through the reserved bandwidth according to network consumer priority/requirement.

Initial bandwidth allocation prior to deployment is a drawback of this protocol. It

does not provide flexible bandwidth sharing adjustment between realtime and non-

realtime class of transmissions when the network works over long period. The priority of

bandwidth categories, network topology, available bandwidth and node communication

power may change over time.

Table 2.12 compares the introduced WSN QoS-based routing protocols.

2.4.6.4 Multi-path routing protocols

This class of routing focuses on establishing multiple paths (rather than a single one)

between the source nodes and the sink. Establishing multiple paths enhances routing

performance and reliability as alternative links would be available when the current

one fails. Moreover, providing alternative paths can reduce the impact of network

topology changes (i.e intermediate node/link failures) on connectivity, coverage and/or

message delivery. However, multiple path discovery and/or establishment increases

routing overhead. It results in increasing network resource consumption especially for
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Table 2.12: WSN QoS-based routing protocols

Features SPEED Energy-aware QoS

Mechanism proactive link labelling class-based bandwidth allocation
based on communication speed/delay to energy-aware links

Architecture Flat Flat

Communication limited broadcast limited broadcast
Type

Key advantage 1- end-to-end delay is guaranteed energy-aware with QoS
2- enhancing packet delivery distribution model

Key drawback 1- not energy-aware pre-deployment bandwidth allocation
2- extra cost for multiple paths

Routing metric minimum delay links (QoS) low energy and delay links

large and/or dense networks. Sensor nodes would need to consume a great deal of

resources to discover, establish and maintain multiple communication links. Directed

diffusion [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000] is an example of multi-path routing in which

multiple paths are discovered and established. The links are ordered based on the en-

ergy efficiency in which the most energy efficient path is used to forward data. Directed

diffusion does not maintain all discovered paths alive as it is extremely expensive in

terms of network resource consumption. But, it recovers next path from the list of

discovered links to become available on-demand when the primary one fails.

2.4.6.5 Negotiation-based routing protocol

Negotiation routing establishes the links between the source and destination nodes in

a connection-based manner in which the sender and receiver nodes communicate to

find any available/reliable link between in advance of forwarding data packets. The

negotiations let both sides of communication know about available network and data

resources at each other. This means that senders and receivers share the availability

and reliability of their resources during negotiation procedure. Therefore, the sender

nodes avoid transmitting uninteresting, redundant and out-of-date data packets as they

are already aware of the receiver interests. Negotiation routing reduces the probabil-

ity of message failures as it has the potential to ensure sender about the availabil-

ity/reliability of the receiver/link in advance of the communications. According to

these reasons, negotiation-based routing has the potential to enhance the reliability

of routing in WSN. However, negotiation-based routing increases network traffic and

communication overhead. It needs several rounds message passing (between the sender

and receiver for each data transmissions) that increases the number of communications,

network traffic and consequently network resource consumption. SPIN [Kulik et al.,

1999] is an example of negotiation-based routing. The source nodes disseminate data
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advertisement packets to find the potential paths which have are able to forward data

packets to the sink. The intermediate nodes that know such the paths (either in address

or data centric) reply back the sender to forward data packets.

2.5 Data Aggregation routing in WSN

WSN routing is rooted in the network applications. Sensor nodes route collected data

samples based on data consumer scenarios and/or requirements from the source re-

gions to the sink. Data aggregation is one of WSN applications that needs routing to

collect, aggregate and deliver data samples to the sink. Data aggregation routing has

two schemes [Xu and Qi, 2008], [Biswas et al., 2008]: client/server and mobile agent.

In the former, data packets are forwarded from source nodes to either intermediate

aggregators or the sink to collect and/or aggregate according to network architecture

(flat or hierarchical). In the latter, a single or multiple mobile agent(s) which is/are

in charge of data aggregation move throughout the network to collect and aggregate

data. Mobile agent routing scheme needs to provide paths between the data consumer

access point (sink) and the event regions for mobile agents to move. In other words,

the mobile agents need to migrate through the paths to capture and aggregate data

samples at the source nodes and then return the results to sink.

2.5.1 Client/server data aggregation

Client/server data aggregation routing establishes the paths according to the network

architecture that can be flat or hierarchical. In flat networks, the routes are established

from the source nodes to sink in a convergent manner as all nodes play same roles.

Apart from sink, intermediate nodes may perform in-network data aggregation if they

receive multiple data packets. However, no node is particularly selected to perform

data aggregation in flat networks. On the other hand, the nodes may play different

roles such as network bridge, intermediate aggregator or data consumer access point

in hierarchical networks. Hierarchical routes are usually established from the source

nodes to the sink via intermediate nodes which are in process of data aggregation. The

intermediate nodes hierarchically aggregate and forward data packets to the sink.

2.5.1.1 Flat Networks

Flat data aggregation routing establishes low-cost routes from the source nodes to

the sink to forward data samples. Data packets are reactively aggregated at interme-

diate nodes while they are being transmitted. Flat data aggregation routes may be
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established either in address-centric (AC) or data-centric (DC). The former focuses

on establishing and recognising the paths based on the address of nodes, whereas the

latter considers data packet content and/or data availability at the intermediate nodes

to establish the paths. DC routing is commonly used to provide in-network data ag-

gregation as it forwards through the nodes that are aware of data content and able to

perform in-network data aggregation.

Flat client/server data aggregation routing protocols are categorised into three

classes [Rajagopalan and Varshney, 2006]:

1. Push data aggregation routing: the sink initially establishes a subscription link

(shortest path) to the source nodes which have interesting data to report. Source

nodes, which receive the subscription links, become available to report data pack-

ets through the same links to the sink. Data packets are forwarded by the source

nodes until the subscription links are available. Push data aggregation routing

constantly consumes network resources as source nodes would frequently trans-

mit data packets as long as the subscription links are available. In addition, the

source nodes waste network resources by transmitting either redundant or un-

interesting data to the sink as data packets are continuously forwarded. SPIN

protocol (Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation) [Kulik et al., 1999] is

an example of push data aggregation routing.

2. Two-phase pull aggregation routing: the source nodes heuristically establish

shortest paths to transmit data packets to sink upon receiving the queries. It

improves the quality and/or accuracy of data collection because data packets

are forwarded according to the sink queries and not randomly or periodically.

However, several round trip communications to establish the paths consumes

network resources especially when network deployed is dense and sink queries are

frequently changed. Direct diffusion [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000], for example,

utilises two-phase pull mechanism to collect and transmit data to the sink for

aggregation.

3. One-phase pull aggregation routing: the sink establishes a shortest path to the

source nodes that meet queries and have interesting data to report. The over-

head/complexity of this technique is significantly increased (especially in dense

and large WSNs) as the sink should be ware of the interesting source nodes loca-

tion and data to establish the shortest paths. An one-phase pull data aggregation

routing protocol is proposed by [Krishnamachari and Heidemann, 2004] in which

sink propagates interest packets to the network to establish shortest paths namely

gradients to the source nodes. Each source node which receives query packets se-
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lects the minimum delay path (minimum hop count) to forward data packet if

the query requirement is met.

The drawbacks of flat data aggregation routing are: (1) establishing shortest path

between each source nodes and the sink consumes network resources especially when

the network deployed is large and dense, (2) message failure and network congestion is

increased as the source nodes simultaneously try to access the limited wireless channels

to forward data packets. Data transmissions in flat routing are not integrated and data

samples are forward by any source node that meets the query requirement in parallel,

(3) re-transmitting data packets (which are lost/collided due to conflict/congestion)

increases energy consumption. (4) data packet failures reduce data aggregation ac-

curacy and robustness as the number of collected data samples at the sink reduces,

(5) transmitting data packets through paths that have variant end-to-end delays can

increase data collection end-to-end delay and influence data freshness [Al-Karaki and

Kamal, 2004]. This means that data collection delay can be variant as data packets are

delivered to sink through different paths with variant hop count. It increases uncer-

tainty in data collection end-to-end delay that results in reduction of data freshness.

2.5.1.2 Hierarchical Networks

Hierarchical data aggregation establishes a hierarchical infrastructure to collect, aggre-

gate and transmit data packets from the source nodes to the sink. It has the potential

to resolve flat data aggregation drawbacks. In hierarchical data aggregation, source

nodes do not try to transmit data packets to the sink but they forward data packets to

a set of intermediate nodes which are particularly selected to stay on duty of perform-

ing in-network aggregation. Hence, data packets get aggregated earlier in hierarchical

networks as compared to flat wherein an intermediate node performs data aggregation

if it receives multiple data packets. In fact, instead of any random node that reside

on a joint path, intermediate aggregators hierarchically aggregate data samples and

forward then the results to the sink. Owing to this, network traffic and congestion

is reduced in hierarchical data aggregation routing as the number of forwarding data

packets and/or relay nodes is decreased [Hu et al., 2005]. It results in reduction of

message collisions/lost, data collection delay and increasing data collection accuracy.

A hierarchical infrastructure can be formed in either static or dynamic fashion. The

nodes are allocated by the network roles mainly intermediate aggregators in advance of

network deployment in the former, whereas they are reactively selected and the hierar-

chical infrastructure is dynamically formed in the latter. Due to WSN characteristics

such as network topology change and/or random deployment, dynamic establishing of

hierarchical infrastructure is more popular.
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Static hierarchical client/server data aggregation is easy and low-cost to set up as

the intermediate aggregators are selected in prior to network deployment. The nodes

do not need to consume network resources to dynamically form the infrastructure.

Stronger nodes, in the terms of having sufficient computation, communication and

storage resources, are positioned in efficient locations in which most possible number

of source nodes are covered for data collection. It is commonly used in laboratory

experimental situations because of their relative ease of installation. It allows source

nodes to transmit data packets to the intermediate aggregators through energy efficient

and low delay links. However, this scheme of hierarchical client/server data aggregation

is not applicable for most applications of WSNs because of network topology change

and random deployment.

Dynamic hierarchical data aggregation infrastructure is reactively formed in an ad-

hoc manner by considering the available resources and capabilities of nodes such as

remaining energy and/or coverage degree. The network is partitioned into a set of

hierarchy levels (i.e clusters) that are managed by either a single or multiple nodes (i.e

leaders or cluster heads). The nodes can be selected using voting and/or probability

algorithms [Alex et al., 2008]. They are responsible for collecting and aggregating data

samples and forwarding the results to the sink. Node density, distribution pattern,

connectivity and coverage degrees are the issues that need to be considered to establish

dynamic hierarchical infrastructure.

There are a set of different techniques that are used to form hierarchical infrastruc-

tures in WSNs. Aggregation tree, clusters and chain are the most commonly used ones

that are explained as below:

1. Aggregation tree: a tree infrastructure is formed in which data packets are

hierarchically forwarded by the source nodes to the parent nodes to perform in-

network data aggregation. The aggregated results are hierarchically forwarded by

the parent nodes at each level until they are received by the sink. The objective

of establishing the aggregation tree is to minimise energy network resource con-

sumption and maximise number of collected data samples [Anisi et al., September

16-18, 2011]. In other words, the aggregation tree should be established with the

maximum number of interesting source nodes in an energy efficient manner. TAG

(a Tiny AGgregation service for ad-hoc sensor networks) [Madden et al., 2002]

proposes a dynamic hierarchical data aggregation protocol that establishes a tree

infrastructure to collect and aggregate environmental data. First, a level dis-

covery message is broadcasted by sink to allocate a level number to each node.

Each node that receives the level discovery messages increases the level value by

one and then re-broadcasts the message for the next hop nodes. This procedure
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is repeated until all nodes receive the level values. Data packets are forwarded

from the source nodes to their upper level nodes (parents) to collect and ag-

gregate. They are hierarchically forwarded through the tree infrastructure until

the aggregated results are received by the sink. TINA (a scheme for Temporal

coherency-aware In-Network Aggregation) [Sharaf et al., 2003] similarly estab-

lishes a tree infrastructure to collect and aggregate data samples. The difference

of TAG and TiNA is that the latter utilises temporal coherency tolerances to re-

duce energy consumption over the aggregation tree. This means that the source

nodes in TiNA do not transmit all the measured data, but they just forward

data packets whose values differ with data which is already reported. For this

reason, a new parameter is added to sink queries which is called ”tct”. It shows

the consumer preference tolerance degree to report a data sample. Considering

this parameter, a data sample is reported if it differs with the last reported value

greater than ”tct”. According to the simulation results [Sharaf et al., 2003], the

number of transmissions as well as energy consumption is reduced in TiNA as

compared to TAG.

2. Clustering: this technique partitions the network into a set of groups named

clusters. The clusters are formed based on the similarity of nodes according to

a set of distinctive features like location, measured data and/or communication

and computation behaviours. Each cluster consists of a set of Cluster Members

(CMs) in which a single or multiple ones are selected as the cluster representatives.

The cluster representatives are called Cluster Heads (CHs) and responsible for

collecting and aggregating intra-cluster data samples. Aggregated results are hi-

erarchically forwarded from CHs to sink via single or multi-hop paths. CLUstered

Diffusion with Dynamic data Aggregation protocol (CLUDDA) [Rajagopalan and

Varshney, 2006] diffuses the sink queries into a clustered network in which the CHs

are in charge of performing in-network data aggregation. The queries contain the

required information (i.e data types, aggregation function and/or data freshness)

for data collection. Each CH that meets the requirements collects and aggregates

intra-cluster data samples and then forward the result to the sink. CLUDDA

allows the data consumer to partially collect and aggregate data samples from

each region of network in which data is desirable. It reduces energy consumption

as data aggregation is performed by only a selective set of CHs (instead of all

CHs) that match the interest packet requirements. However, redundant and/or

overlapped data collection is the key drawback of CLUDDA. It means that, CHs

perform data aggregation on data samples which are measured from same and/or

overlapped area. It results in increasing network resource consumption and data
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redundancy. Clustering-based heuristic for Maximum Lifetime Data Aggregation

protocol (CMLDA) [Dasgupta et al., 2003] resolves this drawback by partition-

ing the network into a set of non-overlapped clusters with a constant number of

members (CMs).

3. Aggregation chain: the hierarchical infrastructure for data collection/aggregation

is formed as a chain of the source nodes which have interesting data to report.

The chain is usually rooted in a node which is called leader and is responsible

for reporting the aggregated result of chain members to the sink. Data sam-

ples are hierarchically forwarded and aggregated from the source region to the

leader nodes. The leader(s) collect and forward the aggregated result to the sink

directly or indirectly. PEGASIS (Power-Efficient GAthering in Sensor Informa-

tion Systems) [Lindsey et al., 2002] establishes a chain infrastructure for data

aggregation.

There are two key drawbacks in hierarchical client/server data aggregation [Liu and

Sinha, 2007]: (1) infrastructure establishment and maintenance cost: the overhead of

establishing and maintaining the hierarchical infrastructure increases network resource

consumption and reduce network lifetime. Sensor nodes need to consume a great deal

of energy to establish or re-establish the hierarchical structure when network topology

or density changes, (2) Leader/CH bottlenecks: computation and communication task

loads usually focus on the intermediate aggregators (i.e leaders or CHs) than other

nodes in hierarchical data aggregation. Hence, the aggregators nodes have a higher

chance to fail (due to running out of energy) as they need to manage a great number

of communication and computation tasks.

Table 2.13 highlights and compares the key features of flat and hierarchical data

aggregation routings in WSN.

2.5.2 Mobile Agent Data Aggregation

Mobile agent data aggregation forwards either a single or multiple mobile agents (MAs)

throughout a network to collect and aggregate data samples from source nodes. The

objective of mobile agent data aggregation is to enhance accuracy and performance of

data aggregation by resolving existing drawbacks in client/server model such as load

balancing, energy consumption and/or scalability. This section briefly describes mobile

agents structures, capabilities and benefits. A set of mobile agent routing protocols are

provided to highlight routing issues and techniques that need to be considered in WSN

data aggregation.
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2.5.2.1 Mobile Agents: a Brief Overview

A Mobile Agent (MA) is a piece of software that has mobility to autonomously per-

form distributed computing tasks [Cao et al., 2007], [de Freitas, 2011]. There are two

techniques to provide MA mobility: mobile code and remote objects [Bieszczad et al.,

1998]. In the former, code migration is provided and managed by a software frame-

work (i.e Telescript Development Environment) [Nwana, 1996], whereas the latter (i.e

Aglets) focuses on Remote Object Invocation (ROI) that allows remote access to the

information/object with respect to the system transparency [Lange et al., 1997].

Programmability is the key feature of mobile agent as compared to regular com-

puter softwares. It provides the ability of collecting and processing information, and

then performing the best fitted services for the consumer. Programmability has the

potential to enhance the performance of computing systems in which the MAs are used

to intelligently manage resources [Lez-Valenzuela et al., 2011]. The MAs have the abil-

ity to support programming in application, middleware and network layers according

to the definition domain [Aiello et al., 2009]. In the application layer, MAs are usually

used to enhance the flexibility/efficiency of application design by propagating the con-

sumer requirements in an autonomous manner. In the middleware layer, the MAs can

be used to enhance dynamicity of network services such as data aggregation and/or

query-based information retrieval. They also are used to improve the intelligence of

network layer services such as smart multi-hop routing.

2.5.2.2 Mobile Agent Structure and Benefits for Data Aggregation

The MAs can be programmed to perform data aggregation in WSNs. They move

throughout the network to capture and aggregate data samples which need to be re-

ported to the sink. A mobile agent usually consists of four elements: identification,

itinerary, data space and method [Qi et al., 2001]. The identification maintains the

general information of MA such as serial number and/or dispatcher’s ID. Itinerary

provides the migration information such as current location, traversed paths and/or

destination address. Data space keeps the required and/or collected data (i.e aggre-

gated result) during the MA migrations. Method provides the required code/function

(i.e aggregation function) that is used by MAs during the migrations between the com-

puting devices. As a result, the MAs would be able to visit the source nodes one by one

using the itinerary information that can be provided proactively or reactively. They

aggregate captured data at each node using the aggregation function. Aggregated re-

sults are maintained and/or updated at data space of MAs until they are delivered to

the sink.
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According to [Mpitziopoulos et al., 2009] and [Qi et al., 2001], the MA model of

data aggregation offers nine advantages in comparison to client/server as below:

1. Utilising the MA technique decreases transmission rate in WSN. MA routing

forwards the executable sink queries (MAs) to the source nodes to collect and

combine data samples, whereas client/server routes a large amounts of raw data

from the source nodes to the aggregators/sink. For example, let we assume that

a set of particular photos taken by wireless camera sensors need to be collected.

In client/server, camera sensors report all their photos to either sink or aggrega-

tors for aggregation and/or processing/analysis. On the other hand, a MA can

be programmed to move throughout the network to collect the photos which are

interesting. Hence, the number of transmissions is reduced in MA data aggrega-

tion.

2. Reducing the number of transmissions results in decreasing network resource

consumption mainly energy.

3. MA data aggregation reduces network traffic and message collisions as the number

of transmissions decreases.

4. Data collection delay decreases due to reducing network traffic which results

in reductions of buffering (receive delay) and/or wireless channel access delays

(access delay).

5. MA model has the potential to enhance scalability due to independency of data

aggregation performance to the network size.

6. MA improves the extensibility of system as it has the potential to carry task-

adaptive processes which extend the capabilities of the system.

7. MA has the ability to improve the stability of network as it is able to support

off-line (asynchronous) message delivery.

8. MA model reduces the required bandwidth as instead of transmitting a large num-

ber of local messages through several round trips, a mobile agent is transmitted

to aggregate and report ambient data.

9. Load balancing can be improved in MA data aggregation as communication work-

loads (MAs) can be symmetrically scattered in comparison to client/server in

which the workloads (data packets) focus on the communication links between

particular nodes mainly source nodes and intermediate aggregators.
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MA migration itinerary planning is a challenging issue in MA data aggregation. It

is clearly related to the Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) in which optimal itineraries

are established for salesmen to follow. Although solving TSP (and similarly MA

itinerary planning) is practical when the number of nodes to visit (i.e cities) is small,

the problem is in general NP-complete. However, there are three key differences be-

tween TSP and MA itinerary planning: (1) TSP needs to visits all the nodes (i.e

cities), whereas MA itinerary planning only visits the nodes which are desirable for

the consumer. (2) there is a single salesman which travels through in traditional TSP,

whereas MA itinerary planning focuses on routing multiple MAs throughout the net-

work. (3) TSP assumes global knowledge, whereas MA itinerary planning in WSN does

not.

MA migration itinerary planning needs to consider three issues to discover/establish

optimal routes [Mpitziopoulos et al., 2009]: (1) minimising journey delay: it has the

potential to enhance freshness of collected data that results in enhancing the accuracy

of data analysis. (2) reducing network resource consumption (mainly energy): MAs

need to move through short, low cost and efficient energy use routes as WSNs are highly

resource constraints. (3) maximising the number of collected data samples: capturing

greater number of data samples for data aggregation enhances data collection accuracy

and robustness.

MA itineraries are usually designed in two fundamental schemes depending on where

the routing decisions are made: proactive and reactive [Wu et al., 2004]. MAs utilise the

itinerary that is created by sink or data consumer in advance of migration in the former,

whereas MAs are routed on-the-fly according to the acquired routing informations that

are dynamically collected in the latter. However, the MAs may use hybrid routing in

which proactive and reactive itinerary planning are combined.

2.5.2.3 Proactive MA Itinerary Planning for Data Aggregation

Proactive MA data aggregation utilises a pre-defined list of nodes to sequentially visit

them for data collection. The MAs use proactive itineraries to migrate as it has the

potential to reduce routing overhead, energy consumption and data collection delay

[Chen et al., 2007]. As the migration paths are defined (by sink and/or data consumer)

priori to migration, the overhead of route discovery and establishment can be reduced.

In other words, the cost of MA routing is reduced as MAs do not need to compute the

routes on-the-fly. Moreover, the MAs return the aggregated results to the sink with

the minimum possible delay because the sink will provide them the shortest itineraries

to move. Proactive MA routing can be used in laboratory experimental situations

because of its relative ease of installation. However, it is not applicable on most WSN
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data aggregation applications as the MA dispatcher (sink) should be aware of source

nodes address, location, source events and the possible shortest paths between them.

Sensor nodes may be randomly distributed in harsh and/or out of reach area like the

ocean. Hence, collecting required routing information to design proactive itineraries

would be difficult, expensive and/or impossible.

Mobile Agent Based Wireless Sensor Network (MAWSN) [Chen et al.,

2006] proactively allocates a migration itinerary to a single MA to follow. The MA

utilises a pre-defined routing which consists of three parts: (1) the first node id/location

that the journey is started from, (2) intermediate nodes that need to be visited during

the MA migration, (3) last node id/location that the journey should be ended in.

According to the itinerary, the MA is moved from the sink to the first node through

a proactive path to start the journey. Then, the MA selects the source nodes one by

one from the itinerary list to visit. The nodes are ranked according to their distance

to the sink in advance of the MA migration. Hence, the MA moves to the node which

have closer distance to the sink at each step. The procedure is performed until all the

source nodes in the list are visited by the MA. At the end, the MA moves to the last

node to return the results through a reserved path to the sink.

Mobile Agent Distributed Sensor Network (MADSN) [Qi et al., 2003] moves

a MA using a proactive routing map to collect and aggregate data samples similar to

MASWN. The difference of MAWSN and MADSN is that, the latter utilises MRI (Multi

Resolution data Integration) [Qi et al., 2001] technique to reduce data redundancy.

Using this technique, source nodes estimate their data redundancy (using an overlap

function) and then avoid to report if they are redundant. In other words, MADSN

avoids visiting the source nodes that have redundant data. Hence, it reduces data

collection overhead as compared to MAWSN. MADSN is suitable for clustered network

in which the cluster heads perform MRI to discard redundant data.

Mobile Agent Directed Diffusion (MADD) [Chen et al., 2007] moves a sin-

gle MA throughput the network in a hybrid manner for data aggregation. The MA

itinerary is allocated to the MA similar to MASWN. The MA reactively migrates be-

tween first and last nodes that are proactively selected by the sink. It means that,

the MA is moved to the first node by sink and then dynamically selects the closest

node until it is reached by the last node. At the end, the MA returns to the sink

from the last node through a reserved path. There are differences between MADD

and MASWN: (1) MADD reactively visits the nodes between the first and last visiting

node. It dynamically selects the closer source node to its current location to move

in each migration. (2) MADD selects the farthest source node from sink to start the

MA journey. The reason is that the author believes moving empty/lightweight MAs
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through longer routes in early migrations reduces network resource consumption. In

fact, starting the migration from farther nodes using a MA in which data part is empty

reduces communication overhead (size × communication distance) that has a high im-

pact on energy consumption. (3) MADD discards the method part when the last source

node is visited. It results in reducing transmitted network traffic as the MA does not

transmit the method part to the sink.

2.5.2.4 Reactive MA Itinerary Planning for Data Aggregation

Reactive MA data aggregation derives MAs to visit the source nodes through paths

that are dynamically formed [Wu et al., 2004]. The routes are established using routing

information that are collected during data aggregation procedure at each node. For

example, MAs select the closest node to migrate in the next using Received Signal

Strength Indicator (RSSI) [Xu et al., 2010] technique which estimates the distance be-

tween the wireless nodes. Reactive MA routing has the potential to resolve existing

drawbacks of proactive routing as it is flexible and scalable to deal with network topol-

ogy and density changes. However, data collection delay is increased as MAs need to

discover and establish migration routes on-the-fly at each node.

[Qi and Wang, 2001] proposes two algorithms named GCF (Global Centre First)

and LCF (Local Closest First) to move a single MA into the event region(s). GCF

moves a single MA to visit the source node which is closest to the centre of event

region through shortest paths, whereas an MA is moved in LCF to the closest source

node from the current location. They are comparatively simple to implement and

have low computational complexity to route MA. However, data collection/aggregation

cost and delay is increased when network size and/or density rises. The single MA

needs to travel through long paths to visit the source nodes in large and/or dense

networks [Mpitziopoulos et al., 2009]. Moreover, the performance of LCF and GCF

highly depends on the current location of MA and/or event sources. For example, the

MA would be able to visit the source nodes in GCF if the centre of event region is

known by the sink. Although it is not critical when the source nodes are distributed in

ER model (centralised), reporting the centre of RS (random distributed) event regions

to sink/MA is expensive for WSNs especially when the network deployed is large and

dense.

[Chen et al., 2009b] proposes two algorithms named IEMF (Itinerary Energy Min-

imum for First-source-selection) and IEMA (Itinerary Energy Minimum Algorithm)

in which MAs are forwarded through minimum cost paths to collect data. Similar to

LCF, the objective of IEMF is to reduce MA migration cost by selecting the minimum

cost (consumed energy) link among all available ones to forward MA. IEMF allocates
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a estimated cost value to each route that is established to an event region. According

to the cost value, it selects the closest node that resides on minimum cost link to mi-

grate. The difference of LCF and IEMF is that LCF selects the closest node to current

location of MA, whereas IEMF considers the estimated cost value on each tie to select

the closest node to migrate. IEMA extends IEMF by selecting the next visiting source

nodes in an iterative manner. Each available route to source regions is allocated by

a cost value that is updated iteratively when the cost value of a node is measured.

Indeed, IEMA considers a number of available links to event regions in an iterative

manner to find out the route in which MA migration cost is minimised. As a result, it

can be argued that LCF and IEMF are IEMA with zero and one iteration.

The Near-Optimal Itinerary Design algorithm (NOID) [Gavalas et al., 2010] utilises

multiple MAs which independently travel throughout the network to collect and ag-

gregate data samples. It increases the parallelism degree of data aggregation routing

and consequently reducing delay as a number of MAs move throughout the network in

parallel to capture and aggregate data samples. The MA migrations are started from

the sink through the routes that are separately established for each event region. The

routes are extended using a greedy algorithm to minimise a cost function that considers

hop count and residual level of energy at nodes. NOID allocates a cost value to each

link. It allows the MAs to select the closest node residing on the minimum cost link to

move. In other words, the MAs move through links which minimise journey hop count

(minimum delay) and have sufficient energy to guide them to source regions. NOID

also considers the amount of collected data at each nods to control MAs size. As MAs

become bigger/heavier when a number of sensor nodes are continuously visited (with

no break), forwarding MAs without considering their size will increase the transmit-

ted network traffic that results in increasing network resource consumption. For this

reason, NOID monitors the MAs size at each node to avoid forwarding heavy MAs.

It stops the migration and return the MA to the sink if its data parts become full

and/or heavy. However, MA migrations to overleaped areas and capturing redundant

data samples are the drawbacks of NOID. The MAs only consider the address of nodes

instead of their available data during data aggregation journeys. In consequence, they

visit overleaped area and capture redundant data. Besides, the complexity and/or over-

head of managing multiple MAs increases especially when the number of event regions

(RS model) in dense and large WSNs increases.

Genetic Algorithm based Multiple mobile agents Itinerary Planning (GA-MIP) [Cai

et al., 2010] utilises Genetic Algorithm (GA) to compute routes for multiple MAs. This

algorithm provides a random route map as initial gene that is shared between all MAs

to avoid MAs collision and/or overlapped migrations. The route map has two vectors:
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sequence and group. The former keeps the list of source nodes that need to be visited,

whereas the latter indicates the number of source nodes that should be visited by

each MA. This means that each element of group vector specifies the number of nodes

that are listed in sequence vector and need to be visited by a MA. The vectors are

updated/trained using the GA algorithm. GA operators (crossover and mutations)

increase the variety of other possible route maps (gens) which are generated in an

evolutionary manner according to the nodes visiting status and/or network topology

changes. At each iteration, the best fitted route maps are selected using the selection

operator. This procedure is repeated until the most efficient itinerary is achieved

for the MAs to follow. The drawback of GA-MIP is delay. MA itinerary planning

delay increases as the MAs need to optimise an initial pre-defined vector during data

aggregation procedure. For this reason, GA-MIP is not suitable for real-time or time-

sensitive data aggregation applications.

Tree-Based Itinerary Design (TBID) [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010] proposes a data

aggregation protocols in which the MAs move through a number of spanning trees

(SPTs) to collect and aggregate data samples over a zone-based network. Each tree

is rooted in the single-hop neighbourhood of sink and assigned by a MA for data

aggregation. First, TBID forms a set of concentric zones around the sink. Radius of

each zone is N ×(maximum radio range of node)/2 in which N is the zone number.

Then, each node residing in the first zone (single-hop neighbours of sink) starts to

establish a spanning tree with the source nodes. To form the tree, source nodes which

reside in outer zones are incrementally interconnected to the inner ones using a greedy

algorithm. The inter-zone links form the tree trunk, whereas the intra-zone links shape

the tree branches. This procedure is repeated until source nodes in the last zone (most

outer one) are reached. At the end, the MAs start their journeys from the roots to visit

all source nodes that reside on the tree branches. Each MA sweep all connected nodes

to the tree in each zone and then move to the next one to visit next source nodes.

The MAs return through the same infrastructure to the sink to deliver aggregated

results. The drawback of TBID is to establish SPTs in proactive manner. It increases

the network resource consumption in the case of frequent network topology changes.

Moreover, complexity and cost of data aggregation is increased when the algorithm is

implemented in large WSN as a greater number of SPTs need to be established.

[Seng et al., 2003] proposes a reactive mobile agent data aggregation protocol that

is particularly designed for object tracking. It uses two types of MAs: master and slave.

A Master MA is responsible for detecting the event regions and reporting aggregated

results to the sink, whereas a slave MA collects data samples within a region to report to

its master. According to it, a master MA is forwarded from the sink to the closest source
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node (minimum hop count) of each event region. Each master MA detects the current

status of the event (i.e object location and direction) using the collected information at

the source node. Then, it forwards a set of slave MAs from the source node to collect

interesting data samples in the vicinity. In object tracking application, for example,

slave MAs move to the sensor nodes that are able to dominate the movement space

of the object. They report collected data samples to master MA in two schemes:

threshold-based (TB) and distance-based (DB). In the former, slave MAs report if the

tracking object meets the required threshold such as speed and/or direction, whereas

the latter let slave MAs to report data if tracking object move to a area which is farther

than a specific distance. Slave MAs collect and aggregate data samples and then report

the results to the master MA. Master MA collects and aggregates the information from

its salve MAs and then return to the sink to report. The drawback of this algorithm is

the performance cost. The routing performance cost increases when the event/objects

are distributed according to RS model. In this case, a greater number of MAs should be

forwarded into the network to collect data samples from each event source. It increases

network resources consumption. Moreover, data collection accuracy reduces if the MAs

move into overlapping area to collect and combine data samples that can be highly

redundant. Agent-based Event driven Route Discovery Protocol (AERDP) [SETHI

et al., 2011] (and [Wang et al., 2007b]) aims to resolve the drawbacks by establishing a

hierarchical infrastructure for MAs to migrate. The network is partitioned into a set of

hierarchical groups (clusters) that are not overlapped. The groups are interconnected

through a spanning tree which is rooted in the sink. Similar to [Seng et al., 2003],

each region is assigned to a master MA to aggregate and report data samples that are

collected by salve MAs. The overhead/complexity of this algorithm highly depends on

the size and distribution model of event regions. It increases when the event regions

are broadly formed with numerous and/or random events.

The introduced mobile agent routing protocols are highlighted and compared in

Table2.14.

2.5.3 Summary: WSN Network Routing

Routing is an essential element in WSN to forward measured data samples from source

nodes to data consumer access point (sink). It focuses on interconnecting data regions

to sink using either single or multi-hop links that are formed according to the network

architecture, application and/or data consumer requirements.

Network topology change is a challenging issue which influences the performance

of routing in infrastructure-less network such as ad-hoc and/or WSN. Node mobility

and residual energy level are two key parameters that usually lead to the network
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topology changes in infrastructure-less networks. Node mobility is the reason of most

topology changes in ad-hoc (particularly MANET) networks, whereas the available

level of energy at nodes is the key parameter which causes network topology changes in

WSNs. Residual level of energy affects sensor node availability, wireless signal quality

and wireless communication range. Hence, it influences wireless communications and

consequently routing performance.

Routing in WSN is different with ad-hoc networks due to five reasons:

1. lack of global addressing scheme

2. limited resources at the sensor nodes to process, transmit and storage data pack-

ets.

3. it is sensitive to energy consumption as sensor nodes are equipped by limited and

non re-chargeable power resources.

4. it highly depends on the application as a WSN is deployed for a specific scenario

based on the consumer requirements.

5. it focuses on forwarding data packets from source nodes to the sink in a conver-

gence manner.

WSN routing protocols are classified according to a set of parameters that is rooted

in network architecture, consumer requirements and/or routing operation. The clas-

sifications would highlight routing protocols similarity, difference and/or superiority.

The key classification of WSN routing is based on network architecture (flat and hi-

erarchical) in which routes are established according to the nodes role. WSN routing

protocols also is categorised according to the techniques such as location and/or en-

ergy awareness that are used to route the network traffic. The techniques are used in

a routing protocol based on the consumer requirements and node capabilities.

Data aggregation offers a set of benefits such as reducing network congestion and

energy consumption in WSN routing by reducing size/number of transmissions. Data

aggregation routing focuses on two schemes: client/server and mobile agent. In the

former, routes are established between the source nodes and intermediate aggregators

or sink according to the network architecture and/or application requirements. The

paths guide data packets from the source regions to the sink through a set of interme-

diate nodes which perform in-network data aggregation. In the MA routing, a single

or multiple MAs move through proactive or reactive paths to capture and aggregate

data samples. It offers a set of benefits specifically reducing network traffic, enhancing

adaptability and autonomous computation as compared to client/server model. How-

ever, itinerary planning to establish efficient and low-cost paths for MAs is a challenging
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issue in MA data aggregation routing. Table 2.15 summarises and compares the key

features of data aggregation routing in both schemes.
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Table 2.15: Client/server vs. Mobile agent data aggregation routing

Features Client/Server Mobile Agent

Communication uni/multi/broadcast (parallel)Unicast
(depending on architecture)

Parallel processing Yes Yes

Automaticity No Yes

Message Structure Simple Complex

Communication Overhead Number of relay nodes Number/length of MAs
(depending on architecture)

Message Failures depending on architecture, depending on residual energy
traffic and/or energy of nodes

Accuracy of data collection depending on data msg. failures depending on itinerary planning

Delay of data collection depending on traffic depending on itinerary
and/or architecture and/or number of MAs

Key advantage simplicity in deployment 1- reducing network traffic
2- adaptability

Key drawback message collisions/lost MA complexity/security
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Chapter 3

Mobile Agent Data Aggregation

Routing

This chapter focuses on data aggregation routing based on the Mobile Agent (MA)

model. Mobile agent data aggregation routing forwards either a single or multiple

MAs to the event regions to collect and aggregate the data. The MAs visit the sensor

nodes to collect the measured data samples if they match the sink interests. The data

samples are aggregated at the MAs using an aggregation function. The aggregated

results are returned to the sink by the MAs. A hybrid mobile agent based routing

protocol (called ZMA for Zone-based Mobile agent Aggregation) is proposed, described

and evaluated in this chapter. Section 3.2 describes the ZMA data aggregation routing

protocol, focussing on the key aspects of ZMA which address the existing drawbacks

and enhance the performance of MA data aggregation routing. Section 3.3 explains the

experiments which are designed to test and evaluate the performance of ZMA, which

include varying node count, area size and the proportion of interesting data samples.

Section 3.4 reports the results of the experiments according to five key metrics which

are usually used to test the performance of data aggregation routing protocols namely,

total consumed energy, total number of captured data samples (accuracy), average end-

to-end delay, MA hop count and total transmitted traffic. Each parameter is measured

and discussed to evaluate the performance of ZMA in comparison to two selected MA

data aggregation routing protocols namely NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and TBID

[Konstantopoulos et al., 2010]. Section 3.5 discusses and concludes the key points of

the results to highlight advantages and disadvantages of the proposed protocol. Section

3.6 provides a summary of this chapter as a quick overview.
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3.1 Mobile Agent Routing for Data Aggregation in WSN

The mobile agent (MA) data aggregation model of routing utilises MAs to capture and

aggregate data samples from the source nodes which are scattered across the network.

The MAs move to visit the source nodes through paths which are established either

proactively or reactively [Wu et al., 2004]. Proactive MA itinerary planning reduces

network resource consumption and MA migration delay as the paths are established in

advance and the MAs do not need to consume network resources to compute the routes

during the data aggregation. Reactive MA routing allows the MAs to find the required

paths on-the-fly according to the acquired routing information during migration. The

objective of reactive routing is to establish dynamic paths to visit the sensor nodes that

have interesting data to collect. In the case of network topology changes, reactive MA

itinerary planning is better suited compared to proactive [Chen et al., 2007]. However,

MA migration delay and network resource consumption is increased in reactive routing

as the MA migration routes are computed at each node during the data aggregation

routing. Hybrid MA itinerary planning combines the key features of proactive and

reactive MA routing to reduce the delay and network resource consumption of reactive

routing and to enhance the capability of proactive itinerary planning to deal with WSN

topology changes.

MA itinerary planning influences data collection delay, accuracy and energy con-

sumption. Blind or random walks of MAs result in increased end-to-end delay, network

resource consumption (mainly energy) and reduce the accuracy of the aggregated data.

Besides, the MAs may miss visiting a number of nodes and move through long (in

terms of hop count) and/or high cost (in terms of consumed energy) paths if they

randomly move through non-optimal routes in the network. For this reason, intelligent

MA itinerary planning protocols are desirable to move the MAs through low cost and

low delay paths in which the desirable source nodes are visited. In other words, the

MA routing protocols need to minimise the cost and delay of data aggregation while

maximising its accuracy.

This chapter proposes a hybrid mobile agent routing protocol that dynamically es-

tablishes data centric paths to forward MAs into the data regions. The MAs are in

charge of collecting and aggregating data samples and then returning the results to the

sink. The protocol aims to improve the performance of MA data aggregation routing

by resolving the existing drawbacks specifically reducing the MA itinerary cost and

delay, enhancing the MA migration intelligence and increasing the data aggregation

routing accuracy. The proposed algorithm decomposes the event source regions into

a set of zones that are formed in a data centric (DC) manner. At each zone, a set of
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nodes (called ZMACs for Zone Mobile Agent Coordinators) are selected to start the

MA journeys according to the type, availability and density of interesting data sam-

ples. The performance of ZMA is independent from network architecture, event source

distribution model and/or data homogeneity/heterogeneity. Its key objective is to in-

crease data aggregation accuracy (collecting as many as possible data samples) while

reducing data collection delay and energy consumption. To evaluate the performance

of ZMA, two protocols are selected from the MA data aggregation literature accord-

ing to their similarities, maturities and popularities: NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and

TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010]. Similar to ZMA, both protocols utilise multiple

MAs that migrate throughout the network to capture data samples. NOID reactively

forwards the MAs through address-centric links over a flat network, whereas TBID

moves the MAs through a tree infrastructure which is formed in data-centric manner.

3.2 The ZMA Protocol

The Zone-based Mobile Agent (ZMA) protocol routes the MAs over a zoned network

to collect and aggregate data samples. As Figure 3-1 shows, ZMA establishes a set of

concentric zones from the sink until all the nodes are covered. The zones are created

to localise the routing communications and guide the MAs. In each zone, a set of data

regions are formed according to the sink’s expressed interests. The data regions inter-

connect the source nodes which reside at a same zone and have the same (interesting)

data type to report. Each data region is managed by a node which called the Zone

Mobile Agent Coordinator (ZMAC). The ZMACs are selected using a leader election

algorithm that works according to a weighting function similar to [Vasudevan et al.,

2003]. They are in charge of initiating the MA data aggregation journeys. The MAs

select the routes at each node using a weighting function which allocates a weight value

to each link according to the node’s data type, connectivity degree, proximity to the

event regions and residual energy level. The MAs collect and aggregate data samples

from the desirable source nodes and then return the results to the sink. The sequence

diagram of ZMA algorithm is shown in Figure 3-2.

3.2.1 Network Model

The network model consists of three components: sink node(s), sensor nodes and event

sources. The sink node(s) is/are the data consumer end-point to monitor the network

performance. In other words, data consumer queries and requirements are defined at

the sink node(s). Hence, the MAs need properly to return the collected data and/or

aggregated results to the sink for further processing and analysis. The sink node(s)
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SINK	  

Concentric	  Zones	  

Data	  Regions	  

ZMAC	  
Source	  Node	  
Idle	  Node	  

MA	  Migra8on	  

Figure 3-1: The architecture of ZMA

have sufficient resources for data storage, communication and/or computation. Such

rich resources give the sink nodes exclusive abilities such as computing complex tasks,

storing great amounts of information or direct communications to any node in the

network.

The sensor nodes are responsible for measuring ambient quantities and/or forward-

ing the MAs. The nodes are static and have limited communication (radio range),

computation and storage resources. No global addressing scheme is used in ZMA and

the MAs migration paths are established in a data centric manner. Data centric routes

are more desirable than address centric ones in WSN data aggregation routing pro-

tocols, as the data measured at nodes is more important than a node’s address (IDs)

[Krishnamachari et al., 2002]. The nodes can be homogenous or heterogeneous in

terms of having variable level/unit of resources. The sensor nodes may be equipped

with single or multiple sensing modules to sense a range of ambient events such as tem-

perature, light and/or motion. It is assumed that nodes are synchronised to support

message passing and wireless communications [Solis and Obraczka, 2004] The maxi-

mum communication radio range of each sensor node is R meters. This allows nodes

to communicate within the region defined by a disc of radius R. It is assumed that the

value of R is fixed/constant and known in advance of network deployment. The value

of R influences network energy consumption and network connectivity. As energy con-
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Figure 3-2: The sequence diagram of ZMA

sumption in wireless networks depends on the Euclidian distance between the sender

and receiver nodes [Deng et al., 2007], a sender needs to consume a greater amount

of energy when its R is increased. On the other hand, the sender node coverage and

consequently network connectivity is reduced when R is small. For this reason, sensor

nodes use the technique of wireless power adjustment in real applications [Song et al.,

2009]. This technique allows the sender nodes to dynamically adjust their radio range

(R) based on distance to receiver nodes for each transmission. This results in energy

saving with respect to network connectivity.

Each sensor node plays at-least one of the following roles in the network: Idle,

ZMAC, Source, TS (To the Sink). ZMACs are responsible for initiating the MAs

migration in the network. They are selected in a distributed manner when the zones

are formed. Source nodes are able to measure the desirable events which match the

sink queries. TS (To the Sink) nodes know a reliable/short path to the sink from each

zone. They are identified during the zone-forming phase. Idle nodes do not perform

any particular task in the network. They are usually isolated unless they are asked by

other nodes to perform back-up services during network deployment, data aggregation,

mobile agent migration and/or network healing.

The event sources generate the environmental data in the region covered by the

network. They may be either static or mobile. The sources are scattered across the

network according to either Event-Radius (ER: 100% detection) and Random-Source
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(RS: random detection) models. The source nodes measure similar data with different

values depend on their proximities to the events. For examples, thermal sensors which

are closer to a fire event report a greater temperature value as compared to other ones

which are far away.

3.2.2 Forming the Zones

ZMA partitions the network into a set of concentric zones around the sink. It is started

from the sink until all nodes are allocated a zone number. The zones are constructed

for three reasons: (1) limiting the routing communications (i.e control packets) into

the bounded regions (zones) to reduce overhearing and network resource consumption,

(2) localising the MA migrations into the limited areas (zones), (3) guiding the MAs to

return to the sink by moving from outer to inner zones. This allows the MAs to move

in limited (DC) area instead of blind/random walk and/or heuristic migrations.

Hello messages (Hellov1) are used in ZMA to form the zones. The hello messages

are small/lightweight packets that are popularly used in ad-hoc networks (and similarly

in WSNs) for vicinity discovery and/or determining the wireless link status (route

maintenance) [Broch et al., 1998]. According to [Chakeres and Belding-Royer, 2002],

the size of hello messages in IEEE 802.11 is between 20 to 512 bytes which is smaller

than data packets that can be between 512 bytes to 10 Kbytes. Owing to this, and

due to the fact that network resource consumption (especially energy and bandwidth)

highly depends on network message size, utilising the hello messages in WSN is not

expensive.

The zone forming phase starts when the sink broadcasts a Hellov1 message (version

one). The structure of ZMA hello messages is similar to WSN routing protocols such

as directed diffusion [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000]. As figure 3-3 shows, the Hellov1

message has an additional field in its header which is the Zone Number (ZNb). Similar

to TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010], the messages are broadcast within a R
2 radio

range to form the zones. The messages form a set of concentric R
2 width zones around

the sink. This zone size is intended1 to interconnect the nodes (with maximum radio

range R) at zone (i) with at least one node in an outer (i+1 ) and an inner (i-1 ) zones.

The value of ZNb is initially zero at the sink. Each node receiving the Hellov1, increases

ZNb by one and then updates the message with the new ZNb value for the next hop

sensor nodes. A node updates its zone number according to the minimum received ZNb

value. The minimum ZNb value indicates a minimum hop count path to the sink.

Each sensor node finds its TS node (To the Sink) during the zone forming phase.

1 R
2

seems the obvious value. We have not experimented with changing this, though that would be
a valid piece of further research.
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….	  

Figure 3-3: The structure of hello messages (Hellov1)

TS nodes are responsible for providing reliable backward paths to the sink. A sender

node of Hellov1 with minimum ZNb plays the TS role for the receiver node at next

(outer) zone. For this reason, each node at zone i+1 keeps the id of the last sender

node in zone i as its TS when its zone number is updated. The nodes also record

a set of BackUp TS (BUTS) nodes if they receive multiple zone number from their

single-hop neighbours at inner zones. BUTS nodes are used when the TS node fails

or is not available. The Hellov1 are re-broadcast within R
2 radio range until all nodes

receive a zone number.

Message conflict is the drawback of utilising hello messages in WSNs. The message

conflict is increased if the hello messages are frequently and/or simultaneously used by

a great number of sensor nodes. The hello message lost ratio reduces in ZMA due to

two reasons:

1. The vicinity discovery communications are limited to the zones. It reduces mes-

sage conflicts as the number of sensor nodes which try to transmit the hello

messages reduces.

2. ZMA allows the nodes to transmit the received hello messages over a uniform

period time of (A, B). In other words, the received messages are re-broadcast

after a short random time rather than immediately after they are received. This

technique (similar to Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm [Ye et al., 2001]) has

the potential to decrease the number of sensor nodes that simultaneously access

wireless channels to broadcast the messages. This should result in reductions to

the number of simultaneous/parallel transmissions and consequently the message

conflict ratio. That is, the sensor nodes wait for a Ti which is calculated at each

node using the equation 3.1 and then re-broadcast the hello messages for the next

hop nodes. Vi is a random value which is selected from a uniform distribution

of time values in the range (A, B). The random time range (A, B), for example
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(10, 50) ms, can be set at each sensor node in advance of network deployment. A

node (i), that receives the zone forming messages at received time (Ri), waits for

a random period Vi and then re-broadcasts the message for next hop nodes at Ti.

Therefore, the number of simultaneous messages at each zone may be decreased

as they are uniformly re-broadcast over a time window.

Ti = Ri + Vi (3.1)

Hello message failures during the zone forming phase influences the performance of

ZMA as the nodes without the zone numbers cannot properly perform the MA itinerary

planning. To resolve it, the nodes which miss or lose the hello messages Hellov1 ask

their neighbours to get the zone numbers. The nodes broadcast a zone enquiry message

after a time period called Zone Time (ZT). The ZT depend on the maximum number

of created zones in the network fields. According to figure 3-4, the maximum number

of zones (R2 width) which can be created in a N×N m2 network is MaxZ . Hence,

the maximum required time to finish the zone forming procedure can be calculated

according to equation 3.2. startT is the network start time (wake-up time), Max (Vi)

is the maximum value of the range (A, B), as explained earlier, and ComT is the

communication delay time that can be measured locally at each node [Ardakani et al.,

2014]. After ZT, any node which has not already received a zone number broadcasts a

zone enquiry message and then waits for Allowed Hello Loss [Perkins and Royer, 1999]

to receive the reply. Allowed Hello Loss is a timing parameter which is used in AODV

[Perkins and Royer, 1999] to control the transmissions and reduce message conflicts. It

determines the maximum time that a node needs to wait before assuming a message

failure. According to [Chakeres and Belding-Royer, 2002], two seconds is recommended

for the Allowed Hello Loss. Each node that has a zone number and receives the enquiry

message replies to the sender. The smallest zone number amongst all the received reply

messages is selected, incremented by one and set as the zone number. The sender node

of the respective message is recorded as a TS node.

ZT = startT +MaxZ × (ComT +Max(Vi)) (3.2)

3.2.3 Identifying the ZMAC Nodes

The ZMACs are responsible for initiating the MA migrations in each zone during data

aggregation routing. They are selected using a weighting function similar to Common

Election Algorithm (CEA) [Vasudevan et al., 2003]. The weighting function considers

a set of features such as data type, connectivity degree, distance to the event regions
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Figure 3-4: The maximum number of zones in a N×N network

and residual battery power to select the ZMACs. This means that a node is selected as

ZMAC if it has enough energy level, maximum degree of connectivity to the desirable

source nodes and minimum distance to the event source. That is, a set of data regions

is formed for each zone with the source nodes which have same data types and zone

numbers. The weighting function allocates a weight value based on the above features

(energy, connectivity degree and distance to event source) to each node at each data

region. The weight values reflect the chance of a node becoming a ZMAC. The node

which has the greatest weight is selected at each data region as ZMAC. The procedure

is explained in three phases namely vicinity discovery, weighting function and ZMAC

selection in the following sections.

3.2.3.1 Vicinity Discovery

Vicinity discovery phase is performed after zone forming in ZMA. Each node may

discover its local vicinity by finding available connections to any neighbour that has

the same type data in its zone. They use hello messages Hellov2 (version 2) for vicinity

discovery. Hellov2 has a similar structure to Hellov1, however its header is slightly

different. The message header has an additional field named data-type that is used

to establish data-centric intra-zone links. When a Hellov2 message is received, a data

centric path is recorded from the receiver to the sender, if both nodes have the same

zone number. This means that a Hellov2 message is discarded if it is received from any
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node with different zone number.

Data: Routing Table (RT), Node ID (NID)

Node C:

if Hellov2 message is received then

if ZNb = Zone(C) then
Distance = RSSI (link);

RT ← (NID,Distance,D);

else
Discard (Hellov2);

end

end

Algorithm 1: Vicinity Discovery Algorithm

Each node measures the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) [Xu et al.,

2010] value upon the arrival of a Hellov2 to estimate its distance to the sender node.

A Line-Of-Sight (LOS) model [Uthansakul et al., 2005] is used by ZMA for wireless

signal propagation when the nodes communicate with each other. This model assumes

that there is no obstacle between the sender and receiver nodes and they communicate

over a flat surface [Haslett, 2008]. Using this model, the receiver is able to estimate

its distance to the sender using the RSSI technique when a wireless signal (Hellov2

packet) is received. But in real life (as opposed to our simulation), obstacles affect the

quality of the received signal and the receiver cannot estimate the distance if a Non-

LOS (NLOS) model is used. In addition, it is assumed that there is no ambient noise

affecting the wireless signals. The receiver is not able to measure RSSI and estimate

the distance in case of environmental noise as it reduces the quality and reliability

of wireless signals. According to equation 3.3, the power of the received (PR) and

transmitted (PT ) signals depends on the distance (d) between the sender and receiver

and an environmental value (n). This means that a stronger signal is received from a

closer sender. The formula is based on the reduction of the power of wireless signals due

to fading effects over communication distances. RSSI is measured using the power of

sent and received signals according to equation 3.4. A receiver node is able to estimate

its shortest Euclidean path to a sender node, if the RSSI value is maximised. This

means that RSSI value increases when the sender node is closer as the receiving signals

have greater power. The RSSI technique is suitable for WSN as its implementation

cost and complexity is low [Khan et al., 2012]. It has been used in a number of WSN

routing protocols (i.e LEACH [Heinzelman et al., 2000])to measure distance between

the nodes and/or establish minimum cost paths. According to algorithm 1, routing
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tables are updated with the received Hellov2 messages. The routing tables allow nodes

to find their neighbour’s Id, available data type and distance (RSSI). After updating

the routing tables, each node is able to calculate the number of its neighbours that

have a particular data type to report. The routing tables are used in the next phases

to form data centric regions and select the ZMACs to start the MA journeys.

PR = (PT )× (1/d)n (3.3)

RSSI(dB) = 10 log
PR

PT
(3.4)

3.2.3.2 Weighting Function

ZMA utilises a weighting function (similar to NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and LEACH

[Heinzelman et al., 2000]) to find the nodes that are eligible to become ZMACs for

each zone. The weighting function returns a weight value for each node according to

its connectivity degree, residual energy level and distance to the event sources. The

nodes with higher weight value (W(i,j)) have a greater chance to become a ZMAC. In

other words, a node is selected as a ZMAC if it has the highest level of residual energy,

greatest data centric connectivity degree and shortest distance to the event source.

The weighting function is calculated at each node according to equation 3.5. Each

node calculates its own weight for each data type that is measured in its vicinity. The

weight value of node (i) is correlated to the connectivity degree (Count(i,j)), average

distance to the event regions (P(i,j)) and the proportion of residual level (EC) to the

initial amount (ET ) of energy. According to the function, the value is increased if

the node resides closer to the centre of the event region and has a higher number of

connections.

W(i,j) = (Count(i,j) × Pi,j)×
EC

ET
(3.5)

To calculate the weight, Count(i,j) and P(i,j) are computed at each node. First,

the collected information from vicinity discovery is classified at each node based on

the measured data types to rank the connectivity degrees in a DC manner. Second,

Count(i,j) and P(i,j) are calculated based on the classified DC links in two steps: (1)

Count(i,j): is the total value of available links for data type j at node Ni. (2) P(i,j):

is the average distance that shows the proximity of a receiver and sender node with

respect to the type of data measured. It is used to establish short, low-energy links

to the source nodes. That is, the Count values are ordered at each node according to

the type of measured data. This means that the discovered neighbour source nodes are
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classified in a DC manner using the sum values. Then, each node calculates its average

distance to the neighbour source nodes based on the measured data type. Similar

to [Shen et al., 2005], ZMA utilises equation 3.6 to calculate the average distance to

the neighbour source nodes. In the equation, P(i,j) represents the average RRSI value

of the links which are established based on data type j at node Ni. For example,

let us assume node A receives five and three Hellov2 messages respectively from its

neighbour nodes that report pressure and temperature. Hence, node A classifies its

links into two categories (pressure and temperature): pressure (Count(A,pressure) = 5)

and temperature (Count(A,temp) = 3). Node A calculates two average distances to

pressure (P(A,pressure)) and temperature (P(A,temp)) regions using equation 3.6.

P(i,j) = 10
(

∑Count(i,j)
k=1

RSSI(i,k)

Count(i,j)
×−1

10
)

(3.6)

3.2.3.3 ZMAC Selection

The ZMACs are selected in a distributed manner using the weight values. The cen-

tralised leader election approaches need to collect the selection/weighting information

at one or a set of particular node/s (i.e the sink) to detect, compute and allocate the

roles. Although it is robust and has the potential to select and allocate the role in

an optimal manner, it is expensive for WSNs. The centralised role allocators need to

transmit a set of messages to collect the required information at role allocator node(s),

inform the network nodes about their roles and/or update the new leaders/coordinators

in case of network topology change. Hence, the communication overhead and conse-

quently resource consumption is significantly increased if the network deployed is large

and dense. Besides, the centralised pattern is not fault tolerant, as the performance

of role selection depends on the availability of role allocator nodes (i.e the sink). This

means that the role allocation procedure fails if the role allocator nodes fail. For this

reason, ZMA does not use a centralised pattern to select ZMACs. It uses a distributed

pattern in which the leaders/coordinators are locally selected by the nodes without
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communicating with any centralised node to detect and/or allocate the roles.

Data: Routing Table (RT), Node ID (NID)

RT Update at Node C:

if Hellov3 message is received then

if ZNb = Zone(C) then

RT ← (NID,W (i, j), D);

else

Discard (Hellov3);

end

end

ZMAC Selection at Node C:

Weight←Max(RT.W );

if Weight >= W(C) then

SELECT Min(NID) from RT WHERE W = Weight As ZMAC;

else

ZMAC ← C;

end

Algorithm 2: ZMAC Selection Algorithms

According to Algorithm 2, the nodes broadcast a hello message (version 3) called

Hellov3 whose header has two additional fields: Di and W(i,j) to select ZMACs. The

first is the sender data type and the second is/are the weight value(s) of data type(s)

that is/are measured from the single-hop neighbourhood. For example, if it is assumed

that node B measures pressure and its neighbours report both pressure and temper-

ature, it broadcasts a Hellov3 whose header consists of (DB = pressure, W(B,pressure)

= X, W(B,temp) = Y) after calculating the weight values X and Y using equation 3.5.

A node may update its routing table when a Hellov3 message is received. According

to the example, node A updates its routing table by (W(B,pressure) = X, W(B,temp) =

Y) and (W(C,pressure) = Z) when it receives the Hellov3 messages from node B and

C respectively. At the end, each node is able to find the greatest weight value for a

received data type in its routing table. The node with greatest value is selected as a

ZMAC for the respective data type. Otherwise, a node considers itself as the ZMAC

for its zone if none of its neighbour reports a greater weight value. In the case of having

the same weight values (based on a particular data type), the node with smaller Id is

selected as the ZMAC. The ZMACs wait until they receive the sink queries to migrate

the MAs for data aggregation.

The ZMACs are able to provide data centric and short links to the source nodes for
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the MAs to migrate. They also have sufficient energy to manage initial MA migrations.

The ZMACs are selected using the weight values which are collected during the vicinity

phase. The weight values are ranked at each node as a list which shows the neighbour’s

chance of becoming the ZMAC for particular data types in later rounds. The weight

ranking is based on the routing information which are proactively collected at routing

tables. It will be changed if the routing tables are updated due to topology changes (i.e

node failures that will be discussed in page 97). Owing to this, the current ZMAC is

able to find out the node that is eligible to become ZMAC (the next node in the ranked

list) for the next duties. When the energy level of the current ZMAC falls below the

threshold, it finds the next eligible ZMAC from its list to pass the role to continue the

procedure. The current ZMAC firstly checks the availability of the candidate node and

then sends a role exchange message if it is available and has enough energy to start the

MA migrations. The new node becomes the data region ZMAC as soon as receiving

the role exchange message from the last ZMAC without requiring any additional cost.

However, the nodes may need to update their tables and select the new ZMAC (using

Algorithm 2) in the case of topology change and/or falling the residual energy level

below the required threshold to stay alive and/or maintain the connections. This issue

will be discussed in the next section.

3.2.4 Mobile Agent Routing

ZMA assumes that the sensor nodes are initiated by MAs in advance of network de-

ployment. The MAs become active to migrate and collect data using the aggregation

codes when data collection requests from the sink are received by ZMACs. The data

collection requests are propagated by the sink via indirect or direct communications:

1. The sink broadcasts the data collection hop-by-hop (similar to zone number prop-

agation) until all ZMACs in the network receive. In this case, all the network

nodes (namely source and/or ZMACs nodes) need to stay available to propagate

the data collection requests from the inner to outer zones. This approach would

increase the network resource consumption especially when the data collection

requests are frequently propagated by the sink.

2. The sink directly sends its requests to a set of particular zones. This approach

allows the source nodes to go to sleep as they are not required to receive and

forward the data collection from the sink. This can reduce energy consumption,

network congestion and traffic. In real applications, the sink usually has rich

communication abilities to directly communicate to any node in the network. In

other words, the sink adjusts its radio communication range to send a message
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to a particular part for network. For example, the sink sets its radio signal to

cover circular disk of radius R. As the node communication is R and zone width

is R
2 , it covers the nodes which reside in first and second zones. Moreover, the

sink would code the signal to cover the nodes which reside in particular zones. In

this case, the nodes which reside in a particular zone, for example zone 2, would

be able to receive the data collection requests if they are coded to be received by

the nodes which have zone number two (ZNb= 2). As a result, the ZMACs stay

on duty until they receive a request which matches their zone numbers.

The MA journeys start from ZMACs nodes in each zone to collect and aggregate

data. In other words, ZMACs initiate the MA migrations upon receiving the queries

according to data type that the sink is looking for. The sink may propagate variant

queries for collecting different data types in the zones. For example, it is interested in

collecting light information in zone (i), and temperature in zone (i+1). The ZMACs

which match the sink queries update their MA codes according to the sink interests

and then start to move the MAs using ZMA mobile agent routing algorithm which is

explained in the next paragraphs.

The structure of MAs in ZMA consists of four components: identification, data

space, code part and itinerary. The identification provides the identity information of

the MA and its dispatcher, the data space stores the aggregated data, the code is the

aggregation function and the itinerary provides the MA routing information. Although

the MA identification, data space and code parts are effectively the same as other MA

data aggregation protocols such as NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] (explained in page 74)

and TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010] (introduced in page 75), the itinerary part

of MAs in ZMA is different. It consists of four fields: next node ID, MP IDs, visited

nodes list, non-visited nodes list (NV List). According to figure 3-5, the next node

id shows the address of the source node which the MA goes to next. MP IDs are the

list of Meeting Point (MP) nodes referring to the nodes that should be visited in next

migration rounds. The MP nodes have multiple links to the interesting source nodes.

They are visited again during next MA migrations if any of their neighbours is missed

out. The visited node list consists of the node addresses which are visited already,

whereas the non-visited is the list of source nodes that are not visited yet and should

be captured in the next migrations. Each non-visited list refers to a MP which has

links to the non-visited nodes. Hence, each MA may return to the MP nodes (of the

NV List) which are awake and still have links to the non-visited nodes.

The MAs collect the first data sample from their respective ZMAC and then find

the next node that has the greatest W(i,j) to visit next. The routing tables provide

the required information for MA migrations. The chance of capturing data samples is
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Figure 3-5: MA Structure in ZMA

increased in ZMA, because the MAs use the weight values to move to the nodes which

have the greatest number of DC paths to the interesting data samples. This means

that a MA selects the next hop node amongst all candidate nodes if that node has

reliable paths to a greater number of desirable source nodes. According to figure 3-6,

the MA considers the routing table at each node to find the next hop. In the simplest

case, the MA finds just one node in the routing table that matches the sink query.

The next node ID is set to the node id (NID) and then the MA moves to collect and

aggregate the data. If multiple nodes are found in the routing table, the MA marks

the current/host node as Meeting Point (MP) to return to later for further migrations

if it is required. Then, it selects one node which has the greatest weight to migrate to.

The remaining possible nodes/links are stored as a list (NV List) of the MP in the

MA itinerary part. According to figure 3-6, the MA migrate to the nodes and removes

their Ids from the list one by one when they are being visited during the journey. The

procedure is repeated until the MA visits a node that has no more links to the source

nodes. In this case, the MA checks its NV list to find if there is any non-visited node.

If there is, the MA returns to the MP of the list using its recorded journey to change

the migration direction to visit the non-visited nodes. Otherwise, the MA prepares to

return the aggregated result to the sink. In this case, the MA finds the TS address of

the node to migrate to. TS nodes are recorded during the zone forming and are used

to establish a reliable and shortest (minimum hop count) path to the sink. The MAs

visit the TS nodes, one by one, on their return paths until are received at the sink.

In the case of node failures, ZMA performs a particular mechanism depending on

the failing node role. It is assumed that the network topology (link/node failures) is
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Figure 3-6: MA migration chart in ZMA

changed in ZMA if the available residual energy level falls below the required threshold

to maintain the minimum connectivity between the nodes and/or keep the node alive.

Unexpected node failures such as hardware damage and/or node capture attacks will

be addressed in Chapter 6 as future work. If the node is a source node, it sets its weight

value to zero and then broadcasts a message to inform its neighbours. The message

lets the neighbours know that the node in their vicinity failed and there is no more

link/data to follow. Then, the neighbours update their routing table with the zero

value for the entity and hence avoid routing MAs to that node any more. If the node

is an MP, it needs to find another node in its vicinity that has the ability to minimise

the disconnections caused by the failures. This means that the new MP should have

the ability to cover the maximum possible number of source nodes in the vicinity of the

failure. In this case, the failing MP broadcasts a message called Fail(MP ) to inform its

neighbours of the failure. The message is attached also by a list of the source nodes

that need to be covered for MA visits in next migrations. Each node which receives the

message replies back if it has available links to any of the nodes. The reply message is

attached by the list of requested ties (if they are available) and the sender node weight

value. The failing MP selects the node with greatest weight as it has the ability to cover

broadest area (greatest number of non visited nodes) amongst all nodes that received

the failures messages. The new MP begins to play the role as soon as it receives the

confirmation from the failing MP node. If a ZMAC node is failing, it broadcasts a
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Fail(ZMAC) message. Each node which receives the message updates the weight value

of the failing ZMAC to zero. Then, the nodes perform algorithm 2 to select the new

ZMAC as it is explained earlier in section 3.2.3.3.

3.3 Experimental Plan

OMNET++ [OMNET++, 2012] is an open-source, component-based and discrete

event simulation that is used to simulate ZMA routing protocols in order to test and

evaluate its performance and efficiency. This simulator has a modelling framework

called MiXiM [Viklund, 2013] for mobile and/or fixed wireless networks such as wire-

less sensor networks, MANET and VANET. It offers detailed models of radio wave

propagation, interference estimation, radio transceiver power consumption and wire-

less MAC protocols (i.e B-Mac)[Kpke et al., 2008].

The experiments in this chapter focuses on MA data aggregation routing and are

designed to test and evaluate the performance of ZMA in terms of advantages and

drawbacks. The results are compared to two existing works – NOID[Gavalas et al.,

2010] and TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010] – that also utilise multiple mobile agents

for data aggregation. The experiments measure a set of metrics which are broadly used

in the literature to evaluate the performance of MA data aggregation routing protocols

[Wu et al., 2004], [Chen et al., 2009a], [Boulis et al., 2003]: total consumed energy,

total number of captured data samples (accuracy), average end-to-end delay, MA hop

count and total transmitted traffic2. Energy consumption needs to be measured as

energy is a vital parameter in WSNs. Accuracy and delay should be considered in

data aggregation routing because they are based in data consumer requirements such

as maximisation of accuracy or minimisation of delay. In addition, MA hop count

and transmitted network traffic are measured as they have a high impact on energy

consumption, accuracy and/or end-to-end delay. This means that investigation of path

hop count and network traffic should highlight the efficiency of routing algorithms to

save the energy, reduce delay and enhance accuracy.

Figure 3-7 depicts the experiment parameter sweep plans. Accordingly, the exper-

iment scenarios are designed over three levels of parameters: area size, node count

and data density. The parameters let us observe each routing protocol’s behaviour,

scalability and performance according to varying area size (small, medium and large),

node count (sparse or dense), and data density (25 to 100 percent). The experiment

parameters are explained as below:

2The term total transmitted traffic is used throughout this dissertation to refer to the total sent
and received network traffic.
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Figure 3-7: Experiment parameter sweep plan

1. Area size: this affects the wireless communication type (single or multi-hop) and

consequently the performance of routing. The sensor nodes are able to communi-

cate in single-hop in small networks, whereas they need multiple hops when the

network area is increased.

2. Node count (node density): varies the number of nodes (one of which is the sink)

in the network to test the protocol’s scalability.

3. Data density: is the number of desirable source nodes in the network. This

parameter allows us to observe the ability of MA routing protocol to find and

capture interesting data samples when the proportion of desirable source nodes

is varied in the network.

3.3.1 Simulation Setup

All the experiments are implemented using MiXiM [Viklund, 2013] that is used to

simulate wireless sensor network. The key assumptions/issues of the experiment setup

are outlined as below:

1. The experimental scenarios are designed according to WSN environmental moni-

toring applications as set out in Chapter 1 (Section 1.2). The sensor nodes report

the measured data samples from a two-dimensional (2D) area using MAs to the

sink for further processing and analysis.
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2. The network is deployed with a single sink residing in centre of the field and a

number of static sensor nodes that are randomly scattered. For all the experi-

ments, it is assumed that the sink has a sensor attached which is able to measure

the ambient events. This sensor is used to give the consumer a high level view

to find out if the desirable data is available in the area to collect. This has the

potential to enhance the automaticity of the system. To clarify, let us assume a

system which is setup to detect and measure air pollution. The system will auto-

matically activate the MAs to move for data aggregation when the sink’s sensor

detects the level of pollution is above a certain threshold in military operations if

chemical weapons are used. Conversely, the system needs an online administrator

to keep lookout and run the data aggregation procedure (MA activation) if the

sink has no such attached sensor.

3. The sensor nodes are modelled as a set of static wireless nodes that are randomly

distributed in the area. The power is supplied by limited lifetime batteries that are

99999 mAh and 3.3V. The node radio range is 75 metres (similar to TelosB motes

in outdoor communications [Crossbow, 2014]) and communications are symmetric

[Tse and Viswanath, 2005]. The nodes communicate over the B-MAC protocol

(Berkeley Media Access Control for Low-Power Sensor Networks) [Kabara and

Calle, 2012].

4. Data samples are allocated to a proportion of the sensor nodes according to a

data density ratio which is explained in the previous section. The sensor nodes,

which have the data samples are called source nodes. Hence, data samples are

collected and reported from the source nodes which are randomly placed in the

network, to the sink.

5. All the experiments are set up based on a Line-Of-Sight (LOS) model for wire-

less signal propagation. As it was explained on page 91, this models assumes

that there is no wireless interference caused by physical objects (obstacles) and

environmental factors (e.g weather conditions). The obstacles such as tree, wall

and building will lead to weakening or even blocking of wireless signals depending

on the density of materials used in them [Baguena et al., 2012]. Environmental

conditions will influence the wireless signal integrity [NADEEM et al., 2010]. For

example, lightning will cause electrical interference, while fog weakens the signals

as they pass through.

6. All the experiments are run over a period of 3600 seconds, to have sufficient

time to complete the set-up process and perform a reasonable number of data
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aggregation routing attempts. The network is set up in each experiments within

the first 50s.

7. All the experiments are run 300 times. Statistical power analysis technique

[Walker, 2013] was used to determine the necessary repetitions. This technique

is used in experimental design to determine the sample size required to detect

the effect of a given size based on a degree of confidence. In other words, this

technique calculates the number of repetitions (sample size) using the population

standard deviation (based on a subset of experiments/samples) and according to

a confidence degree. We run the experiments over small networks for 50 times

(sample size) and measured then the standard deviation of total consumed en-

ergy for each protocol. The greatest standard deviation is used to calculate the

minimum number of required repetitions as it shows the widest confidence in-

terval. This means that the protocols (e.g ZMA) which have a smaller standard

deviation need a fewer number of repetitions to achieve the confidence degree as

compared to the protocols (e.g TBID) which have greater ones. According to

[Serqeant, 2014], we calculated the minimum number of required repetitions to

achieve 90% confidence using the assumed population standard deviation (the

greatest standard deviation). Hence, we run the experiments for 300 times which

is greater than the minimum required repetitions for all the protocols.

8. According to routing classification in Chapter 2, the benchmark protocols are

selected from both flat and hierarchical categories to test and evaluate the per-

formance of ZMA. NOID[Gavalas et al., 2010] is a flat MA routing protocols

which reactively forwards the MAs, whereas TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010]

establishes a proactive hierarchical infrastructure for MA routing.

The experimental scenarios are designed to test and evaluate the routing protocols

at three levels: area size, node count and data sample proportion. In the first level,

the network is deployed in three different area sizes: small (200×200 m2), medium

(400×400 m2) and large (800×800 m2). This allows observation of the protocol’s be-

haviour and performance in big and small networks. In small ones the communications

between the nodes are mostly single-hop, whereas they may become multi-hop as the

area is increased and the network is deployed a larger area. In other words, most nodes

(with 75 meter radio range) in the small network are able to communicate in single-hop

with the sink, whereas they may need to establish multi hop links in larger networks.

To test protocol scalability, a varying node count is considered for each area size.

Deploying networks with a variable node count (node density) lets us observe the

protocol’s behaviour, scalability and performance in sparse and dense networks as the
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node count increases. A minimum required number of nodes (CountN ) to deploy a

wireless network is calculated based on equation3 3.7[Zaidi et al., 2009]. N is the

number of nodes, R is the maximum radio range, O is the overlapping area between

nodes radio range, and M and K are the dimensions of the network field. Accordingly,

each network is set up with a minimum number of nodes that is required to provide a

connected network in the area. Then, the node count is increased with respect to the

density which is calculated using the equation 3.8 [Youssef et al., 2009]. This means

that first the protocols are tested over a small network (200×200) that is deployed with

node count of 16, 32 and 64 (one of which is sink). The same experiments are then

performed in medium (400×400) and large (800×800) areas with – in order to produce

similar levels of node density – 64, 128, 256 and 256, 512, 1024 nodes, respectively.

CountN =

⌈
0.5× (M ×K)

(R− (0.5×O))2

⌉
(3.7)

At the third level, each experiment features one of four proportions of nodes which

have interesting data samples (data density) to report. Hence, each node count in each

area size is allocated with four different data densities (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) that

need to be collected/reported. Appendix B.1 shows the simulator experiment setup file

for ZMA for a network with 256 nodes in a large area (800×800) when 100% of node

have data.

D =
N

M ×K
(3.8)

3.3.2 Isolated Nodes

Random node distribution can lead to arise isolated nodes. A sensor node is isolated

if it is not able to communicate with the sink (or any other node) either through single

or multi-hop links. Isolated nodes influence the performance of routing protocols in

terms of coverage and network connectivity. The network coverage and connectivity is

reduced as isolated nodes are not able to report sensory data from their area to the

sink or forward routing messages to the any other connected nodes. Hence, the area

under their coverage is totally disconnected to the sink and becomes out of reach for the

network consumer. In addition, isolated nodes waste network resources – mainly energy

– with data sample collection and computation of routes that are not used. Owing to

3To find out the number of uniformly positioned (grid) nodes to fully cover a 2D area, factor 0.3125
should change to 0.5 in this equation. The original equation (with factor 0.3125) does not consider the
uncovered area which is formed among each four sensor nodes that are placed in a 2 × 2 grid. Owing
to this, factor 0.5 should be used as one node is required to fill the uncovered area for each four nodes.
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this, isolated nodes should be considered during network deployment to avoid network

disconnection or wasting resources.

The minimum required number of sensor nodes to cover a M × K meter area is

calculated (i.e 15 nodes for the sparsest network in the smallest area) and used then

to set up the experiments using equation 3.7. However, this equation measures the

minimum required number for a uniformly-placed (grid) network rather than a random

one. Therefore, we use equation 3.9 [Bettstetter, 2002] to calculate the probability of

having isolated sensor nodes in our experiments as the nodes (except the sink which

always resides in the middle) are randomly placed. R is radio range, P is the probability

of no isolated nodes in a network, N is the number of (random-placed) nodes and D

is network density(calculated using equation 3.8). This equation shows satisfactory

probabilities (i.e 98.6% for 16 nodes in 200× 200m2 area) to deploy a network with no

isolated nodes according to our experiment setup.

R ≥

√
− ln(1− P

1
N )

D × π
(3.9)

According to [Bettstetter, 2002], the probability of a network deployed with no iso-

lated node (there is at least one link between any pair of nodes) is calculated using

equation 3.9. However, it does not consider a group of nodes which are able to commu-

nicate with each other but placed out of the sink’s reach. None of the grouped nodes

is isolated, whereas the whole group cannot reach the sink to report data. For this

reason, we measured the number of isolated nodes which cannot hear the sink in our

experiments. Figure 3-8 shows the total number of isolated nodes for 300 repetitions

per each node count and network size. As it is observed from the figure, the number

of isolated node increases when area size increases. However, isolated node count de-

creases when node count (network density) increases. For example, there is no isolated

node when the deployed network is dense.

3.3.3 Performance Parameters

Various quantitative metrics are typically used to analyse the performance of the rout-

ing protocols. The parameters chosen to be measured in this chapter are [Wu et al.,

2004], [Chen et al., 2009a]: total consumed energy, total number of captured data sam-

ples (accuracy), average end-to-end delay, MA hop count, and total transmitted traffic.

They are briefly explained in turn as below:

1. Total consumed energy: represents the total amount of energy that is con-

sumed by network nodes to perform the whole data aggregation procedure. It

focuses on measuring consumed energy for establishing the MA migration infras-
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Figure 3-8: The number of isolated nodes.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. The number of isolated node is –
increased – when area size increases.

2. Isolated node count is reduced when
node count increases.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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tructure, routing the MAs and network deployment and maintenance [Wu et al.,

2004]. Energy is a critical issue in WSN as sensor nodes are usually powered by

a couple of AA batteries. Changing and/or re-charging the nodes batteries is not

easy as the network may be deployed in hostile and inaccessible environments.

For this reason, the objective of WSN protocols is to reduce energy consumption

as much as possible to maximise the network lifetime. Intelligent power con-

sumption and minimising network overhead (computation and communication)

are two key issues that need to be considered to achieve this objective.

2. Total number of captured data samples (accuracy): represents the num-

ber of data samples that are properly collected and reported to the sink. This

parameter is rooted in the routing algorithm’s ability to find data regions and

establish reliable links to forward MAs for data aggregation and return the ag-

gregated result to the sink. For example, a protocol is more effective if a greater

number of data samples are captured, aggregated and delivered to the sink. This

parameter has a high impact on the robustness of data aggregation. This means

that maximising the number of data samples in the data aggregation procedure

may result in giving a more precise summary value of data samples to the data

consumer. Hence, the consumer would be able to make better decisions on the

collected data. The total number of captured data samples is called the accuracy

of data aggregation routing in this thesis [Boulis et al., 2003].

3. Average data collection end-to-end delay: this parameter represents the

average End-To-End delay (ETE) of MAs during the data aggregation procedure.

It is measured as average time since the MAs start to collect data until they return

to the sink and deliver the results [Chen et al., 2009b], [Chen et al., 2007]. ETE

depends on communication and computation delays at the sensor nodes such

as medium access, message reception and transmission, itinerary planning and

aggregation delays. This parameter influences data accuracy and freshness [Solis

and Obraczka, 2004]. This means that data samples may be expired or lose their

meaning when they are delivered to the sink late. Hence, minimising the delay

maximises accuracy and freshness of collected data samples.

4. Total MA hop count: this parameter is collected in order to measure the rout-

ing protocol’s ability to establish shortest (minimum hop count) paths for MA to

migrate [Chen et al., 2009a], [Wu et al., 2004]. It is measured as the total number

of hops that are visited by the MAs during data aggregation procedure. This pa-

rameter depends upon the intelligence of the routing protocol in forwarding MAs

through optimal (shortest) paths and avoiding random walks and/or blind mi-
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grations. It influences the network energy consumption and end-to-end delay. In

other words, the network resource consumption and end-to-end delay is reduced

if the MAs are transmitted through minimum hop count routes. On the other

hand, establishing random links for MA to migrate increases route hop count

that results in increasing communication cost and delay. Owing to this, efficient

routing protocols aim to reduce the hop count (by avoiding random and/or blind

MA migrations) to reduce data collection delay and save network resources.

5. Total transmitted traffic: this represents the amount of transmitted (sent and

received) network traffic during the data aggregation routing procedure [Basurra,

2012]. The network traffic includes: transmitted control packets and MA. The

control packets are transmitted by network nodes to deploy the network and/or

discover, establish and maintain the routes. Routing control packets include:

Hello, route request/reply, route errors and maintenance, routing updates and

acknowledgements. Network resource consumption is increased if transmitted in-

formation is increased. Moreover, data collection delay is increased as increasing

the number of control packets results in increasing network traffic. In fact, in-

creasing control packets results in increasing buffering, wireless channel access

and transmission delays. Hence, reducing the transmitted network traffic results

in a reduction of energy consumption and delay.

3.4 Results

This section evaluates the performance of ZMA, NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and TBID

[Konstantopoulos et al., 2010] according to the chosen routing performance parameters

that are described above. Each parameter is measured for the proposed (ZMA) and

the benchmark (NOID, TBID) protocols in 36 different scenarios according to three

different areas, three different node counts, and four data densities (proportions of

interesting data sample) in the network.

3.4.1 Total Energy Consumption

Introduction: Power consumption is a vital parameter for WSN protocol design as the

sensor nodes are highly energy restricted. It is essential to save energy consump-

tion in routing protocol as much as possible to maximise the network lifetime.

This section evaluates the energy efficiency of ZMA as compared to two bench-

mark protocols namely NOID and TBID. A protocol has a better performance if

it reduces the energy consumption.
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Figure 3-9: Energy consumption of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. ZMA is more energy-efficient than the
benchmark protocols.

2. Increasing the area size reduces
energy-efficiency of ZMA.

3. Increasing node count and/or data
density enhances energy-efficiency of
ZMA.

4. TBID outperforms NOID when data
density and area is increased.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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Evaluation: From figure 3-9, it is observed that ZMA reduces the energy consumption

as compared to NOID and TBID when network node count increases. In addition,

ZMA outperforms the benchmark protocols in terms of energy consumption when

data density increases, especially in dense networks. ZMA does better than NOID

and TBID for two reasons:

1. Limiting communications: ZMA limits the routing communications into

the data regions. This means that the nodes communicate to each other if

they belong to the same zone and have data samples which match the MA

requirements. Otherwise, the nodes leave the communications and go to

sleep to save energy. On the other hand, the nodes broadcast messages to

discover/establish MA routes in NOID. Hence, NOID suffers from overhear-

ing as the network is flat and any node residing in the radio range of a sender

would receive the routing messages during network deployment and/or MA

itinerary planning.

2. Intelligent MA migration: in ZMA the MAs are routed to the nodes

that have greatest connectivity to the interesting source nodes. ZMA forms

the MA routes in a data centric manner (DC) in which each link is allocated

by a weight value according to the DC connectivity degree and distance to

the centre of event regions. Using the weight value, the MAs are guided

via shortest paths to the nodes which are connected to a greater number

of interesting source nodes. In addition, ZMA localises the MA migrations

into the data regions to avoid blind and/or random migrations. This means

that MAs move at each data region only if an interesting data sample is

waiting to be collected. This results in reduction of MA migration hop count

and consequently energy consumption. On the other hand, the benchmark

protocols do not use DC regions to visit the source nodes. They forward

MAs through the links which are locally selected in a greedy manner. The

MAs select the minimum cost/delay link amongst all available paths in the

single-hop neighbourhood for each migration. It does not give the MAs a

broad enough view to consider other available source nodes and data regions

which reside beyond the single-hop neighbourhood. Hence, the MAs need to

blindly migrate between different event regions to visit the discovered source

nodes that reside on the migration routes. In consequence, the number of

MA migrations is increased resulting in higher energy consumption.

According to figure 3-9, ZMA energy consumption increases when the area in-

creases. In other words, ZMA is more energy efficient in comparison to the
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benchmark protocols if it is used in a small area such as 200×200 m2 for data

aggregation. This is because the number of zones and data regions is increased

when the area increases. Data regions are formed in ZMA by the source nodes

which are connected via singe-hop links. Hence, the number of data regions and

consequently routing overhead (control packets and/or MAs) is increased when

the area size and/or node count increases. In addition, increased energy con-

sumption in a large area reflects a trade-off between the energy consumption and

accuracy. Energy efficiency of ZMA reduces as compared to NOID and TBID

when the area size is increased because of ZMA’s capability to find and capture

a greater number of desirable data samples in the network. This means that

enhanced accuracy increases the energy consumption in ZMA when the area size

increases. On the other hand, the inability of NOID and TBID to provide effi-

cient MA itinerary plans to find and capture interesting data samples does not

increase energy consumption in large and/or dense networks. Energy-Accuracy

correlation will be discussed in chapter 5.

Comparing the benchmark protocols, it is observed that TBID outperforms NOID

when the area increases. The MA infrastructure (tree) for data aggregation is

the reason why the energy efficiency of TBID improves (as compared to NOID)

in large networks. This means that the routing overhead is reduced in TBID

due to limiting the routing communications (i.e control packets) in the nodes

which reside on the MA migration infrastructure. That is, the nodes residing on

the MA migration infrastructure use unicast or multicast instead of broadcast to

transmit the control packets to route the MAs, resulting in reduction in message

overhearing and network energy consumption. On the other hand, NOID needs

to broadcast control packets for MA routing and/or migration as the network

is flat and there is no infrastructure to route the MAs. In addition, blind MA

migrations increase the energy consumption in NOID. The MAs need to return

to visit missed or non-visited source nodes, as NOID gives the MAs a single-

hop view of the network for each migration. This increases MA hop count and

consequently energy consumption, especially when the network is large and dense

or the number of event regions is high.

3.4.2 Total Number of Captured Data Samples (Accuracy)

Introduction: We define accuracy as a measure of the number of interesting data

samples that are collected from the nodes and reported to the sink by the MAs.

Maximising the accuracy is the objective of data aggregation routing as it gives

data consumer the ability to making better decisions based on the aggregated
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result. This section evaluates the accuracy of ZMA in comparison to TBID and

NOID.

Evaluation: From figure 3-10, it is apparent that ZMA outperforms both the bench-

mark protocols in terms of accuracy. The MAs in ZMA have the ability to find

source nodes and deliver captured data samples to the sink in either sparse or

dense networks. According to the results, TBID and NOID are not efficient to

find and capture desirable data samples when the network is sparse or data den-

sity (the proportion of desirable data) is low. In other words, the accuracy of the

benchmark protocols is highly dependent on the node count and/or data density

in the network. The reason is that the MAs are not informed by the intermediate

nodes about the location of source nodes at which to gather data samples. In

TBID and NOID, the event regions and/or source nodes can be discovered by the

MAs if the intermediate nodes provide the required routing information for the

MAs to move. The protocols are able to find the event regions in sparse networks

as the interconnectivity between the intermediate/source nodes to provide the

required routing information for the MAs is lower. On the other hand, increasing

the interconnectivity between the network nodes sharply improves the accuracy

of the benchmark protocols as the node count and proportion of desirable data

increases.

The accuracy of ZMA is better than TBID and NOID as the area increases. This

is for three reasons:

1. Forming data regions: ZMA has the ability to discover and form the

event regions for the MAs to migrate. The MA migration areas are formed

in a DC manner by the sensor nodes that have interesting data to report.

It would result in interconnecting the source nodes for the MAs to move

and visit. Hence, the MAs would be able to visit a number of source nodes

which are connected through single or multi-hop DC links if one of them

is visited. However, the benchmark protocols do not form event regions

but move the MAs through chain (NOID) or tree (TBID) routes that are

established according to a greedy algorithm which considers only the link

cost. The MAs select the source node which has the minimum link cost to

move without considering the data regions or existing connections between

the source nodes. Thus, there is a probability of missing out source nodes

which do not reside on minimum cost links. This could lead to reduced

accuracy.

2. Bottom-up MA migration: ZMA utilises a bottom-up scheme for MA
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Figure 3-10: Accuracy of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. ZMA achieves a greater accuracy in
comparison to the benchmark proto-
cols.

2. Increasing the area size enhances data
aggregation accuracy in ZMA.

3. ZMA under-performs the benchmark
protocols if the network deployed is
small and dense.

4. TBID is better than NOID if network
is sparse, whereas NOID outperforms
TBID when network is dense.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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migration. This means that the MA migrations are started from the centre

of event regions (ZMACs) that are surrounded by the desirable source nodes.

Each MA migration is an opportunity to capture one new data sample as it

starts from a ZMAC node that is close to the centre of an event region and

has short links to desirable source nodes. On the other hand, the benchmark

protocols start MA migration from the single-hop neighbours of the sink

(top-bottom scheme) that are aware of the event regions. Hence, the MAs

miss out a set of source nodes that are not able (or fail) to join the routing

infrastructure or inform the MA dispatchers (single-hop neighbours of sink).

3. Maintaining the list of non-visited source nodes: ZMA records the

address of visited and non-visited nodes to avoid looping and to visit missed

source nodes. Using the list, the MAs may return to MP nodes which have

links to the non-visited source nodes if any source node is missed to visit.

This results in increased accuracy, especially when the network is dense.

NOID outperforms TBID when the data density is high, whereas TBID slightly

has a better performance (in terms of accuracy) when the number of interesting

source nodes is low. This stem from increasing the number of source nodes

which fail to join the tree infrastructure in TBID due to routing and/or tree

establishment message (control packets) conflicts when the network is dense. On

the other hand, increasing the network interconnectivity (node density) in NOID

would result in increasing the number of source nodes that are able to provide

the required routing information for the MAs which reactively move to collect the

data samples. This results in increasing the accuracy in NOID as compared to

TBID when the network deployed is dense. Conversely, TBID outperforms NOID

when the network is sparse. This is because TBID collects the data samples

through a tree infrastructure which is formed by desirable source nodes. The tree

infrastructure increases the interconnections between the source nodes when they

are sparsely scattered in the network. Hence, the number of visited source nodes

and accuracy is increased when the network is sparse.

According to figure 3-10a, it is observed that the accuracy of TBID and NOID is

better than ZMA in a dense network with a high number of source nodes in a small

area. In this case, a smaller number of event regions is formed in ZMA, resulting

in a small number of MAs for data collection. On the other hand, a greater

number of MAs is generated in NOID and TBID because of an increased number

of source nodes which are to communicate directly with the sink or its single-hop

neighbours in a small area. Figure A-1 (in Appendix A) shows the number of
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MAs generated by the protocols respectively in small, medium and large networks.

Increasing the number of MAs and/or the node count (which leads to increased

interconnectivity between the source nodes) increases the probability of finding

and capturing desirable data and consequently improves the accuracy in TBID

and NOID over ZMA in a dense network in a small area.

3.4.3 Average Data Collection End-to-End Delay

Introduction: Average end-to-end delay is the average delay from when the MAs be-

gin data aggregation until they return to the sink. Reducing ETE is an objective

of data aggregation as it can enhance data freshness. Collecting data samples

and reporting the results to the sink as quick as possible enables the system to

provide fresh data for analysis.

The average ETE of MA data aggregation routing is influenced most by two

parameters as below:

1. MA itinerary planning delay: this delay is caused by the nodes to dis-

cover and establish the MA migration routes. It depends upon the proac-

tivity/reactivity of the routing algorithm to plan the MA itineraries using

the routing information, such as distance to the next hop or link cost.

2. The communication delay: the wireless communication delays depend on

the distance between the sender and receiver, the number of intermediate

hops, network traffic, message size and node characteristics (i.e operating

system and/or queue size/delay) [Ardakani et al., 2014]. Increasing the path

hop count has the potential to increase end-to-end delay as a greater number

of intermediate nodes would participate in routing to send/receive control

packets/MAs. Hence, ETE is reduced when the MAs migrate through short

routes with minimum hop count paths.

Evaluation: Figure 3-11 shows that ZMA reduces the average ETE as compared to

NOID and TBID, especially when the node count increases. There are three

reasons for the reduction of end-to-end delay in ZMA:

1. Avoiding blind and/or random MA migrations: ZMA move the

MAs via the paths that are established according to a weighting function

which considers the nodes DC connectivity degree and distance to the event

sources. The paths locally interconnect the source nodes and form data re-

gions to move MAs if any desirable source node is available to visit. Owing

to this, the MAs avoid unnecessary, blind and/or random migrations to find
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the location of event regions. This results in decreased path hop count and

ETE. On the other hand, path hop count is increased in NOID and TBID as

the MAs blindly move from the sink (single-hop neighbours) until the event

regions are found heuristically. The MAs do not have a broad view about

the event region locations and/or DC links between the source node as they

use local routing information (i.e single-hop link cost) to move. Their migra-

tion hop count is increased because they find the source nodes heuristically

(NOID) or blindly move through the routing infrastructure to capture data

samples (TBID), especially when the network is dense.

2. Increasing parallelism degree: ZMA reduces ETE compared to TBID

due to a higher degree of data aggregation parallelism from using a greater

number of MAs at data regions (figure A-1 in Appendix A). Each data

region (centred at a ZMAC) has a MA which is in process of collecting

and aggregating intra-region data samples. The MAs move in parallel via

the intra-region paths which are already computed proactively using the

weighting function. This reduces ETE in ZMA.

3. Hybrid routing: ZMA utilises a hybrid routing scheme in which MAs move

via proactively created links at each data region and then reactively estab-

lish routes to the sink. The objective is to reduce MA itinerary planning

delay caused by reactive routing at data regions. Reactive routing increases

ETE as the MAs need to collect the required routing information at each

node to establish the migration paths. According to figure 3-11, ETE is sig-

nificantly increased in NOID (reactive) especially when the node count and

area increases. Increasing the number of multi-hop paths in large networks

increases ETE in reactive routing as a greater number of nodes would par-

ticipate in collecting/reporting routing information for the MAs. For this

reason, ZMA moves a number of MAs, which move in parallel via proactive

links to capture/aggregate data samples at data regions. This results in

reduced itinerary planning delay and consequently decreased ETE.

ZMA has increased average ETE when the network is large and sparse. This is

because of the MA itinerary planning delay to find the desirable source nodes in

sparse networks. This means that ETE is increased in ZMA as the MAs have

the ability to collect and aggregate a greater number of data samples when the

network is sparse (see figure 3-10). On the other hand, the benchmark protocols

such as TBID are able to find/visit a fewer number of source nodes when the

nodes have a low degree of connectivity. This results in reductions to ETE as
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Figure 3-11: End-to-end delay of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. ZMA outperforms the benchmark
protocols when node count increases.

2. ETE is increased in ZMA when the
network is large and sparse.

3. TBID is better than NOID if data
density is high, whereas NOID out-
performs TBID when data density is
low.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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the data aggregation procedure is finished sooner and the MAs return to the sink

sooner.

As figure 3-11 shows, average ETE is increased in NOID (as compared to TBID)

when the data density is high, whereas it is reduced when the number of source

nodes is low. Routing scheme (reactive or proactive) and the ability to discover

source nodes in a sparse network are two reasons as explained below:

1. Routing scheme: TBID utilises proactive routing to move the MAs for

data aggregation over the tree infrastructure. As the itinerary planning

delay is lower in proactive routing than reactive, ETE is decreased in TBID

(especially if the network is dense and large) compared to NOID. In addition,

the impact of routing scheme (proactive vs. reactive) on ETE is observed

in TBID as compared to ZMA. According to figure 3-11c, TBID reduces

end-to-end delay as compared to ZMA when the area increases. This is

because of establishing paths reactively in ZMA to forward/return the MAs

to/from the data regions to the sink. When area increases, the MAs need

to establish multi-hop paths to the sink via a higher number of intermediate

nodes (TS). Hence, the MAs reactively collect the routing information (i.e

available links to TS nodes at the next inner zone) over longer (in terms of

hop count) paths when they move back to the sink. Hence, ETE is increased.

2. Source node discovery in sparse network: TBID is able to find a

greater number of source nodes (as compared to NOID) when the network

is sparse and the number of source nodes is low (fig. 3-10). This results in

increasing the end-to-end delay (ETE) in TBID for collection and delivery

of data samples.

3.4.4 Total MA Hop Count

Introduction: MA hop count is measured by the total number of nodes that are

visited by the MAs during the data aggregation routing procedure. The objective

is to minimise the MA hop count as it affects ETE and energy consumption. In

other words, the MA hop count should be minimised to save energy and improve

data freshness. Non-optimal itinerary planning, blind migration and random

walks are the key issues that can affect MA hop count.

Evaluation: According to figure 3-12, ZMA reduces the MA hop count as compared

to the benchmark protocols when the node count increases. This is because of

the ability of ZMA to avoid blind/random migrations and establish short paths
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to forward the MAs. ZMA forms data regions to localise MA migrations and

minimise MA path hop count at each zone. The MA migration paths are es-

tablished in a DC manner according to the weight values which are computed

based on the distance to the centre of data regions. Hence, the MAs are moved

if the next node is not visited and knows a data region or a set of non-visited

source nodes. On the other hand, blind MA migration is the reason for increased

MA hop count in NOID. It selects the next hop node (from a single-hop domain)

based on the cost of link and without considering the location of event regions.

Hence, the MA hop count increases as the MAs need to frequently move between

variant parts of network to visit the source nodes.

According to the results, the MA hop count in ZMA is increased in comparison

to the benchmark protocols, when the network is sparse. This is because ZMA

can find and capture a greater number of source nodes compared to the bench-

mark protocols. According to figure 3-10, the MAs need to move through longer

routes to capture a greater number of discovered data samples in sparse networks.

However, the MAs in NOID or TBID would return to the sink via paths with

fewer hops as they are not able to efficiently find the data regions and capture

the desirable data samples.

To compare MA hop count in benchmark protocols, it is observed that MA hop

count in NOID is greater than TBID. This is because MA migration in TBID

is limited to the nodes which reside on the tree infrastructure. Hence, blind

migration is avoided and the MAs move if the destination nodes reside on the

tree. On the other hand, the MAs consider a singe-hop area of the network in

NOID to find the source nodes. This results in increased blind migration and

consequently increased MA hop count.

3.4.5 Total Transmitted Traffic

Introduction: Total transmitted traffic is measured as the total amount of data trans-

mitted (sent/received) by the network nodes. The network transmitted traffic

comprises the MAs and control packets which are transmitted during data ag-

gregation routing. The MAs are used to transmit data samples throughout the

network, whereas the control packets are transmitted to establish the routing

infrastructure, deploy the network, route MAs, update network topology and/or

access wireless channels. Total transmitted traffic has a high impact on network

energy consumption and ETE. This means that minimising the transmitted traffic

should result in decreased network congestion, saving network energy resources
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Figure 3-12: Hop counts of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. Hop count is reduced in ZMA if the
network is dense.

2. The benchmark protocols move MAs
less than ZMA when the network is
sparse.

3. The MAs move more in NOID than
ZMA and TBID.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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and reducing ETE. It is explained as below:

1. Energy consumption: transmitting network packets (i.e control messages)

increases energy consumption at both sender and receiver sides of commu-

nication. For example, energy consumption is increased when a routing

protocol transmits a great number of control packets to discover/establish

routes and forward data packets/MAs.

2. Network congestion: network congestion can be increased if transmitted

network traffic increases, as a greater number of nodes need to access the

wireless channel to send/receive the messages. Network congestion reduces

the network throughput due to increasing the message failure rate.

3. Communication delays: increasing network traffic results in increasing com-

munication delays. Sensor nodes need to queue the messages until the wire-

less channel become available (idle listening) or re-transmit the messages in

the case of congestion. This increases end-to-end delay of data collection

especially when network is dense.

Evaluation: From figure 3-13, it is apparent that ZMA has less total transmitted

traffic as compared to TBID to NOID especially when the node count increases.

The reason is that ZMA localises the network transmissions into the network zone

and/or data regions. For example, control packets are transmitted (in multicast)

between the nodes which reside in the same zone instead of any node which resides

in the radio range of the sender node (broadcast). Hence, ZMA reduces the

overhearing of the network transmissions by limiting the control communication

to the zones. However, the total transmitted traffic is slightly decreased in TBID

(as compared to ZMA) when a sparse network is deployed in a large area. For

example, according to figure 3-13c, total transmitted traffic of TBID is less than

ZMA when a network with 256 nodes is deployed in a 800×800 m2 area. TBID

transmissions are limited to the nodes which reside on the tree infrastructure. The

number of nodes which join the tree and participate in transmitting the network

traffic reduces when the network is sparse deployed. This results in a reduction

in the number of transmitted control packets. In addition, NOID (and TBID)

capture and transmit a fewer number of data samples (according to figure 3-10c)

when the network is sparse because it is not efficient (due to lack of required

routing information at the nodes for the MAs to move) to find the RS source

regions. Hence, the MAs transmit less data through the network. This results in

lower transmitted traffic in NOID (and TBID) as compared to ZMA.

According to figure 3-13, the total transmitted traffic is increased in NOID as
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Figure 3-13: Transmitted network traffic of MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. ZMA has less network traffic when the
network is dense.

2. Network traffic in ZMA is slightly in-
creased (compared to TBID) when
the network is sparse and large.

3. Network traffic in NOID is increased
when area increases.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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compared to TBID when the area increases. In large networks, a greater number

of source nodes must communicate through multi-hop links. It results in increased

transmitted traffic (caused by overhearing), as the number of nodes which par-

ticipate in routing increases. On the other hand, the network communications

would be limited to the nodes which reside on the tree infrastructure in TBID.

In consequence, total transmitted traffic is reduced because the number of node

which participate in routing are limited to the desirable source nodes that join

the tree infrastructure and not all network nodes.

3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

ZMA performs well compared to NOID and TBID in terms of energy, accuracy and

delay especially as the area and the node count increases. It forwards the MAs to find,

capture and aggregate desirable data samples from the source nodes which are scattered

in ER (100% detection) or RS (random detection) model. The performance of ZMA

does not depend on the data heterogeneity in the network. This means that ZMA is

able to find, collect and report the desirable data samples from the sensor nodes which

are able to measure variant data types. Forming data regions and communication

zones, utilising bottom-up MA migration approach, hybrid routing and establishing

weighted DC links to forward MAs are the key techniques which are used in ZMA to

enhance the data aggregation routing performance.

Energy, accuracy and delay are the data aggregation routing metrics that have been

identified and measured. In this research, the objective is to maximise data aggrega-

tion accuracy while minimising the network energy and end-to-end delay. Energy,

accuracy and delay is influenced depending on the single/multi-hop communication,

proactive/reactive routing, node density and data availability. These are summarised

as follows:

1. Energy consumption: energy saving is a vital requirement for WSN as it is deter-

mines network lifetime. Indeed, reducing energy consumption enhance network

availability to sense and report over longer periods. Energy consumption is in a

trade-off with accuracy, as collecting a greater number of data samples to increase

the accuracy may result in increased energy consumption.

2. Accuracy: data aggregation accuracy should be maximised due to data consumer

requirement. A WSN is established to measure and report the ambient data

for the data consumer. Hence, increasing the number of data samples which

participate in data aggregation procedure enhances the robustness of collected
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data. Accuracy is in a trade-off with data aggregation delay as collecting a greater

number of data samples takes longer time to provide the aggregated result at the

sink.

3. End-to-end delay: this is a QoS metric that is required to be minimised in data

aggregation routing protocols. Indeed, reducing the delay has the potential to

increase data freshness and better support real-time applications. It is in a trade-

off with energy consumption. Although delay is reduced over the minimum hop

count paths, energy consumption is increased depending on the euclidean distance

between the nodes.

The (anti-)correlations between energy consumption, accuracy and delay form a

triangle in which each edge focuses on a potential correlation between the two met-

rics. First, energy-delay focuses on minimising energy consumption while reducing

delay. Second, energy-accuracy considers maximising the data aggregation accuracy

if consumed energy is minimised. Third, delay-accuracy studies the correlations be-

tween delay and accuracy to minimise the end-to-end delay while maximising the data

aggregation accuracy. Chapter 5 discusses these correlations in detail.

From the results, it is apparent that ZMA outperforms TBID and NOID in terms

of energy consumption. Forming data regions and communication zones are the tech-

niques which reduce the energy consumption in ZMA. They are explained as below:

1. Data regions: data regions are formed to reduce the MA migrations by con-

necting the desirable source nodes in the network. This technique allows the

MAs to avoid random/blind migration and limit the MA search domain to find

the data samples. Hence, the MAs are able to capture and aggregate desirable

data samples by minimising the migration path hop count. On the other hand,

NOID does not consider data regions, but selects the minimum cost link to the

single-hop neighbour which has interesting data or a link to a desirable source

node. Figure 3-12 shows that NOID hop count is sharply increased when the

node count and/or area increases, resulting in increased energy consumption.

2. Communication zones: they limit the network communications to the nodes

which reside in the same zone and use control packets to establish data regions

or DC links. On the other hand, overhearing rises if the communications are not

limited to particular regions and any node in the sender radio range stays avail-

able to receive the forwarding packets. Overhearing and increased transmitted

control packets are the reasons of increased energy consumption in the benchmark

protocols according to Figure A-2 in Appendix A. However, increased energy con-

sumption in ZMA in comparison to NOID and TBID when the network is sparse
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is because of the inability of TBID and NOID to capture data samples when a low

proportion of desirable source nodes in a sparse network. In other words, ZMA’s

higher energy consumption is due to the accuracy-energy correlation which is

explained in Chapter 5.

ZMA sharply increases the data aggregation accuracy when the area and/or node

count rises. Forming data regions and bottom-up MA migration techniques result in

increasing the accuracy of ZMA, as follows:

1. Forming data regions: This aspect increases the chance of capturing data as

finding one source node from a data region may result in visiting a set of source

nodes which are connected via DC links and have interesting data to report.

DC links forward the MAs to the next source nodes according to a sequence (the

weight value) which is calculated according to the connectivity degree of each host

source node. This means that a MA selects a node to move to next if it knows

a greater number (DC connectivity degree) of non-visited desirable source nodes

in comparison to all candidate nodes. On the other hand, NOID under-performs

ZMA in terms of accuracy as it does not establish the DC links to connect the

desirable source nodes. NOID considers the link cost of source nodes which are

connected in single-hop to forward the MAs without considering DC connectivity

degrees of the nodes. This results in random/blind migration and reduced data

aggregation accuracy.

2. Bottom-up MA migration: This technique enhances data aggregation accu-

racy in ZMA by forwarding the MAs from the centre of data regions to the sink

for data aggregation. Each MA starts its journey from ZMAC (centre of data

regions) to capture the data samples from the respective data region and then

reactively establish a path to the sink to deliver the results. This increases data

aggregation accuracy as a MA journey starts from a node which is connected to

a set of desirable source nodes. Hence, each MA migration is a chance to capture

a data sample. On the other hand, TBID and NOID utilise top-down MA migra-

tions which forward the MAs from the single-hop neighbours of the sink to the

source nodes in the event regions. The lack of DC connections between randomly

distributed source nodes reduces the data aggregation accuracy when top-down

approach is utilised. This means that the MAs miss a set of source nodes to visit

if they are not connected through either single or multi-hop links to the single-hop

neighbours of the sink or routing infrastructure (tree or chain). Owing to this,

data aggregation is significantly reduced especially when interesting source nodes

are sparsely distributed in a large area (according to figure 3-10c). However, the
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accuracy of NOID and TBID improves if the network is dense and small. In this

case, top-down MAs are able to find the source nodes and capture data samples

as a greater number of source nodes are able to communicate directly to the sink

or its single-hop neighbours. According to figure 3-10a, the MAs are able to cap-

ture a greater number of data samples from the source nodes which are reside on

connected migration paths such as chain (NOID) or tree (TBID) as compared to

ZMA.

ZMA reduces the data aggregation delay as compared to NOID and TBID. This is

because it decreases the MA hop count and utilises parallel proactive data aggregation.

These are explained as follows:

1. Decreasing hop count: ZMA reduces blind/random migration and conse-

quently end-to-end delay as the MAs migrate through DC links which are es-

tablished between desirable source nodes. This results in avoiding random/blind

MA migration and consequently reduces the MA hop count (according to fig-

ure3-12), especially when the network is dense and large. Decreasing MA hop

count reduces routing communication delays and consequently decreases data

aggregation ETE.

2. Parallel proactive routing in data regions: ZMA moves the MAs in parallel

via proactive intra-region links to capture/aggregate data samples at data regions.

This results in increased data aggregation parallelism and reduced itinerary plan-

ning delays compared to reactive routing. On the other hand, reactive routing

(NOID) sharply increases the delay as the MAs need to wait at each node un-

til the required routing information to compute the migration path is collected.

This increases itinerary planning delay and ETE especially when the node count

increases.

It is concluded that generally ZMA has a satisfactory performance in large and small

network with a range of node counts and data densities. ZMA is intelligent enough

to find the source nodes which are scattered in the sensing area either in RS(random

detection) or ER(100% detection) model. It has the ability to collect and aggregate

data samples over a heterogeneous network with variant data type sensor nodes due to

utilising bottom-up MA migration scheme, and establishing data regions and weighted

DC links. ZMA has a better performance in terms of energy consumption, end-to-end

delay and accuracy as compared to the benchmark routing protocols, NOID and TBID,

especially when the network is large and dense.
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3.6 Summary

In this chapter, a mobile agent data aggregation routing protocol (ZMA) has been in-

troduced. The objective of proposing ZMA is to maximise energy efficiency and data

aggregation accuracy, and minimise the end-to-end delay. The simulation results show

that the ZMA has a satisfactory performance, and that it satisfies its objectives as

demonstrated by the comparison of the results for NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and

TBID [Konstantopoulos et al., 2010]. ZMA aims to collect and aggregate data samples

regardless of the event source distribution model (RS or ER). It has the potential to

work over sensor nodes which are equipped with multiple sensing modules (i.e TelosB

node [Williams, 2014]) to measure several kinds of event. ZMA reduces energy con-

sumption as it avoids blind/random MA migrations to discover, collect and aggregate

data samples over randomly established networks. In addition, forming data regions to

reduce MA migration hop count and establishing communication zones to limit over-

hearing result in energy saving in ZMA. The end-to-end delay of data aggregation is

lower in ZMA by reducing MA hop count, avoiding blind/random migration, parallel

data aggregation and utilising a hybrid routing scheme. In addition, ZMA increases

accuracy by forwarding MAs from the centre of data regions in a bottom-up migration

scheme to collect and aggregate data samples.
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Chapter 4

Client/Server Data Aggregation

Routing

This chapter focuses on data aggregation in WSN according to the client/server model

of routing. Client/server routing forwards data packets from the data regions to the sink

through single or multi-hop paths which are formed over a flat or hierarchical infras-

tructure. Depending on the routing infrastructure, the intermediate nodes may perform

in-network data aggregation to collect and combine the data packets. A client/server

routing protocol for data aggregation is proposed in this chapter. It partitions the

network into a set of data centric (DC) clusters to collect the data samples from the

event regions. The collected data samples are aggregated at the Cluster Heads (CHs)

and then the results are forwarded to the sink via a spanning tree.

The chapter is organised in seven sections. Section 4.1 introduces client/server data

aggregation routing and then highlights the research points which need to be consid-

ered in this field of computer science. Section 4.2 provides a brief literature review for

WSN clustering. It describes the Hamming distance technique as a potential approach

to form data centric clusters in WSN. Section 4.3 introduces a hybrid client/server data

aggregation routing protocol namely Cluster-Based Aggregation (CBA). This section

focuses on the key techniques which are used in CBA to resolve the existing drawbacks

and enhance the performance of client/server routing. Section 4.4 describes the experi-

ment plan that is designed to test and evaluate the performance of CBA. Varying node

count, area size and data density (the proportion of interesting data samples) are the

factors that form the focus of the experiment scenarios. Section4.5 presents the result

of the experiments according to the five metrics (total consumed energy, total num-

ber of delivered data samples, average end-to-end delay, average hop count and total

transmitted traffic) normally used in the literature to evaluate data aggregation routing
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performance. It explains the effect of each parameter in evaluating the performance of

CBA in comparison with two respected client/server routing protocols namely LEACH

[Heinzelman et al., 2000] and Directed diffusion (DDiFF) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000].

Section 4.6 discusses and concludes the key points of the results to highlight the advan-

tages and disadvantages of the proposed protocol. Finally, a summary of this chapter

is provided in section 4.7 as a quick overview.

4.1 Client/Server Data Aggregation

There are five key issues that need to be considered by researchers and engineers in

WSN client/server data aggregation routing:

1. Energy consumption: power resources need to be used efficiently in WSNs

as they are highly constrained. Forwarding data packets over long paths, over-

hearing and message conflicts/collisions are the behaviours that increase energy

consumption in flat WSNs. On the other hand, the cost of establishing and main-

taining an hierarchical infrastructure must be minimised in hierarchical WSNs to

save energy.

2. Network congestion: simultaneous access to the limited wireless channels in-

creases network congestion and consequently enhance the probability of message

failures in WSNs. It can increase network resource consumption as the source

nodes need to re-transmit failed data packets. Network congestion is decreased

in hierarchical networks, as compared to flat, due to reducing the number of

nodes which need simultaneously to access the wireless channels. Hierarchical

WSNs partitions the network into a set of groups in which a few number of nodes

(group leaders/representatives) are in charge of managing the group communica-

tions. However, network congestion could be problematic in hierarchical WSNs

as the number of group and/or leaders increases.

3. Overhearing: receiving network packets which do not belong to the receiver

nodes increases network resource consumption in WSN. Hierarchical infrastruc-

ture has the potential to reduce overhearing (compared to flat networks) as the

communications can be locally limited into the grouped nodes. Depending on the

size of groups, however, overhearing is increased if the groups formed are large

and/or dense.

4. Delay: end-to-end delay (ETE) should be minimised in data collection as it is

key to data freshness. ETE would depend on network traffic and path length

(hop count) from the source regions to the sink.
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5. Data collection/aggregation from ER(100% detection) or RS(random

detection) event sources: RS data collection increases network congestion,

delay and resource consumption especially in a flat network, as each source node

need to individually establish a path to forward data to the sink. It can be re-

solved in hierarchical networks by grouping the source nodes in which the group

representatives forward the aggregated data of grouped nodes to the sink. It re-

sults in reduction of routing overhead, network traffic and resource consumption.

However, the group leaders miss collecting data samples from source nodes which

are not covered/joined by/to the hierarchical infrastructure. For this reason, the

hierarchical infrastructure needs to minimise the establishment/maintenance cost

and maximise coverage of event regions either in RS or ER.

In this chapter, a hybrid client/server data aggregation routing protocol namely

Cluster-Based Aggregation (CBA) is proposed, described and evaluated. It forms a

cluster-based infrastructure in a data centric fashion to collect, aggregate and report

data samples. CBA dynamically partitions the network into a set of clusters based on

the measured data using a lightweight clustering approach which is called the Ham-

ming distance. The cluster-heads then form a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) as

the network backbone to forward aggregated results to the sink. A parallel collision-

guided technique is used to minimise the establishment cost of the tree infrastructure.

The performance of CBA is tested and compared to two conventional works: LEACH

[Heinzelman et al., 2000] and Directed diffusion (DDiFF) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000].

The benchmark protocols are selected based on their similarities, maturities and/or

popularities to investigate and highlight the advantages and disadvantages of both flat

and hierarchical architectures in client/server data aggregation routing. CBA focuses

on resolving the drawbacks of client/server data aggregation routing as follows:

1. Decreasing message overhearing and network congestion by limiting the data

communications into data centric clusters.

2. Reducing end-to-end delay by forwarding data transmissions through minimum

hop count links.

3. Reducing energy consumption by utilising lightweight techniques for establishing

the routing infrastructure and forwarding data packets.

4. Supporting data collection in both models of event source distribution models

(ER and RS) using data-centric routing techniques.
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4.2 A Brief Review of Clustering

Clustering is a technique commonly used to establish hierarchical routing infrastruc-

ture in WSNs. Using clustering, the network is partitioned into a set of groups named

clusters. The clusters can be formed based on nodes similarities in a set of distinc-

tive features such as location, measured data and/or communication and computation

abilities. The key benefit of utilising clustering technique in WSN is to reduce network

congestion [Liu, 2012]. In a clustered network, data packet transmissions are forwarded

from the source nodes to the cluster-head nodes, which are then responsible for man-

aging the intra-cluster communications. Cluster-heads aggregate the collected data

samples and forward the aggregated results to the sink via either single or multi-hop

links. Owing to this, the number of nodes that simultaneously try to access the wireless

channel is reduced. It would result in reducing the number of parallel transmissions

and consequently the network congestion as compared to flat networks. Besides, reduc-

ing the number of simultaneous transmissions and network congestion increases data

collection accuracy and scalability in clustered networks. This means that a greater

number of data samples is received at cluster-heads for aggregation because the intra-

cluster links are more reliable for the delivery of data packets in comparison to long

routes which are established in flat network from the event regions to the sink.

To form the clusters, three attributes should be considered [Younis et al., 2006]:

methodology, cluster properties and cluster-head selection. Clustering methodology is

classified into three categories:

1. Centralised: the clustering information is collected at a single or multiple nodes

(i.e sink) to optimally form the clusters. This scheme is expensive for WSNs

as it needs frequent communications between the nodes to collect the required

information and/or form/manage the clusters. Moreover, the performance of

clustering would depend on the availability of the node(s) which is in charge of

forming the clusters. The clustering procedure would fail if the node(s) fails or

is not available. LEACH-C [Heinzelman et al., 2002] utilises a centralise scheme

at the sink to form the cluster.

2. Distributed: allows for the local performance of clustering at each node without

any centralised control. Although distributed clustering has the potential to

resolve the drawbacks of centralised clustering, it forms overlapped or un-balances

clusters. LEACH [Heinzelman et al., 2000] is an example of distributed clustering.

3. Hybrid: each cluster is formed in a centralised manner at a node (Cluster-

Head), whereas the inter-cluster links are formed according to a decentralised
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protocol. The contribution of hybrid clustering is to avoid forming overlapped

and un-balanced clusters. TEEN [Manjeshwar and Agrawal, 2001] uses a hybrid

approach for clustering.

There are four issues (clustering properties) that need to be considered in a clus-

tering procedure [Abbasi and Younis, 2007]: cluster count, cluster size, inter-cluster

and intra-cluster communications. The cluster count may be fixed or varied based on

the node count and/or network application. It can be dynamically set by the network

consumer in advance or during network deployment. For example, the cluster count

is fixed in HEED [Younis and Fahmy, 2004], whereas it may be variable in LEACH

[Heinzelman et al., 2000]. The cluster size can be either equal or unequal. The former

establishes same size clusters (i.e CMLDA [Dasgupta et al., 2003]), whereas the latter

forms clusters of variable size (i.e LEACH). Inter/intra cluster communications focus

on the communication patterns used by the sensor nodes within or between the clusters.

They can be formed either as single or multi hop, based on the network application,

size and/or density. HEED [Younis and Fahmy, 2004] establishes the links either in

single or multi-hop, whereas single-hop links are created in LEACH [Heinzelman et al.,

2000].

Each cluster is managed by either one or multiple nodes, namely the Cluster Heads

(CHs). They may play different roles as aggregator, relay and/or data collector to

manage intra-cluster communications. Cluster-head selection is a challenging issue in

clustering procedure as the efficiency and stability of a cluster depends on the CH

properties. Selecting CH with low connectivity degree and/or residual energy leads to

the formation of un-balanced, overlapped and/or unstable clusters. Hence, the nodes

need to frequently or periodically re-cluster the network to adapt themselves with the

application requirements or network characteristics. A CH is typically selected using

one of three schemes [Jiang et al., 2009]:

1. Deterministic: the CHs are selected according to a pre-defined criterion such

as location address in advance of network deployment.

2. Adaptive: CHs are dynamically selected based on a set of features such as

residual energy and/or communication cost.

3. Random: the cluster-heads are randomly selected without considering any spe-

cific criteria.

Clustering has the potential to support contention-free MAC (Medium Access Con-

trol) protocols. Network MAC protocols are used to prevent interfering nodes from

transmitting data packets at same time. Decreasing message collisions, network packet
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overhead, overhearing and idle listening are the key benefits of utilising MAC protocols

in WSNs [Demirkol et al., 2006]. MAC protocols are classified into two categories:

contention-based and contention-free. The interfering nodes compete to access the

wireless channels in the former, but they are coordinated to access the channels with-

out competition in the latter [Ye et al., 2002]. Contention-free MAC protocols allow the

nodes to transmit data packets at a particular time or by a specific code without com-

petition and/or additional overhead. Grouping the nodes into separate clusters allows

the nodes to use contention-free MAC protocols such as Time Division Multiple Access

(TDMA) and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [Ali et al., 2006] efficiently. This

means that clustered nodes are able to access the wireless channels at particular time

slots (i.e TDMA) or by spreading communication code (i.e CDMA) without additional

overhead and consuming network resources.

4.2.1 Hamming Distance

Hamming distance is a technique that is generally used to find the difference of binary

values [Xiong et al., 2004]. This technique counts the number of flipped bits in fixed

size binary data streams and returns the value of the difference as the distance. For

example, the hamming distance of 101 and 000 is 2 due to the first and last bits which

are different.

The Hamming distance can be used to cluster WSNs in a data-centric manner.

The sensors nodes code the meaningful features of measured data such as data type,

measuring time and/or location into binary vectors. Hence, the sensor nodes that have a

lower Hamming distance are grouped into data-centric clusters in a distributed manner

without requiring a centralised control [Arasu et al., 2006]. The benefits of utilising

Hamming distance to form data-centric clusters in WSN are given below [Gasieniec

et al., 2004], [Yao et al., 2007]:

1. Hamming distance has the potential to reduce computation overhead as it is

not complex to perform. This technique focuses on encoding and decoding the

selected features of measured data into the Hamming vectors.

2. Hamming distance assists in the formation of data-centric clusters. The clusters

are formed by the nodes which have same or similar Hamming codes. It reduces

network resource consumption for data aggregation routing as the communication

links between the source nodes are formed according to the similarity of the

measured data samples at each node. In other words, the nodes which have similar

data types are interconnected via DC links. Network resource consumption is

reduced when data packets are forwarded through data-centric instead of address-
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centric links especially in data aggregation applications [Anastasi et al., 2009],

[Krishnamachari et al., 2002].

3. This technique reduces communication overhead by reducing the size and/or num-

ber of messages which are transmitted during clustering or data collection pro-

cedures. Using Hamming technique, the sensor nodes transmit only a set of key

features of original measured data (i.e data type) that are required to form the

clusters. This clustering [Anastasi et al., 2009] reduces the overhead of routing

by reducing the amount of transmitted traffic. Moreover, the number of trans-

missions is reduced as hamming distance technique has the potential to eliminate

transmission of redundant data. As the Hamming distance technique allows the

source nodes to find out the similarity of measured data samples, the source nodes

would avoid transmitting same or similar data values which respectively have the

same Hamming code or a close Hamming distance.

We use the ideas underlying Hamming distance in our new CBA algorithm given

below.

4.3 The CBA protocol

This section proposes a cluster-based routing protocol (CBA) which supports data ag-

gregation in a client/server model. CBA allocates a cost value to each node according

to the distance and/or path hop count from the sink. Then, it partitions the network

into a set of data-centric clusters using Hamming distance technique. The data packets

are aggregated at the cluster-heads and hierarchically forwarded then through a span-

ning tree to the sink. The tree infrastructure is rooted at the sink and formed as a

result of parallel route request collisions which are forwarded from the CHs to the sink.

4.3.1 Network Model

Similar to Chapter 3 (Section 3.2.1), the network model of CBA consists of three

components: sink node(s), sensor nodes and event sources. The sink node(s) is/are the

consumer access-point to monitor the network performance. Data samples need to be

collected from the source nodes and delivered then to the sink for further processing.

The sink(s) has/have no resource limitation in terms of power, storage, communication

and computation ability.

The sensor nodes are static and can be homogenous or heterogeneous in terms of

having variable levels/units of resources. They can be equipped with either a single
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or multi-sensor devices to sense a range of physical values such as light and/or tem-

perature. The communication radio range of sensor nodes is R (constant for all the

nodes). To manage message passing and wireless communications, it is assumed that

the nodes are synchronised [Solis and Obraczka, 2004]. Each sensor node may play one

or multiple roles according to its location in the network: Idle, Cluster Member (CM),

Cluster Head (CH), Tree Member (TM) and Meet Point (MP). CMs are the source

nodes which are clustered based on the type of measured data. CHs are the CMs that

are selected at each cluster to manage inter/intra-cluster communications. TMs are

the nodes residing on the tree infrastructure which is formed between the CHs and the

sink. MPs are the TMs which are on joint routes from the CHs to the sink. TMs and

MPs role and duty will be explained in section 4.3.4. Idle nodes do not perform any

particular task in the network. They are usually isolated unless they are asked (by

other nodes) to provide back-up services during network deployment, data collection

and/or network healing.

The communication links in CBA are established in a data-centric manner. Data-

centric routes are more desirable than address-centric ones especially for data collection

applications in WSNs, as the measured data at the nodes is more important than node

address (IDs) to establish a route [Krishnamachari et al., 2002]. The route formed from

the sink to a source region is called a Forward Path (FP), while a route from a source

node to the sink is called Backward Path (BP).

The event sources generate environmental data and can be either static or mobile.

They may be scattered in the network in either Event-Radius (ER) or Random-Source

(RS) models.

4.3.2 Cost Value Allocation

Each node in CBA is allocated by a cost value according to its distance (hop count)

from the sink. The value is assigned to inform the nodes how far they reside from the

sink. Using the cost value, each node would be able to guide network transmissions

(i.e data or control packets) to either closer or farther regions from the sink. In fact,

the nodes should avoid pure broadcasting, since that is usually utilised to forward

network packets where a global addressing scheme and/or location information is not

available. They utilise multicast or even unicast to forward network packets which

need to be forwarded either to closer or farther areas from the sink. For example, the

sink queriers are usually broadcast by each node throughout the network when the cost

value technique is not used, whereas they are forwarded only to the nodes which reside

in farther regions from the sink if the nodes are allocated by the cost values.

CBA utilises a similar approach to Energy Aware Routing [Shah and Rabaey, 2002]
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to allocate the cost values to the nodes. The procedure is started when the sink forwards

the cost messages. The structure of cost messages is similar to Hellov1 which is used

by ZMA to create the zones in Chapter 3. As figure 4-1 shows, there are three fields in

the header of message: sender Id, Hop Count(HC) and Total Cost (TC). HC shows the

hop count and TC is the total distance value of the interconnected links on the forward

path (FP). TC value is measured according to equation 3.4 using RSSI technique [Xu

et al., 2010] which has been explained in page 92. The values are initiated to zero at

the sink and they are updated at each node which receives. The receiver nodes need

to record both the values to select energy efficient and/or minimum delay routes. The

paths with fewer TC are more energy efficient as they are shorter in terms of Euclidean

distance. On the other hand, the routes with fewer HC have lower communication

delay as they are established by a fewer number of intermediate nodes. It gives CBA

the ability to support low cost and/or delay communication links according to the data

consumer and/or QoS requirements. When a cost message is received, the RRSI value

of the link is measured and added then to TC value. Indeed, TC value gives the total

RSSI weight of the route from the sink to the node. Besides, the receiver node increases

the value of HC by one. The value of HC shows the node hop count from the sink.

However, multiple cost messages are received through different routes during the cost

value allocation phase. The messages have variant TC and HC values according to the

link length and intermediate hop count. A cost message is immediately discarded if

it has a greater HC than the node hop count. It is forwarded through a longer path

(with a greater hop count) or a loop. The ID of sender node which has the minimum

value of HC is recorded as TS (To the Sink) to establish a minimum delay Backward

Path (BP). A BP is used to send the collected data from the event regions to the sink.

If multiple messages with same HC values (with the node hop count) are received, the

receiver node would record the ID of sender nodes as BackUp TS (BUTS) to establish

alternative BPs if the primary one fails.

Each sensor node needs to wait for a while to receive a greater number of cost

messages which is forwarded through other routes before re-transmitting the received

cost message. It other words, sensor nodes miss some of the cost messages (which may

have smaller TC) if they immediately re-transmit the received cost messages. Figure 4-2

depicts an example in which node D receives three cost messages through paths R1, R2

and R3. The network messages are normally received quicker through the paths with

fewer hop count as the communication delay decreases. For this reason, it is assumed

that the cost messages are received in the order of R1, R3 and R2. An inaccurate TC

value is transmitted to the next hop nodes if D immediately transmits the cost message

which is received through R1. In this case, TC(R3) should be propagated for the next
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Figure 4-1: The structure of cost messages in CBA

hop nodes instead of TC(R1) as the latter is greater. This drawback is resolved similar

to Minimum Cost Forwarding Algorithm (MCFA) [Ye et al., 2001]. It lets the nodes

wait for a short period (back-off) until other cost messages which have smaller cost

values are received. However, the waiting time increases network deployment delay.

Moreover, it increases energy consumption as the nodes need to consume a greater

amount of energy to receive the cost messages which are forwarded through different

paths. For this reason, the back-off time should be minimised as much as possible.

MCFA [Ye et al., 2001] recommends 10 ms for back-off time before sending the cost

messages at each nodes.

4.3.3 Forming Data-Centric Clusters

CBA utilises clustering to establish an hierarchical routing infrastructure for data ag-

gregation routing. With clustering, network congestion and energy consumption is

reduced due to a decrease in the number of transmitted data packets [Liu, 2012]. As

data packets are aggregated at the CHs, the source nodes do not need to forward their

data to the sink individually. In consequence, clustering results in a reduction of trans-

mitted network traffic, which decreases energy consumption and network congestion.

CBA partitions the network into a set of clusters which are dynamically formed in

a data-centric manner. Each cluster can be considered as a super node which has a

particular data type to report/collect. DC clustering is used in CBA for the following

reasons:

1. Energy saving: network resource consumption (mainly energy) is reduced due

to three reasons: (1) Reducing the routing overhead: in DC clustering, nodes

participate in clustering procedure if their data matches the data consumer in-

terests. It results in reducing the amount of transmitted routing information

(network traffic) especially in comparison to AC clustering in which any node
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Figure 4-2: Cost value allocation in CBA

participates in clustering and/or route discovery/establishment. (2) Decreasing

network overhearing: localising network transmissions into the clustered com-

munications reduces overhearing that results in saving energy. (3) Reducing

idle-listening: idle-listening reduces as the number of nodes which try to access

wireless channels is reduced in DC clustering as compared to AC. In DC clus-

tering, only the nodes which reside on DC inter/intra-cluster communications

would need to access the wireless channels to forward the data packets. Hence,

the number of nodes which stay available to communicate (or establish the routes)

is reduced in comparison to address-centric clusters in which any node needs to

frequently or periodically check the availability of wireless channels to establish

an AC link.

2. Enhancing accuracy: DC clustering increases the accuracy of data aggregation

by increasing data packet delivery. The network traffic reduces as the commu-

nications are limited into a set of DC clusters instead of the whole network (as

in AC clusters). Reducing network traffic in DC clustered networks decreases

network congestion and consequently increases data packet delivery. Hence, the

accuracy of data collection is increased as a greater number of collected data

samples is delivered for aggregation.
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3. Reducing delay: data collection delay is reduced in DC clustered network as

compared to Address-Centric (AC). AC clustering (e.g. LEACH) partitions the

whole network into the clusters according to the address of nodes, whereas DC

clusters are formed if the node has desirable data to report. For this reason, a

smaller number of clusters is formed when a DC approach is used. It results in

reducing the number of nodes (CHs) which intend to simultaneously access to

wireless channels and consequently decreasing the transmitted network traffic in

DC clustered networks as compared to AC. As a result, DC clustering reduces

data collection delay due to decreasing the network traffic which results in reduc-

tion of the communication delays (wireless channel access and/or queueing).

4. Supporting data collection in RS or ER event source distribution mod-

els: DC clustering interconnects the random distributed source nodes as ER

regions. It results in reduction of network traffic and routing overhead. Intercon-

necting the random scattered source nodes via data-centric links as DC clusters

would logically forms integrated (ER) event regions in the network. Hence, data

packets would get aggregated sooner and with a lower cost. This means that for-

warding data packets from random scattered source nodes which are integrated

via DC links reduces the number of transmissions in comparison to RS data col-

lection. This is because it provides in-network data aggregation over DC links in

comparison to AC links, in which each source node needs to individually establish

a link to the sink or intermediate aggregators to transmit the data.

CBA utilises Hamming distance technique to form the clusters. The source nodes

are grouped into a set of DC clusters according to the measured data type. Each

cluster is managed by a single CH. The clustering procedure is started when the source

nodes broadcast data advertisement messages (ADVmsg). The structure of ADVmsg

is similar to hello messages, used by ZMA in Chapter 3 for vicinity discovery. The

message header has four fields which are encoded with the Hamming technique: node

data type, residual energy level (reliability), hop count (location) and TC (link cost).

Residual levels of energy, hop count (HC) and link cost (TC) allow the nodes to select

the most powerful nodes (in terms of having sufficient energy resources), which have

minimum link cost to the sink. Data type is used to form data-centric clusters. The

clustering procedure is performed in a distributed manner by the source nodes which

are connected (in single-hop) and have the same Hamming code for their data types.

When a ADVmsg message is received, the node updates its routing table by the sender

ID, data type, energy level and HC. The nodes, which have the same Hamming code

for data and HC, are grouped into the clusters. Then, each node considers its routing
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Figure 4-3: Clustering in CBA

table to find the strongest node which has the greatest level of energy. If there are

multiple nodes which have same energy level, the node with smallest TC is selected

as CH because it would be able to communicate with the sink via a minimum cost

link if there is still a tie. The source nodes send (in unicast) a MYCH message to the

candidate CH to inform it about the selection. The node which receives the messages

becomes the CH. Finally, the CMs are allocated by a cluster number according to their

CH ID and data type.

CBA clusters are formed under two schemes: flat and hierarchical. A flat cluster is

formed with no interconnection to any other clusters, whereas an hierarchal cluster is

connected to at least one node which belongs to the next cluster. In the former, a CH

does not know any other node in its single-hop neighbourhood which has a greater level

of energy or a different cluster number. On the other hand, the CH has a connection

to at least one node that belongs to another cluster in hierarchical clusters. The

hierarchal clusters are interconnected through inter-cluster links which are used during

the data aggregation routing to forward data packets. The cluster in the topmost level

of hierarchy (with smallest HC) is called the parent cluster. According to Figure 4-3,

for example, cluster A is flat as its CH (99) is not connected to any other cluster,

whereas clusters P, S and E (parent) are hierarchical as they are interconnected.
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Table 4.1: A Glossary for Tree Establishment Algorithm

Acronym Definition Acronym Definition

RREQ Route REQuest packet HC Hop Count

RREP Route REPly packet TC Total Cost

srcid the last sender ID BP Backward Path

FP Forward Path BHC BP Hop Count

BTC BP Total Cost TS To the Sink

BUTS BackUp TS TM Tree Member

FRR Failed Route Request MP Meet Point

APC Aggregation Path hop Count CH Cluster Head

4.3.4 Data Aggregation Routing

To reduce the cost of data reporting, CBA forms a tree-based backbone from the CHs

to the sink to collect and aggregate data via minimum hop-count links. The tree

infrastructure is established to aggregate and forward data packets from the event re-

gions to the sink in an hierarchical manner. It establishes minimum hop count paths

from the event regions to the sink, in which data packets get aggregated as soon as

possible. Hence, forwarding data packets through the tree infrastructure leads to a re-

duction in the number of transmitted data packets and consequently the data reporting

cost. This section describes the tree establishment algorithm. Table 4.1 decodes the

acronyms which are used in data aggregation routing algorithm.

The tree infrastructure is established by interconnecting the minimum hop count

routes from the CHs to the sink. It is rooted in the sink and formed in a data-centric

manner using route request packets (RREQs) and route reply packets (RREPs) which

are forwarded between the CHs and sink. The RREQ messages are forwarded from the

CHs to establish inter-cluster routes and/or interconnect the data regions (DC CHs)

to the sink, whereas RREP messages are forwarded from the sink to the CHs to form

the tree branches. Establishing the tree backbone in a data-centric manner supports

hierarchical data aggregation in CBA from the event regions to the sink. In addition,

it allows CBA to work over heterogeneous WSNs in which the nodes have variant data

types to report. This means that CBA is able to collect interesting data samples from

the source nodes with variant data type as the tree infrastructure is dynamically formed

from DC CHs to the sink based on the data consumer interests.

To form the tree backbone, CBA utilises a parallel collision-guided technique. It is

conceptually similar to [Basurra, 2012], but differs in implementation and execution.

The parallel collision-guided approach has the potential to reduce the overhead of the

backbone establishment. It avoids to forward redundant and/or useless route requests

(RREQs) through the links which are already established. The RREQ messages are
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Data: Routing Table (RT)
RREQ initialisation at CH:
if Node Role = (Flat or Parent CH) then

RREQ← (D,CID, srcId,BHC = 0, BTC = 0);
if TS is not available then TS ← Select(BUTS);
RREQ→ TS;

end
RREQ forwarding at intermediate nodes (Node X):
/* Update RT */

if RREQ.CID ∈ RT then
if RREQ.BHC < RT.BHC then

/* RT is updated */

RT (CID)← (CID,RREQ.srcId,RREQ.BHC,RREQ.BTC);
else

Discard (RREQ);
end

else
Insert RT(CID, srcId, BHC, BTC);

end
/* Forward RREQ */

if Role = (Sink) then
Delete RREQ;

else if (Role = CH or CM) and (X.CID 6= RREQ.CID) then
X ← Parent(CID);
Delete RREQ;

else
if Count (RT) > 1 then

/* RREQ collision */

Delete RREQ;
else

srcId← X.Id;
BHC ← BHC + 1 ;
BTC ← BTC +RSSI(link);
RREQ← (D,CID, srcId,BHC,BTC);
RREQ→ Select(TS ‖ BUTS);

end

end

Algorithm 3: RREQ Forwarding Algorithm
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Figure 4-4: The structure of RREQ in CBA

forwarded in parallel from each data region which is formed as flat and/or hierarchical

clusters to the sink. In hierarchical clusters, RREQs are forwarded only by the parent

CHs. This is because the child clusters are hierarchically interconnected to the parent

cluster(s) during the clustering procedure. Hence, establishing a path from a parent

cluster to the sink results in interconnecting all its child clusters to the sink. This re-

duces the number of transmitted RREQs and routing overhead in hierarchical clusters.

For example, cluster-head 17 is the only node that forwards a RREQ to the sink from

clusters C, D and G which are hierarchically interconnected according to Figure 4-3.

As Figure 4-4 shows, the header of a route request packet (RREQ) has five fields:

cluster data type (D), CH id (CID), last sender ID (srcId), BP Hop Count (BHC) and

BP Total Cost (RSSI) value (BTC). The values of BHC and BTC are measured as the

path hop count and RRSI on Backward Paths from the node to the sink. Although

hop count and path RSSI value are measured on FPs using HC and TC values, they

are calculated similarly on BPs using BHC and BTC to inform the sink about the

location of DC CHs and/or select the tree paths to forward the route reply packet

(RREP) through. Besides, BTC and BHC can be used to support uni-directional com-

munications when RREP messages (to establish a BP) are forwarded via the same FP

from the CH to the sink. Wireless communication routes are formed unidirectional due

to variant communication power and signal propagation (especially in heterogeneous

networks), ambient noises and/or wireless communication fading [Ramasubramanian

et al., 2002]. This is stated formally in Algorithm 4-4.

The RREQ messages are forwarded from flat and/or parent CHs to the sink. Ac-

cording to Algorithm 4-4, the CHs firstly check the availability of their TS nodes to

forward the RREQ messages. The messages are forwarded if the TS nodes are avail-

able. Otherwise, a BUTS node (or neighbour node which has a smaller HC) is selected

by each CH to forward the RREQ message. It reduces the overhead of forwarding
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Data: RREP Table (PT))
RREP initialisation at Sink:
if Role = (Sink) then

RREP ← (CID, srcId,APC = 0, Query);
RREP (s)→ srcId(s);

end
RREP forwarding at intermediate nodes (Node X):
if CID ∈ PT then

Discard (RREP);/* redundant RREP */

end
Insert PT(CID, srcId, APC);
if Role = (CH or CM) then

if X has a child (CID) then
RREP ← (CID, srcId,APC = 0, Query);
RREP (s)→ CID(s);

else
Delete RREP;/* a tree branch is established */

end

else
if Count (RREQ) ≯ 1 then

/* checks the number of received RREQ messages */

TM ← X;
RREP ← (CID, srcId,APC + +, Query);
RREP → srcId;

else
MP ← X;
/* for the CH whose RREQ is received by the sink */

RREP ← (CID, srcId,APC + +, Query);
RREP → srcId;
/* for the CHs whose RREQ collided at MPs */

RREP ← (CID, srcId,APC = 0, Query);
RREP (s)→ srcId(s);

end

end

Algorithm 4: RREP Forwarding Algorithm
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RREQ as compared to message broadcasting. Each intermediate node, which receives

a RREQ, would record srcId value of the message as a potential link to a desirable

CH. The receiver node updates then the RREQ by changing the srcId to its id, incre-

ment BHC by one and add the last link RSSI value to the BTC. RREQ messages are

forwarded in a same manner until the following situations arise:

1. The RREQ is received by the sink. In this case, the srcId value of the received

RREQ would show a single-hop neighbour which knows a potential path with

BHC hop count and BTC cost to a desirable CH.

2. The RREQ collides with another at an intermediate node. In this case, the

intermediate node stops forwarding the RREQ messages(s) to the sink to conserve

network resources.

3. The RREQ is received by CM/CH which has lower HC value. The cluster which

receives the RREQ becomes a parent of the sender cluster.

Route reply packets (RREP) are forwarded from the sink through the shortest paths

which have the minimum BHC/BTC to the desirable CHs (in terms of data). RREP

can include data collection requirements, thresholds and attributes similar to TEEN

[Manjeshwar and Agrawal, 2001] and APTEEN [Manjeshwar and Agrawal, 2002]. The

header of RREP maintains the message sequence number, CID (the target cluster id),

srcId (the next hop neighbour node) and APC (Aggregation Path hop Count). APC

will be used during data aggregation routing to find the path distance (hop count)

from the CH to the sink or the (closest)intermediate node which has the potential to

aggregate data. The value of APC is initially zero and incremented at each intermediate

node until the following situation arises (see Algorithm 4):

1. The RREP is received by a cluster (CM or CH). In this case, the cluster avoids

to forward the RREP unless it is connected to any other cluster with higher HC

value (child cluster). A copy of the received RREP is forwarded to each child

cluster if there is still a tie. The value of APC is set to zero in copy RREPs. The

copy RREPs are forwarded until they are received by the target cluster.

2. The RREP is received by a node which already has received multiple RREQs.

The node becomes an MP and the original RREP is forwarded to the target

cluster. In addition, a copy of RREPs (APC=0) is forward to each cluster which

is connected via a single or multi-hop link.

3. The RREP is received by a node which already has received a single RREQ. The

node becomes an TM and the RREQ is forwarded to the destined cluster.
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Data aggregation is started in a bottom-up manner from the child and/or flat

clusters. The data samples are locally aggregated at the CHs. Then, the aggregated

results are forward from the CHs to the parent clusters or sink through intermediate

TMs. Each CH selects the path with the minimum APC (aggregation path) to forward

its data packets through if multiple RREP messages are received. This means that CBA

supports early data aggregation in which data packet get aggregated at the closest

aggregator on the tree as soon as possible (with minimum hop count). The data

results from each cluster are aggregated at MPs or parent CHs and then hierarchically

forwarded until finally received by the sink. It forms a minimum hop count tree in

CBA that has the potential to minimise end-to-end delay. The tree branches provide

the minimum hop count links between the CHs, TMs and MPs in which data packets

are aggregated with minimum delay. According to Figure 4-3, for example, aggregated

results from cluster G, C are combined at D. Then, CH (17) transmits the aggregated

result to MP 39 to be combined by the result of cluster B. MP 39 is then responsible

for forwarding the aggregated result of cluster G, C, D and B to the sink.

4.4 Experimental Plan

To test and evaluate CBA, we use simulation technique. OMNET++ [OMNET++,

2012], is an open-source simulator that was used to simulate LEACH [Heinzelman

et al., 2000] and Directed diffusion [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000]. It has a modelling

framework called MiXiM [Viklund, 2013] that offers detailed models of radio wave

propagation, interference estimation, radio transceiver power consumption and wireless

MAC protocols such as B-Mac in WSN.

The experiments are designed for client/server routing according to three levels of

parameters similar to Chapter 3: area size, node count and data density (the proportion

of interesting data). The experiment parameters (similar to Figure 3-7 in Chapter 3)

are designed to observe the protocol behaviour, scalability and performance based on

varying area size (small, medium and large), node count (sparse and/or dense), and the

proportion of interesting data samples in the network (25 to 100 percent). The total

number of delivered data samples, average end-to-end delay, total hop count, total

transmitted traffic1 and total consumed energy are the metrics which are selected to

be measured in the experiments. Measuring energy consumption, end-to-end delay and

accuracy is required in evaluating data aggregation routing protocols due to the energy

resource constraints in WSN and data consumer requirements (deliver maximum data

samples with minimum delay). Path hop count and transmitted network traffic also

1As Chapter 3, this term refers to the total sent and received network traffic
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are measured as they have a high impact on energy consumption, accuracy and/or end-

to-end delay. In other words, investigating about path hop count and network traffic

would show the efficiency of routing algorithms to save the energy, reduce delay and

increase accuracy.

4.4.1 Simulation Setup

All the experiments in this chapter are set up similarly to those in Chapter 3. They

are implemented using MiXiM [Viklund, 2013] and run 300 times, each for 3600s, to

perform a reasonable number of data aggregation routing attempts and have sufficient

time to complete the process. A single sink resides in centre of the sensing field to

collect the report data samples. The sink has a sensor attached to sense/measure the

ambient events in all the experiments. The sensor nodes are modelled as a set of static

wireless nodes that are randomly distributed in the network field. They are powered

by limited lifetime batteries that are 99999 mAh and 3.3V. A Line-Of-Sight (LOS)

model [Uthansakul et al., 2005] is used for wireless signal propagation and the nodes

radio range is 75 metres (constant for all nodes). Appendix B.2, shows the simulator

experiment setup file for CBA.

Similar to Chapter 3, three parameters are considered to test and evaluate the

performance of CBA: area size, node count and data density. As Figure 3-7 shows,

the experiments are carried out for three different size of areas: small (200×200 m2),

medium (400×400 m2) and large (800×800 m2). The different area sizes let us to

observe the protocol behaviour and performance when the area size is small and the

communications can be formed in single-hop between the nodes, or the deployment

area is large and the nodes need multi-hop links to communicate.

A network is deployed with three different node count at each area size to test the

protocols scalability. Varying the node count lets us observe the protocol behaviour,

scalability and performance when the network deployed is sparse or dense. According

to Figure 3-7, three different network sizes are deployed in each size of area: small

network (200×200) with 16, 32 and 64, medium (400×400) with 64, 128, 256 and

large (800×800) with 256, 512, 1024 nodes respectively. Each network is deployed in

four scenarios according to the proportion of interesting data samples (data density)

to the total node count in the area. This means that each network is allocated with

four different amount of data samples (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) which need to be

collected/reported. The experiments allow us to observe ability and performance of

the protocols to route the data packets to the sink according to the varying proportion

of data samples in the network. Moreover, it exhibits how the protocols deal with

the network traffic and message conflicts when the number of data transmissions is
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increased.

4.4.2 Performance Parameters

Various quantitative metrics are used to analyse the performance of the routing pro-

tocols. The parameters chosen to be measured in this chapter are: total consumed

energy, total number of delivered data samples (accuracy), average end-to-end delay,

average hop count and total transmitted traffic. They are explained briefly in turn as

below:

1. Total consumed energy: represents the total amount of energy that is con-

sumed to establish, deploy and maintain the routing infrastructure and/or route

the data packets to the sink. Minimising energy consumption leads to max-

imising the network lifetime. Reducing the overhead of routing infrastructure

deployment/maintenance and communication overhead are two key factors that

have the potential to reduce the energy consumption.

2. Total delivered data samples (accuracy): calculates the number of data

samples collected by the sink through direct or indirect links. This metric has

a (positive)correlation with data aggregation robustness. This means that max-

imising the number of data samples in data aggregation procedure would result

in enhancing the accuracy of the summary results for the data consumer. Hence,

the consumer would be able to make better decisions on the collected data. How-

ever, data transmissions fail due to message collisions, network traffic and/or lack

of routing capability. For this reason, accuracy is measured to show the ability of

the routing protocols to reduce the message collision/traffic and establish efficient

and reliable paths.

3. Average hop count: measures the capability of routing protocols in establishing

optimal/shortest paths to forward data samples. It is calculated as the average

intermediate hop count from the event regions to the sink for each delivered data

sample. The total hop count of paths (which are established for all reported date

packets over inter or intra cluster links) is divided by the number of collected

data samples at the sink to calculate the average hop count. The average hop

count influences the network energy consumption and data aggregation delay.

The network resource consumption and data collection delay would reduce if data

packets are delivered to the sink through minimum hop count links. On the other

hand, establishing random/blind paths increases the number of intermediate hops

on routes resulting in increased communication cost and delays. For this reason,
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efficient routing protocols aim to reduce hop count which reduces data collection

delay and saves network resources.

4. Average end-to-end delay: this measure the average end-to-end delay (ETE)

of data aggregation routing. ETE is measured from when the data samples

leaves the source nodes until they are collected and aggregated at the sink. It is

influenced by communication and computation delays such data packet reception

and transmission, routing and aggregation latency. ETE has the potential to

influence data accuracy and freshness. This means that data packets are expired

or lose their meaning if they are delivered to the sink late. For this reason, the

objective of routing protocols is to minimise the end-to-end delay (ETE) as much

as possible.

5. Total transmitted traffic: represents the amount of network traffic transmit-

ted (sent/received), including control and data packets, in entire network during

data aggregation routing. Control packets are transmitted to deploy the net-

work, establish/maintain the routing infrastructure and/or route the data pack-

ets, whereas data packets are forwarded to deliver the measured data samples

to the sink. Routing control packets include: Hello, route request/reply, route

errors and maintenance, routing updates and acknowledgements. Increasing the

network traffic would result in increasing the network resource consumption. Be-

sides, end-to-end delay (ETE) is increased due to increasing wireless channel

access and communication delays. Hence, reducing the transmitted network traf-

fic results in reduction of energy consumption and data aggregation end-to-end

delay.

4.5 Results

This section evaluates the performance of CBA, LEACH [Heinzelman et al., 2000] and

Directed diffusion [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000] based on the routing performance met-

rics that are described in the previous section. Each metric is measured in 36 scenarios

according to area size (three), node count (three) and proportions of interesting data

sample in the network (four).

4.5.1 Total Energy Consumption

Introduction: Energy saving is a vital requirement in WSN because of the sensor

node power resource constraints. The objective of designing WSN protocols is

to enhance the network lifetime by reducing power consumption. This section
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evaluates the energy efficiency of CBA in comparison to two benchmarks namely

LEACH and DDiFF.

Evaluation: As Figure 4-5 shows, CBA consumes a lower amount of energy to collect

and aggregate data samples over a clustered network in comparison to LEACH.

This is for the following reasons:

1. Utilises the Hamming distance technique to form the clusters: CBA uses

Hamming distance, which is a lightweight technique to from clusters in

WSNs. The number/amount of transmitted information to form the clusters

is reduced as compared to LEACH, that needs periodically to collect routing

information to form the clusters and select the cluster-heads. The clustering

cost and routing information collection is increased in LEACH, especially

when the node count increases due to increasing overhearing and/or the

number of node which participate in the data clustering procedure.

2. Forming DC clusters: this reduces the network energy consumption (espe-

cially when the proportion of interesting source nodes is low) because the

nodes participate in the clustering procedure if they have interesting data

to report. However, all nodes need to participate in clustering when an

address-centric clustering approach such as LEACH is utilised to form the

clusters.

3. Avoids heuristic packet routing: CBA utilises a tree backbone to forward

aggregated results from the clusters to the sink. It results in a reduction

of the cost of transmitting the data packets from the cluster-heads to the

sink. The data packets are forwarded through shortest paths (spanning

tree), which are established from the data regions to the sink. They are

hierarchically aggregated through the tree infrastructure until the final result

is received by the sink. Hence, the number of messages and communication

hop count are reduced as compared to LEACH, in which the paths are

heuristically established from the data regions to the sink to forward data

packets.

4. Hierarchical aggregation over tree infrastructure: data packets in CBA are

hierarchically aggregated and forwarded through a tree infrastructure from

the event regions to the sink. It results in a reduction of the number of data

packet broadcasts, as the TMs (tree members) utilise unicast to forward the

data to the sink. However, lack of such infrastructure in LEACH increases

the number of data transmissions as a greater number of intermediate/CH
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nodes needs to broadcast/multicast the data packets, to heuristically route

them to the sink.

5. Utilises parallel guided-collision: CBA utilises parallel guided-collision to

reduce the overhead of establishing the tree infrastructure. This technique

avoids forwarding/broadcasting useless/redundant control packets during

the data aggregation infrastructure establishment phase. It results in re-

ducing the number of control packets and consequently decreasing the total

transmitted network traffic.

Energy consumption in CBA is increased, compared to DDiFF when data den-

sity increases in the network. DDiFF does not establish a hierarchical rout-

ing/aggregation infrastructure for data aggregation. Hence, it consumes a lower

amount of energy in comparison to CBA which forms the clusters and creates the

data aggregation tree to collect and aggregate data samples. Energy consumption

in CBA is increased when the number of desirable source nodes which participate

in DC clustering and tree establishment phases increases.

4.5.2 Total Number of Captured Data Samples (Accuracy)

Introduction: Accuracy is measured as the number of interesting data samples that

are collected at the sink. Data samples are reported and aggregated through flat

or hierarchical infrastructures until they are received by the sink. The objective

is to maximise the accuracy as it has the potential to enhance data aggregation

robustness. This section evaluates the accuracy of CBA as compared to LEACH

and DDiFF.

Evaluation: From Figure 4-6, it is observed that CBA outperforms DDiFF and LEACH

when node count and/or data density (the proportion of desirable nodes) increases

in the network. It is rooted in three reasons as below:

1. Partitions the network into the clusters: clustering has the potential to

reduce the message collision as data transmissions would be limited into

inter/intra-cluster communications. Using the cluster-based infrastructure

in CBA, data packets are forwarded from the source nodes to CHs through

intra-cluster DC links. The CHs collect and aggregate intra-cluster data

samples and then report the aggregated results to the sink. For this reason,

fewer nodes (CHs) need to access wireless channels to transmit their data as

compared to flat networks (i.e DDiFF) in which any source node individually

forwards its data. This reduces the probability of message collision caused
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Figure 4-5: Energy consumption of client/server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. CBA outperforms LEACH in terms of
energy consumption.

2. Energy consumption of LEACH is
significantly increased when the de-
ployed network is dense.

3. DDiFF outperforms CBA especially
when the data density increases.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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by communication invention especially when data density increases in the

network. Owing to this, the accuracy of CBA is enhanced (in comparison to

DDiFF) when node count and/or the proportion of desirable source nodes

increases.

2. Forms the clusters in DC manner: clustering the network in a DC manner

has the potential to reduce message collisions in comparison to AC clustered

network. CBA partitions the network in a DC manner. It reduces cluster

count and consequently the CHs which try to access wireless channels to

forward data packets to the sink especially when data density is low in

the network. On the other hand, the probability of message collision is

increased in LEACH as the number of CHs is increased when whole the

network is portioned into AC clusters without considering the data content

at the source nodes.

3. Utilises the aggregation tree to forward data packets from the event regions

to the sink: the CHs utilise a reliable infrastructure in CBA that is estab-

lished to collect, aggregate and forward data samples from the source nodes

to the sink. It reduces the probability of message conflict/loss in compari-

son to LEACH which heuristically route the data packets from the source

nodes to the sink. Lack of a reliable infrastructure from the event regions

to the sink to forward the data packets increases the probability of message

conflict/loss especially when node count and/or data density is high in the

network. This means that data packets is lost/collided when a great number

of CHs dynamically route the packets from the event regions to the sink.

The accuracy of CBA increases when the network size rises. Utilising the tree

backbone to forward the data packets from the source nodes to the sink, is the

key reason for the increase in accuracy in CBA. In large networks, the probabil-

ity of message conflict/loss is increased in routing protocols which heuristically

route data packets (i.e LEACH) as the hop count between the source nodes and

sink is increased. Increasing the hop count between the event regions and sink

increases the number of intermediate nodes which participate in routing data

packets. Hence, data messages have a higher chance to fail due to collision as

a greater number of nodes try to access the wireless channels to forward them.

Moreover, the probability of message loss goes up with the number of relay nodes –

these heuristically route the data packets from the event regions to the sink. On

the other hand, CBA utilises a tree backbone in which data packets are for-

warded through reliable and/or shortest path to the sink. The probability of
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Figure 4-6: Accuracy of client/server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. CBA outperforms the benchmark
protocols in terms of accuracy.

2. LEACH has a better performance
in dense network as compared to
DDiFF.

3. CBA increases accuracy when net-
work deployed is dense and large.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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message collisions/loss is reduced as the number of relay nodes would be limited

to the tree members (TMs). Each node which resides in the tree utilises unicast

communication instead of broadcast/multicast to collect the data packets from

child nodes and then forwards the aggregated result to the parent nodes. Hence,

routing the data packets via the tree infrastructure would result in reduction of

communications and consequently message collisions/loss.

4.5.3 Average Hop Count

Introduction: Average hop count is measured as the average path length from the

event regions to the sink to report each data sample. The objective of a routing

protocol is to reduce the average hop count as much as possible. The average hop

count influences ETE and energy consumption. This means that increasing the

average hop count results in increasing the number of intermediate nodes which

participate in sending/receiving the data packets. Hence, energy consumption

and the average end-to-end delay increases. Energy consumption increases be-

cause of increasing the number of intermediate nodes which route the data packets

from the event regions to the sink. Moreover, ETE is increased due to increasing

communication delays over longer paths which comprise of a greater number of

nodes. For this reason, data aggregation routing protocols need to minimise hop

count by establishing shortest paths in which data packets are aggregated as soon

as possible.

Evaluation: According to Figure 4-7, CBA reduces the average hop count in compar-

ison to LEACH and DDiFF. Data-centric clustering and utilising the spanning

tree for data aggregation routing are two techniques that reduce the average hop

count in CBA. DC clustering and spanning tree would reduce path hop count as

below:

1. DC clustering: CBA forms DC clusters to collect and aggregate local data

samples according to the sink interests. Data samples are forwarded via

intra-cluster links to the CHs for aggregation. Thus, data packets do not

need to traverse long paths until they are heuristically aggregated at inter-

mediate nodes or sink as they are aggregated at CHs. On the other hand,

data aggregation is not guaranteed in address-centric CHs as AC clusters

(intra-cluster links) are formed based on the address of nodes and not the

content of data. In AC clusters (i.e LEACH), a node performs data ag-

gregation if it resides on a route through which multiple data packets are

forwarded. Thus, data packets need to traverse longer paths (especially
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when data density is low) until get aggregated at AC aggregator nodes in

comparison to DC clusters in which data aggregation is performed at each

CH. For this reason, the average hop count of LEACH is higher compared

to CBA.

2. Utilises a tree backbone: the aggregated result of each cluster is forwarded

to the sink through a spanning tree which is formed by the shortest paths

(using HC value) between the event regions and the sink. Data packets are

hierarchically forwarded and aggregated until the final result is received by

the sink. Hence, the data packets would traverse through minimum hop

count paths from the event regions to the sink. On the other hand, the

data packets are heuristically forwarded from the event regions to the sink

in LEACH. It increases the path hop count in LEACH in comparison to

CBA especially when the area size and the number of intermediate nodes

increases. Moreover, the lack of a hierarchical infrastructure in DDiFF to

aggregate data packets is the reason for the increase in average hop count.

This means that data packets need to traverse longer paths until they are

get heuristically aggregated at the intermediate aggregators or sink. As a

result, the average hop count in DDiFF is higher compared to CBA, in which

data packets are forwarded and aggregated through a clustered network.

DDiFF reduces the average hop count as compared to LEACH especially when the

network deployed is sparse. This behaviour derives from DDiFF forwarding the

data packets through shortest paths (which are established during route establish-

ment phase) from the source nodes to the intermediate aggregators and/or sink

for aggregation. On the other hand, LEACH heuristically establishes AC paths

from the CHs to the sink to forward the data packets. As the network deployed is

sparse, data packets have a lower chance to be aggregated at the address-centric

CHs. They need to traverse through long AC paths heuristically from the event

regions until they are received by the sink or are aggregated at the intermediate

nodes which reside on joint (inter-cluster) paths. Hence, the average hop count

is higher in LEACH as compared to DDiFF when the network is sparse.

Conversely, LEACH reduces the average hop count in comparison to DDiFF when

the network deployed is dense and large. According to Figure 4-7, increasing the

network interconnectivity (when the node count and data density increases) gen-

erally results in a reduction of the average hop count in the routing protocols.

This is because dense networks increase the chance for data packets to be ag-

gregated. In LEACH, data packets are more likely to be aggregated at CHs
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Figure 4-7: Average hop count of client/server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. The average hop count is reduced
when the node count increases.

2. CBA forwards data packets through
shorter paths as compared to the
benchmark protocols.

3. The average hop count in LEACH
is increased if area size and/or node
count increases.

4. DDiFF increases hop count in large
and dense network as compared to
LEACH.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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due to the increased the number of desirable source nodes in the network (or

each cluster) when data density increases. This means that a greater number of

data packets are aggregated at the CHs due to the increased the number of CMs

which forward desirable data packets at each AC cluster when data density is

increased. On the other hand, there is no hierarchical infrastructure to aggregate

the data packets in DDiFF. Source nodes need to forward data packets individ-

ually through the shortest paths to the sink and/or intermediate aggregators.

Owing to this, data packets are aggregated late as compared to LEACH in which

data packets are aggregated at CHs when the network deployed is dense. Owing

to this, the average hop count is increased in DDiFF as compared to LEACH.

4.5.4 Average End-to-End Delay

Introduction: Average end-to-end delay (ETE) is measured as the average time since

data packets leave the source nodes until they are received by the sink. The

objective of data aggregation routing protocols is to reduce the average delay as

it enhances data freshness. Reporting the data samples to the sink as quick as

possible provides the data consumer with fresh data for further analysis. Hence,

the data consumer is able to make better decisions according to the collected data.

There are two issues which have the potential to influence ETE in client/server

data aggregation routings:

1. The routing scheme: it can be either proactive or reactive to find/establish

paths and forward data packets. Proactive routing protocols usually reduce

ETE as the paths are already established to forward the data packets from

the event regions to the sink. Hence, the sensor nodes do not need to collect

routing information to discover and establish the paths. On the other hand,

ETE is increased in reactive routing as the sensor nodes need to collect

required routing information to route the data packets from the data regions

to the sink.

2. The communication delay: wireless communication delay has the potential

to influence ETE in data aggregation routing. There are a set of param-

eters such as the distance between the sender and receiver, the number of

intermediate hops, network traffic, message size and node characteristics (i.e

operating system and/or queue size/delay) that influences the communica-

tion delays [Ardakani et al., 2014]. The communication delay is decreased

by minimising the number of intermediate hops on the data collection paths.

This means that the end-to-end delay can reduce when the data packets are
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forwarded through minimum hop count routes.

Evaluation: As Figure 4-8 shows, CBA reduces ETE in comparison to DDiFF and

LEACH especially when the area size and/or node count increases. It is because

of three reasons as below:

1. Establishing shortest paths to report the data packets: CBA forwards data

packets through a spanning tree which is formed by the shortest paths from

the event regions to the sink. The data packets traverse through minimum

hop count routes until received by the sink. The communication delay is

reduced as a minimum number of intermediate nodes participate in routing

data packets. On the other hand, LEACH heuristically routes the data

packets from the CHs to the sink. It increases the path hop count (according

to Figure 4-7) which results in increasing ETE in LEACH especially when

the network deployed is large and dense.

2. Hybrid routing: CBA utilises a hybrid routing scheme in which data pack-

ets are reactively forwarded through intra-cluster links, whereas they are

proactively routed via the tree backbone. Each CH collects data samples

from its CMs and then forwards the aggregated result to the sink through

the spanning tree. The TMs (tree member nodes) do not need to reactively

collect routing information to route the data packets as they already know

the required information. Hence, end-to-end delay is reduced as compared

to LEACH in which CHs reactively route the data packets from the event

regions to the sink.

3. Early data aggregation2: data packets are aggregated in CBA as early as

possible at the CHs and/or TMs. It results in reduction of ETE as compared

to the routing protocols in which data packets get aggregated late. Early

data aggregation has the potential to reduce the number of data transmis-

sions and/or relay nodes. This means that a fewer number of data packets

needs to be forwarded when they are aggregated as early as possible (in

terms of hop count). Moreover, the number of relay nodes which are in

charge of packets forwarding from the event regions to the sink is reduced if

the number of transmitted data packets is decreased. It results in a reduction

of network node requests to access the wireless channels and consequently

decreased idle-listening and/or access time. However, lack of early data ag-

gregation increases the access time and consequently enhance ETE in the

routing protocols such as DDiFF. Forwarding data packets by each source

2this term refers to aggregating data packets as soon as possible in terms of traversed hop count
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nodes to the sink increases the number of sensor nodes which try to access

the wireless channels in DDiFF. It results in increased access time delay and

consequently increased ETE as compared to CBA as node count and/or area

size increases.

From Figure 4-8, it is apparent that ETE is increased in LEACH as compared

to DDiFF when the node count and/or area size increases. LEACH forwards the

aggregated data packets from each cluster in a reactive manner to the sink. Hence,

ETE is increased when the number of intermediate nodes increases between the

CHs and the sink. On the other hand, reducing the path hop count and utilising

proactive routing are two reasons for the reduction of ETE in DDiFF as compared

to LEACH when the network is large and dense. DDiFF proactively forwards

the data packets through shortest paths. It results in a reduction of routing and

communication delay that consequently reduces ETE.

Conversely, ETE is reduced in LEACH as compared to DDiFF when a dense

network is deployed in a small area. In LEACH, the CHs mostly are able to

communicate with the sink in single-hop when the area size is small. Hence,

the data packets do not need to be forwarded via heuristic routes, but they are

delivered directly to the sink from the CHs. Moreover, early data aggregation at

CHs reduces access time delay in LEACH when the network deployed is dense.

4.5.5 Total Transmitted Traffic

Introduction: Similar to Section 3.4, total transmitted traffic is measured as the

total amount of data/control packets (sent/received) transmitted by the network

nodes. Data packets are used to report the ambient data, whereas the control

packets are transmitted to deploy the network, form the routing infrastructure

and/or control wireless channels. The routing performance are influenced by

transmitted traffic due to the following reasons:

1. Increasing the network traffic results in reduction of network lifetime: both

sender and receiver sides of communication need to consume energy to trans-

mit network packets. Hence, increasing the network traffic results in in-

creasing network energy consumption and consequently reducing network

lifetime.

2. Increasing network traffic has the potential to reduce the routing throughput:

it increases network congestion and message failure.
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Figure 4-8: End-to-end delay (ETE) of client/server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. CBA outperforms the benchmark
protocols in terms of ETE.

2. LEACH increases ETE in dense
and/or large networks as compared to
DDiFF.

3. DDiFF increases ETE in small and
dense networks as compared to
LEACH.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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3. Increasing network traffic increases ETE: data packets need to be queued un-

til the wireless channel become available (idle listening) if the network traffic

increases. This means that increasing the network traffic increases waiting

time for the sensor nodes to access the wireless channels for communication.

The packets would be queued for a longer period until the wireless channel

become available. Moreover, increasing the network traffic increases data

packet failures and consequently increased data packet delivery time. The

probability of message failure is increased due to message collisions when the

network traffic rises. Hence, nodes need to re-transmit data packets until

they are correctly delivered to the destination. It would increase the data

collection ETE especially when the network is dense.

Evaluation: As Figure 4-9 shows CBA reduces the total transmitted traffic as com-

pared to LEACH. Reducing clustering overhead and utilising the parallel guided-

collision to establish the tree backbone are two key techniques that have the

potential to reduce the network traffic in CBA.

1. Reduces clustering overhead: CBA dynamically groups the desirable source

nodes into DC clusters according to the sink queries. It results in reduction

of network traffic for two reasons: (1) reducing the cluster count in CBA:

the number of clusters formed is reduced in CBA as compared to LEACH

when data density is low in the network. In CBA, the clusters are formed

if they are required to collect and aggregate interesting data samples for

the sink. On the other hand, LEACH partitions the entire network into

AC clusters without considering the content of available data at the nodes.

All nodes need to collect and forward the required routing information to

form the clusters. For this reason, a fewer number of clusters are formed in

CBA as compared to LEACH especially when the number of desirable source

nodes (data density) is low. (2) Periodical clustering and CH selection in

LEACH: the CMs frequently need to transmit control packets periodically

to select the new CHs in LEACH. It results in a significant increase in

the number of transmitted control packets in LEACH especially when the

network deployed is dense and large. Figure A-3 compares the total number

of transmitted control packets in CBA and the benchmark data aggregation

routing protocols.

2. Parallel guided-collision technique: utilising parallel guided-collision during

the aggregation tree construction has the potential to reduce the number

of control packets. The nodes avoid forwarding useless and/or redundant
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messages from the sensor nodes to establish the BP paths to the sink. On

the other hand, the route requests are heuristically forwarded by the nodes in

LEACH to find/establish the required paths to route the data packets from

the event regions to the sink. This results in increasing the transmitted

network traffic especially when the area size increases.

A fewer amount of traffic is transmitted in DDiFF compared to CBA and LEACH,

especially when the number of interesting source nodes and/or node count in-

creases. DDiFF does not use a specific hierarchical infrastructure to aggregate

and/or route the data packets. Hence, the sensor nodes do not need to forward

control packets to establish/maintain such the hierarchical infrastructure to ag-

gregate and forward data packets. On the other hand, CBA and LEACH need to

forward a greater number of control packets to construct data aggregation infras-

tructures. This results in increased network traffic (and overhearing) especially

when the network is dense.

4.6 Discussion and Conclusion

CBA partitions the network into a set of DC clusters and then establishes a tree back-

bone to forward and aggregate the results of each cluster to the sink. The performance

of CBA does not depend on the distribution model of event sources (ER or RS) and

node heterogeneity in the network. This means that CBA is able to collect, aggregate

and report desirable data (according to the sink interests) from different sensor nodes

which measure variant types of ambient data. CBA outperforms LEACH and DDiFF

in terms of data aggregation accuracy and delay especially when area and node count

increases. CBA consumes less energy than LEACH, but more than DDiFF. Forming

DC clusters using the Hamming distance, establishing the spanning tree backbone,

utilising parallel guided collision and hybrid routing are the techniques that enhance

the performance of CBA in comparison to the benchmark protocols.

The performance of data aggregation routing depends on three metrics: energy,

accuracy and delay. The metrics are influenced by communication type (single/multi-

hop), routing scheme (proactive/reactive), node and data density. According to the

results just presented, the metrics are correlated. The potential correlations between

energy, accuracy and delay metrics are investigated and discussed in Chapter 5.

From the results, it is observed that CBA sharply enhances data aggregation accu-

racy as compared to the benchmark protocols. This is for two reasons: reducing the

probability of message collision and forwarding the data results through reliable paths.
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Figure 4-9: Total transmitted traffic of client/server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. CBA transmits less network traffic as
compared to LEACH.

2. Network traffic in LEACH is signifi-
cantly increased when the network is
large and dense.

3. DDiFF transmit less network traffic
as compared to CBA when data den-
sity in the network increases.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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1. Reducing the probability of message collisions: CBA partitions the network into

a set of DC cluster for data aggregation. Clustering localises the data commu-

nications into intra-cluster communications which result in reduction of message

collision/failure. In other words, message collision is reduced in clustered network

due to reducing the number of nodes which try to access the wireless channels to

forward the data packets. On the other hand, the probability of message colli-

sions are increased in a flat network in which the source nodes individually try to

access the wireless channels to transmit their data samples. For this reason, the

accuracy in flat routing protocols such as DDiFF sharply drops when the node

count increases and the network is large and dense.

2. Forwarding the data packets through reliable paths: CBA forms a tree backbone

to forward the aggregated result of each cluster to the sink. The tree branches

are formed as the result of collided route requests which are forwarded from

the CHs to the sink. Data packets are aggregated and forwarded over the tree

until they reach the sink. On the other hand, the chance of data packet loss or

failure is increased when packets are heuristically routed from the event regions

to the sink. Without such infrastructure, the routing protocols (such as LEACH)

need to establish paths dynamically to forward data packets to the sink. The data

packets fail to be delivered due to node failure, lack of required energy to transmit

the data packets, environmental noise and wireless communication intervention

especially when the network is large and dense.

The end-to-end delay (ETE) is reduced in CBA as compared to LEACH and DDiFF.

Decreasing the path hop count, reducing routing and access time delays are the key

factors reducing ETE in CBA.

1. Decreasing the path hop count: CBA establishes a spanning tree using minimum

hop count paths from the event regions to the sink. Each CH forwards the

aggregated result of its cluster to the sink through shortest paths in terms of

hop count. Hence, the communication delay caused by sending/receiving data

packets at intermediate nodes on the paths reduces.

2. Reducing routing delay: data packets are proactively forwarded over the tree

backbone from the CHs to the sink. The nodes which reside in the tree (TMs) do

not need to collect the routing information to forward the data packets as they

already have a reserved path to the sink. TM nodes aggregate the received data

packets and forward the result to the next level of the tree using unicast. This

results in a reduction of delay in comparison to the reactive routing protocols

such as LEACH.
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3. Reducing wireless channel access time: CBA reduces wireless channel access time

by decreasing the number of nodes which try to access the wireless channels.

This arises from supporting early data aggregation and DC clustering in the

proposed data aggregation routing protocol. CBA allows the data packets to

be aggregated on BP paths as soon as possible (using APC value). The data

packets are forwarded from the CHs to the closest node (minimum hop count

path) which reside in the tree infrastructure and has the potential to aggregate

the data packets. Owing to this, data packets are hierarchically aggregated over

the tree (at MPs) and then forwarded until the sink is reached. It reduces the

number of data transmissions and consequently the number of required relay

nodes as compared to the routing protocols which heuristically forward the data

packets and/or aggregate the data packets late. Moreover, forming DC clusters

reduces the cluster count when the number of desirable source nodes is low in

the network. DC clusters are formed on-demand according to the sink interests.

A source node joins a DC cluster if it matches the data consumer interests.

Consequently, fewer clusters are formed in DC in comparison to AC clustering

that covers whole the network without considering the content of available data at

the nodes. As a result, the requests to access the wireless channels are reduced as

the number of CHs is reduced. It results in increasing the availability of wireless

channels and consequently reduction in access time.

CBA enhances energy efficiency in comparison to LEACH. Similar to CBA, LEACH

is a routing protocol which establishes a hierarchical infrastructure (clusters) to support

data aggregation in WSN. It forms the clusters in a AC manner in which the CHs collect

intra-cluster data packets to aggregate and report to the sink. CBA reduces the energy

consumption as compared to LEACH due to the following reasons:

1. Reducing the clustering cost: CBA utilises the Hamming distance to partition

the network into the clusters. The clusters are formed in a DC manner using local

communications according to the data consumer interests. The sensor nodes join

a cluster if they have data which match the sink queries. On the other hand,

LEACH forms the clusters in AC manner in which all the network nodes need to

participate in the clustering procedure. Moreover, the sensor nodes periodically

need to broadcast control packets to collect the routing information which are

required to select new CHs and form the clusters. Hence, energy consumption

of LEACH is increased, especially when the node count increases. Figure A-3

compares the transmitted control packets in CBA and the benchmark protocols

during the data aggregation procedure.
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2. Reducing the data collection cost: CBA forms a spanning tree to report the

collected and aggregated intra-cluster data packets to the sink. The tree allows

the data packets to be aggregated hierarchically and forwarded to the sink. In

other words, the tree reduces the number of data packets which are forwarded

from the event regions to the sink. Moreover, the tree infrastructure is established

using an energy-efficient technique which is called parallel guided collision. This

technique has the potential to reduce energy consumption for establishing the

tree infrastructure as it avoids to forward/broadcast useless/redundant control

packets. Consequently, the cost of reporting data packets from the event regions

to the sink is reduced as compared to LEACH which heuristically route the data

packets from each cluster to the sink.

CBA consumes more energy than DDiFF because of the cost of establishing the

hierarchical infrastructure for data aggregation. CBA forms the clusters to reduce the

probability of message collision/loss and consequently improve data aggregation accu-

racy (Figure 4-6). As a result, a correlation is potentially exist between energy con-

sumption and accuracy. This correlation will be investigated and discussed in Chapter

5.

In conclusion, CBA generally has a better performance compared to LEACH and

DDiFF in either large or small network with variant node count and data density. It

has the ability properly to collect, aggregate and forward the desirable data samples

which are scattered across the network either in RS (random detection) or ER (100%

detection) models. The performance of CBA is better as the area size, node count

and/or data density get higher. The performance of CBA does not depend on the node

heterogeneity in terms of data and communication ability (uni or bi-directional commu-

nications). However, CBA is not as efficient as DDiFF in terms of energy consumption

according to the results. It seems that the capacity for CBA to collect, aggregate

and report a greater number of data samples is potentially the reason for increased

energy consumption compared to DDiFF. This issue is investigated in Chapter 5 by

considering the potential correlations between energy, accuracy and delay.

4.7 Summary

A cluster-based routing algorithm, called CBA, is proposed to support data aggrega-

tion in WSNs. CBA aims to maximise energy efficiency and data aggregation accuracy,

and minimise end-to-end delay. According to the results, a satisfactory performance

of CBA is observed that satisfies its objectives as compared to LEACH and Directed

Diffusion routing protocols in which client/server model of data aggregation is sup-
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ported. Dynamic data-centric clustering gives CBA the ability to collect and aggregate

desirable data samples regardless of their distribution model and/or type heterogene-

ity. This means that CBA has the potential to work over WSN in which sensor nodes

are equipped with multiple sensing modules (e.g. TelosB mote) to measure a range of

ambient events that may be distributed in the sensing field either in RS or ER model.

CBA reduces energy consumption as it forms clusters using the lightweight Hamming

distance technique. This avoids involving sensor nodes whose data is not interesting for

the data consumer to collect. Moreover, utilising collision guided technique reduces the

number of transmitted control packets and consequently decreases energy consumption

during the routing infrastructure establishment phase. The end-to-end delay of data

aggregation is reduced in CBA by avoiding random routing and establishing shortest

paths (minimum hop count) from the data regions (clusters) to the sink. In addition,

reducing routing delay by utilising a proactive routing approach over the tree back-

bone to route data packets helps in reducing ETE. The accuracy of data aggregation

is enhanced in CBA as the ratio of data packet delivery is increased. Reducing the

message collision/loss due to reducing the network traffic, forming data centric clusters

and establishing a network backbone to route data packets, which has the effect of

enhancing accuracy in CBA.
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Chapter 5

The Correlations between

Performance Parameters

This chapter focuses on the existing correlations between a selected set of data aggrega-

tion routing metrics namely energy consumption, accuracy and delay. The correlations

between energy consumption, accuracy and delay can be examined in the form a tri-

angle in which each edge focuses on a potential correlation between two metrics. First,

energy-delay which focuses on the minimising energy consumption as much as possible

with respect to delay. Second, energy-accuracy that considers maximising the data

aggregation accuracy while minimising the consumed energy. Third studies the corre-

lations between delay and accuracy to minimise the end-to-end delay while maximising

the data aggregation accuracy. Energy-accuracy and energy-delay trade-offs have been

previously studied in [Boulis et al., 2003], [Solis and Obraczka, 2006] and [Lindsey

et al., 2002]. In addition, this research investigates the correlation between delay and

accuracy. The performance of the proposed and benchmark routing protocols in both

routing models namely mobile agent (Chapter 3) and client/server (Chapter 4) are

evaluated and discussed according to the existing correlations in the triangle. Section

5.1 introduces the chosen data aggregation routing metrics. It highlights the key issues

which may influence each of the parameters during data aggregation routing in WSN.

Section 5.2 presents and explains the potential correlations between each pair of param-

eters. The correlation results for mobile agent and client/server models of routing are

discussed in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 discusses and summarises the correlation results

to highlight and compare the key issues of the trade-offs in both routing models.
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5.1 Routing Performance Metrics

The results from Chapter 3 and 4 show a set of potential correlations between the per-

formance parameters. From the various metrics on which we collected data in Chapters

3 and 4, we focus on energy, delay and accuracy here, because as vital as energy is for

WSN, delay and accuracy are critical in terms of meeting consumer requirements for

data aggregation requirements, such as maximisation of accuracy or minimisation of

delay. Studying the correlations is intended to highlight the challenging issues that

influence the performance of data aggregation routing in WSNs.

5.1.1 Energy Consumption

Power consumption is a factor in designing WSN protocols as the sensor nodes are

highly energy limited. The sensor nodes are often powered by no more than a couple

of AA batteries. Re-charging the sensor node batteries is entirely impractical if the

network is deployed in a hostile and/or harsh environments. Hence, sensor nodes are

unreachable either for changing or re-charging batteries. For this reason, an over-riding

objective of WSN protocols is to find suitable solutions which save and/or balance

energy consumption and consequently enhance network lifetime.

Sensor nodes consume energy for data processing, wireless communication and/or

sensing data. Table 5.1 shows the estimated currents requirements to perform sensor

tasks for the Mica2 mote [Landsiedel et al., 2005]. The network energy is consumed on

both sides of the communication (sender and receiver) according to a wireless energy

consumption model. The model consists of two parts reflecting transmission and recep-

tion as shown in equation 5.1 and 5.2 respectively [Wang et al., 2006]. A sender node

needs to consume energy ETXe to run the transmitter circuit and Eamp to activate the

transmitter amplifier, whereas a receiver consumes ERxe power for running the receiver

circuit. Energy consumption in wireless communication also depends on message length

(K). Besides, transmission distance (d) have a high impact on energy consumption on

the sender side that means more energy is typically required to transmit messages

over greater distances. As a result, it can be concluded that energy consumption in

WSN depends on four features [Basurra, 2012]: (1) the node type (Network Interface

Controller features), (2) packet size, (3) communication distance and (4) transmitted

network traffic (usage of the network bandwidth).Accordingly, and in light of the equa-

tions 5.1 and 5.2, energy consumption should be reduced if size/number of network

packets and/or the length of communication paths reduces. For this reason, utilis-

ing efficient routing techniques to establish shortest paths between event regions and

the sink, and supporting in-network data aggregation all have the potential to reduce
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Table 5.1: Currents for Mica2

CPU Current Radio Current

Active 7.6 mA Receive (Rx) 16.4 mA

Idle 3.3 mA Transmit (Tx) 17 mA

ADC Noise 1.0 mA setup Tx/Rx 8.2 mA

Power down 116 µA Memory Current

Standby 237 µA Read 4 mA

Sensor board 0.7 mA Write 15 mA

energy consumption in WSNs.

ETX(k, d) ≈ (ETXe ×K + Eamp ×K × d2) (5.1)

ERX(K) ≈ (ERXe ×K) (5.2)

Generally speaking, there are four key issues which have the potential to waste

network energy (at the MAC layer) in WSNs [Demirkol et al., 2006]:

1. Overhearing: receiving packets which are destined for other nodes is called

overhearing. It has the potential to significantly increase the network energy

consumption in WSNs especially when message broadcasting is used, because

sensor nodes consume energy to receive messages which are not addressed to

them.

2. Packet collision: sender nodes have to re-transmit messages in the case of

packet collisions. As the corrupted/collided messages are usually discarded in

WSN communications [Sohraby et al., 2007], the sender nodes need to re-transmit

the failed messages until they are properly delivered to the receivers, resulting in

increased energy consumption.

3. Control/data packet overhead: network energy consumption is highly de-

pendant on the number and/or size of control/data packets. This means that

network energy consumption increases as the number and/or size of transmis-

sions increases.

4. Idle listening: energy consumption increases if sensor nodes frequently (or con-

tinuously) listen to the wireless channels to receive the packets that have yet to

be sent [Hohlt et al., 2004].

Utilising efficient communication paradigms (in routing protocols) has the potential

to reduce the impact of these issues on energy consumption. For example, forwarding
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network messages in unicast or multicast instead of broadcast reduces energy consump-

tion as this reduces the number of nodes receiving network packets and hence overall

network energy consumption. Moreover, utilising low-cost MAC protocols in WSN re-

duces communication overhead by reducing idle-listening, message collisions and/or the

size/number of control packets [Ye et al., 2002], [Miller and Vaidya, 2005]. For exam-

ple, B-MAC [BONNY, 2005], which is a MAC protocol specifically designed for WSN,

typically reduces energy consumption by reducing idle-listening cost as compared to

the S-MAC mac protocol [Ye et al., 2002].

5.1.2 End-to-end delay

Average end-to-end delay (ETE) is measured as the average time from the start of the

data aggregation routing procedure until the (aggregated) data samples are delivered

to the sink. Data aggregation routing would start at a specific time which is set by

the data consumer (i.e MAs activation or sensor nodes report time). This finishes

for each (aggregated) data packet or MA upon reaching the sink. Reducing ETE

is an objective of WSN data aggregation routing protocols as it contributes to data

collection freshness. Decreasing delay gives the system the ability to provide real-time

data collection services for the data consumer. However, out-of-date and/or expired

data samples are collected, aggregated and delivered to the sink if the delay is high.

Data aggregation ETE is measured differently depending on the data aggregation

model. In the MA model, ETE is measured as the average journey time of all received

MAs at the sink. The number of MAs active during data aggregation (being the degree

of parallelism) and the delay caused by MA itinerary planning and migration are the

most influential parameters for MA data aggregation end-to-end delay.

1. Multiple MAs: utilising multiple MAs for data aggregation reduces ETE by

collecting and aggregating data samples in parallel. However, increasing the num-

ber of MAs may negatively affect network energy consumption and/or congestion.

This is because the communication overhead and network traffic (to transmit the

MAs) increases in line with the number of MAs.

2. Itinerary planing delay: MA itinerary planning delay has the potential to

increase ETE. It stems from the delay in collecting routing information required

to compute the MA itineraries. The information can be collected either in a

proactive or reactive manner. Proactive MA itinerary planning reduces ETE (as

compared to reactive) because the MA routing information is already collected at

the visited nodes. However, the cost of proactive itinerary planning goes up if the

network topology changes frequently because network resources are consumed to
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update the proactive routing information. The cost is increased depending on the

size of the regions in which the nodes proactively collect the routing information.

This means that the cost of updating the proactive routing information is higher

in larger proactive regions because a greater number of nodes need to update

their routing tables.

3. MA migration delay (communication delay): it depends upon the effective-

ness of the MA routing algorithm to discover/establish shortest paths for MAs

migration. The migration delay depends on the number of nodes residing on the

MA migration path. It can be reduced if the routing algorithm establishes a

minimum hop count path for the MA to move. Indeed, increasing the hop count

increases the communication delays to send/receive the MAs and consequently

increases the migration delay.

Client/server ETE is measured as the average time from when the source nodes

start forwarding data samples until the aggregated results are received by the sink.

The delays caused by communication, in-network aggregation and data packet routing

are the metrics which have a high impact on client/server ETE.

1. Communication delay: ETE is increased depending on the communication

delays at the intermediate nodes which receive and forward the data packets

between the event regions and the sink.

2. In-network data aggregation delay: it increases ETE. The intermediate ag-

gregators wait for a while until the data samples are received form the neighbour

nodes. For example, a parent node residing on a aggregation tree needs to wait

until data samples are received from the child nodes for aggregation. Hence, ETE

increases depending on the number of source nodes connected to the intermedi-

ate aggregators. In-network data aggregation delay increases when the network

deployed is dense, as each intermediate aggregator needs to wait to receive data

packets from a greater number of source nodes.

3. Routing delay: it depends on the efficiency of the routing algorithm to route

the data packets from the source nodes to the sink. ETE decreases if the delay

caused by routing information collection, path establishment and route length is

reduced.

Communication delay is viewed as the main parameter affecting ETE in both data

aggregation models. It depends on the nature of wireless communication and can be

reduced by decreasing the network traffic and/or path hop count. There are six key
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factors which influence communication delay [Maroti et al., 2004]: (1) Send time: mea-

sured as the time to transfer messages to the node’s MAC layer on the transmitter side.

It depends on node CPU loads and operating system. (2) Access time: is the required

time to access the wireless channels. It depends on network traffic. (3) Transmission

time: time for transmitting a message at the transmitter side. It depends on message

length. (4) Propagation time: measured from when a message leaves the transmitter

wireless channel until is received by the receiver wireless channel. It depends on the

distance between the nodes. (5) Reception time: the time of message receipt by the

MAC layer at the receiver side. Similar to transmission time, it depends on the message

length. (6) Receive time: the queueing time in which the messages are enqueued at

the receiver side until they are processed. It depends on the queue length, CPU loads

and the node operating system.

5.1.3 Accuracy

The number of data samples which are properly delivered to the sink defines the accu-

racy [Boulis et al., 2003]. Maximising accuracy gives the data consumer the possibility

to make better decisions on the collected data. This means that using a greater number

of data samples in data aggregation enhances data aggregation robustness and provide

a more precise summary for further analysis. For this reason, a key objective of WSN

data aggregation routing protocols is to maximise accuracy.

Accuracy is defined and measured depending on the model of data aggregation.

In the mobile agent model, accuracy is defined as the number of data samples which

are picked up by the MAs during their journeys. The effectiveness of the MA data

aggregation protocols to find the data regions, collect the interesting data samples and

return the results to the sink is the issue which has the most potential to influence

the accuracy. This means that the accuracy is increased if the routing algorithms are

able to discover the interesting data regions to forward the MAs for data aggregation.

However, the MAs may miss a set of source nodes to visit if the algorithm is not able

properly to find the data regions. In addition, the accuracy of MA data aggregation

fall if the MAs are lost due to the ineffectiveness of the routing algorithm that should

guide them back to the sink. In the client/server model, data aggregation accuracy

is measured as the number of data packets which are aggregated and delivered to

the sink. Accuracy is reduced due to data packet collision/loss. It also depends on

network traffic and/or effectiveness of the routing algorithm. This means that fewer

data packets are delivered to the sink or intermediate aggregators for aggregation if

they collide or are lost. Increasing network traffic enhances the probability of wireless

message failures due to the increasing the number of nodes which (simultaneously)
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try to access wireless channels. Traffic is reduced by grouping the source nodes to

reduce the number of simultaneous wireless transmitters. In other words, grouping the

nodes would result in reducing the number of sensor nodes which try to access wireless

channels because only the group representatives (i.e cluster-heads) would stay in duty

of the grouped nodes communications. MAC protocols also have the potential to reduce

the number of message collisions/losses because they balance transmitter node access

to the wireless channels. In addition, the performance of routing algorithm influences

the accuracy. This means that data aggregation accuracy is increased if the routing

protocol is able to discover/form data regions and report the data packets through

reliable paths to the sink. According to the experimental results in Chapter 3 and 4, it

is observed that our proposed algorithms (ZMA and CBA) enhance accuracy especially

when the experiment size increases.

5.1.4 Accuracy versus Experiment Size

The accuracy in Chapter 3 and 4 is measured according to the experiments in which

node count, data density and area size varies. All those experiments counted the sink as

one of the nodes which resides in the middle of area. Hence, the number of randomly-

placed sensor nodes varies in 15/31/63 (200× 200m2), 63/127/255 (400× 400m2) and

255/511/1023 (800× 800m2). However, this is not quite in proportion.

To investigate the relationship between accuracy and experiment size further, we

changed the setup slightly to have a constant ratio of randomly-placed sensor nodes

to the experiments. This means that, we need to add one extra randomly-placed

node to each scenario to have 16/32/64 (200 × 200m2), 64/128/256 (400 × 400m2)

and 256/512/1024 (800 × 800m2) sensor nodes plus one sink. We measure then the

accuracy of the proposed protocols and benchmarks in a selected set (sparsest network)

of the experiments when the experiment size varies in proportion. In other words,

the accuracy is measured for three (sparse)networks including 16 (200 × 200m2), 64

(400 × 400m2) and 256 (800 × 800m2) randomly-placed nodes plus a sink which is

positioned in the middle. The sink has no sensor data to participate in data aggregation,

whereas 100% of randomly-placed sensor nodes have desirable data to collect. As

Figure 5-1 shows, the accuracy of ZMA and CBA increases (very similar to the results
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Figure 5-1: Accuracy vs. Experiment Size.

(a) Mobile Agent Protocols (b) Client/Server Protocols

of Chapter 3 and 4) when the experiment size increases quite in proportion.

5.2 The Correlations between Data Aggregation Routing

Parameters

This section explains the correlations between data aggregation routing parameters

namely energy consumption, delay and accuracy. According to these correlations, a

trade-off triangle is formed which has the potential to evaluate the performance of the

data aggregation routing protocols. Each edge of the triangle focuses on the exist-

ing/potential correlation between each pair of the routing parameters. The triangle

edges are discussed in the following sections.

5.2.1 Energy-Delay Correlation

Consumed energy is correlated with end-to-end delay in data aggregation applications.

This means that energy saving results in increasing ETE. Increasing the number of

intermediate nodes on a path reduces energy consumption as the communication dis-

tance between the nodes reduces. According to equation 5.1, the energy consumption

at transmitter side is correlated to (approximately) the square of the distance. On the

other hand, increasing the path hop count results in increased communication delays

and consequently increased ETE. For example, according to Figure 5-2, let us assume

that node X wants to send a message to node D. Two paths are offered to forward the
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Figure 5-2: An example of Energy-Delay Trade-off

packet: first via node A and second through nodes F, C and B. It is assumed that the la-

bel of each edge shows the path length (distance) and (i+j) is greater than (k+m+n+p).

If node X selects the former path, the total energy consumption is greater than the F-

C-B route because the path length (euclidean distance) is longer. On the other hand,

ETE is increased due to the communication delays at the intermediate hops on the

F-C-B path. This means that reducing energy consumption by establishing multi-hop

paths to reduce the communication distance results in increasing ETE. Owing to this,

a routing protocols would be efficiently evaluated if the correlation between energy

consumption and ETE is considered. According to [Lindsey et al., 2002], the value of

energy×delay is recommended for evaluating the efficiency of routing protocols.

5.2.2 Energy-Accuracy Correlation

The energy-accuracy correlation arises from the energy consumed for collecting and

reporting the data samples [Boulis et al., 2003]. Energy saving is a vital issue in WSN

for the maximisation of network lifetime, whereas increasing accuracy is extremely de-

sirable for the data consumer to enhance the robustness of collected data. Energy

consumption increases if a greater number of data samples are delivered to the sink us-

ing either client/server or MA. This is because of the increased number of data samples

which are forwarded to the sink, either as data packets or MAs, and hence increase en-
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ergy consumption. On the other hand, the routing protocols consume network energy

to route data samples which may never be delivered to the sink (failed data packets

or lost MAs). Owing to this, the performance of a routing protocol would not be

efficiently tested and/or evaluated if only one of energy consumption or accuracy is

considered. The energy-accuracy correlation seeks to maximise accuracy with respect

to energy consumption. Consequently, the energy required to deliver one data sample

is measured by evaluating the routing protocol’s performance based on the correlation

[Boulis et al., 2003] and shows the capacity of a data aggregation routing protocol to

save energy in the collection and aggregation of data samples.

5.2.3 Delay-Accuracy Correlation

The performance of data aggregation routing protocols would not be properly evaluated

(in terms of latency) if only ETE is considered. ETE measures the average received

time for data packets and/or MAs at the sink. Hence, a routing protocol has a lower

ETE if only a few number of data samples (using data packets or MAs) are delivered

to the sink. In other words, achieving a lower ETE does not necessarily mean a better

performance for a data aggregation routing protocol if a number of data samples fail to

be delivered (collided data packets or lost MAs) to the sink. On the other hand, it seems

that increasing the data accuracy by collecting a greater number of data samples at the

sink would increase ETE. In fact, increasing the number of data transmissions or the

nodes which participate in data aggregation routing would increase network traffic and

communication delays, that consequently results in higher ETE. For this reason, the

performance of data aggregation routing protocols needs to be evaluated according to

the correlation between ETE and accuracy, in which the protocol’s ability to minimise

ETE while maximising accuracy is examined. However, the correlation between ETE

and accuracy seems to be complex. This means that ETE is not directly correlated

to accuracy as it depends on a range of additional parameters such as MAC protocol,

the degree of parallelism in data aggregation (i.e the number of active MAs), network

traffic, path hop count and communication delays (according to the results of Chapter

3 and 4). ETE for one delivered data sample (delay-accuracy correlation) is considered

in this chapter to investigate the potential delay-accuracy correlation and evaluate the

performance of a data aggregation routing protocol according to the correlation.

5.3 Results

This section evaluates the performance of the routing protocols according to the existing

correlations between energy consumption, accuracy and end-to-end delay. According
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to pervious studies [Boulis et al., 2003], [Solis and Obraczka, 2006] and [Lindsey et al.,

2002], energy-delay and accuracy-energy correlations have been used to evaluate the

performance of data aggregation routing algorithms. Owing to this, the proposed

routing protocols in Chapter 3 (mobile agent) and 4 (client/server) are evaluated based

the correlation metrics and compared then in each model of routing to the respective

benchmark protocols. In addition, the average delay of each reported data sample

is measured to investigate any potential correlation between delay and accuracy and

evaluate the performance of data aggregation routing protocols.

5.3.1 Mobile Agent Data Aggregation Routing

This section studies the potential correlation between energy consumption, delay and

accuracy in mobile agent data aggregation protocols. It evaluates the performance

of ZMA (Zone-based Mobile Agent protocol), NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and TBID

[Konstantopoulos et al., 2010] according to the correlation metrics.

5.3.1.1 Energy-Delay Correlation

The performance of ZMA is evaluated against NOID and TBID according to the result

of energy consumption and delay. The value of energy×delay is influenced by a range

of parameters such as overhearing, single/multi-hop communications, network density,

transmitted traffic and routing scheme (reactive/proactive). The objective is to reduce

the value of energy×delay as much as possible.

From Figure 5-3 it is observed that the result of energy and delay is increased when

node count, data density and/or area size increases. We put forward the following

reasons:

1. Increasing node count increases network density which results in increasing over-

hearing. The connectivity degree of the nodes is increased if a network becomes

denser. Hence, a greater number of nodes receive/overhear the control packets

which are broadcast to route the MAs. For this reason, network energy con-

sumption is increased. In addition, increasing node count increases the itinerary

planning delay. Each sensor node needs to collect a greater amount of rout-

ing information in its neighbourhood to route the MAs when the node count

(or connectivity degree) increases. The impact of node count on ETE is higher

in reactive routing protocols (i.e NOID) in comparison to proactive ones as the

routing information needs to be reactively collected to route each MA. ETE is

increased depending on the connectivity degree at each node which participates

in MA routing.
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2. Increasing data density increases the value of energy×delay. It depends upon

increasing the number sensor nodes which try to join the data aggregation routing

procedure as they have interesting data to report. In addition, a greater number of

paths is offered to forward the MAs in the network when data density is enhanced.

Hence, the network energy consumption and MA itinerary planning costs rise and

would consequently result in increased energy×delay. The impact of the number

of desirable source nodes on energy×delay would be higher in reactive routing

(i.e NOID) as compared to proactive (i.e TBID). This is because of an increase

in the itinerary planning delay in reactive routing when data density rises. The

MAs would need to collect a greater amount of routing information at each node

to establish best-fit routes to migrate, as the number of paths which are offered

by the nodes is increased, when data density rises.

3. Increasing the area size increases energy×delay due to increasing path hop count

between the event regions and the sink. Hence, ETE is increased (especially for

reactive routing protocols) as the MAs would need to move through longer paths

(in terms of hop count) to capture data samples from source nodes and return the

collected data samples to the sink. Moreover, increasing path hop count increases

the energy consumption as a greater number of nodes would participate in the MA

routing, because nodes consume power to collect routing information, establish

routing infrastructure (i.e TBID) and route the MAs. As a result, energy×delay

is increased when area size increases.

As Figure 5-3 shows, ZMA has a better performance as compared to NOID and

TBID especially when the area is not large. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, ETE and

energy consumption is reduced in ZMA by avoiding blind/random migration, utilising

hybrid routing and limiting the routing communication into the network zones. For

this reason, ZMA has a better performance compared to the benchmark protocols in

respect of energy consumption and delay. However, ETE is higher in ZMA when the

network is deployed in large area (fig. 3-11c). ZMA is a hybrid routing algorithm in

which proactive routing is used to route the MAs within the data regions, whereas

reactive routing is used to forward the MAs between the data regions and the sink. For

this reason, the MAs need to compute the return path on-the-fly at each TS (To-Sink)

nodes to deliver the aggregated results to the sink. Owing to this, and due to the

fact that the path hop count between the data regions and the sink increases in larger

networks, ETE and consequently energy×delay is increased in ZMA as compared to

proactive routing (i.e TBID). According to the figure, increasing the MA hop count

increases ETE in ZMA as compared to NOID when a sparse network with low data
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Figure 5-3: Energy×Delay in MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. Node count, area size and/or data
density influences energy×delay.

2. ZMA has a better performance in
small and medium networks.

3. TBID reduces energy×delay if net-
work deployed is dense and large.

4. energy×delay is significantly in-
creased in NOID as the network
becomes larger and/or denser.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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density is deployed in a large area (fig. 3-11c). This stems from the ability of ZMA to

find the source nodes which have desirable data samples to collect. According to Figure

3-10c, it is observed that the accuracy of ZMA is significantly increased as compared to

NOID and TBID when the desirable source nodes are thinly scattered in a large area.

5.3.1.2 Energy-Accuracy Correlation

Energy consumption is influenced by the number of data samples which are captured

and reported by the MAs. The consumed energy per each delivered data sample is

measured to compare the energy-efficiency of the proposed MA data aggregation rout-

ing protocols (ZMA) to the benchmark protocols (NOID and TBID). It evaluates the

routing protocols according to the amount of energy wasted in routing the MAs for

data aggregation. Blind/random MA route search, routing scheme (proactive/reactive),

overhearing and/or communication patterns (single/multi-hop) are the most influential

parameters for the energy cost of reporting data in MA data aggregation routing.

From Figure 5-4, it is apparent that the consumed energy per each delivered data

sample reduces when data density is increased in the network. It stems from the re-

duction in cost of reporting data samples in ER data regions in comparison to RS.

Increasing data density (the number of desirable source nodes) increases the intercon-

nectivity between the event regions that would result in forming data region which are

mostly ER. Hence, the MA are able to find and capture data samples as the source

nodes are interconnected and the MAs do not need to migrate randomly/blindly be-

tween the data regions to find the source nodes. In other words, the route search

domain is reduced in ER event regions as the interesting routes are limited into the

regions in which the interesting source nodes are interconnected. On the other hand,

the cost of reporting data samples is increased when the MAs need to find interest-

ing source nodes from the data regions which are thinly scattered across the network.

The MAs need to migrate between the event regions to find and capture data samples

which are interesting for the sink, but it would result in increasing the cost of reporting

data sample to the sink. In NOID, forming the ER data regions would reduce the

route search domain and/or blind/random migrations to find the desirable nodes in

the network and it results a reduction of the cost of data reports when data density

is increased. In TBID, a similar behaviour to NOID is observed according to the cost

of ER/RS data aggregation. However, the energy cost of reporting data in TBID is

increased when data density is reduced and data regions are mostly formed in RS.

This is due to the cost of establishing the MA migration infrastructure and utilising

proactive routing in TBID. The cost of reporting data is increased as the sensor nodes

consume energy to establish the tree infrastructure and collect, maintain and update
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the routing information. Moreover, the sensor nodes in TBID would proactively collect

the routing information that is never used by the MAs if the network deployed is sparse

and they are isolated and/or not interconnected to the tree infrastructure.

ZMA has a better performance in reducing the cost of reporting data as compared

to the benchmark protocols. It forms the data regions only by interconnecting the

nodes which match the sink queries. In other words, ZMA allows the nodes which

have interesting data samples to participate in collecting, maintaining and updating

the routing information. Hence, ZMA avoids wasting network energy to collect routing

information from nodes which are uninteresting and/or isolated. In addition, ZMA

allocates a MA to each data region which then utilises a bottom-up data aggregation

scheme to reduce blind/random migrations. In other words, the MAs avoid blind

migration in ZMA and move throughout the network only if the paths guide them

to desirable source nodes. Hence, ZMA pays the energy cost for data aggregation

routing if a source node is visited. On the other hand, NOID reactively forwards the

MAs through AC routes which are established at each node using the collected routing

information from a limited area (single-hop neighbourhood). Owing to this, the MAs

do not have an broad enough view to discover the data regions and capture the data

samples. It increases the cost of data reporting in NOID as the MAs migrate blindly

until source nodes are reached. TBID needs to establish a tree infrastructure in which

the MAs move to capture and aggregate the data samples. Owing to this, each source

node needs to establish a link to the tree to inform the MAs about its available data.

It results in an increased cost of reporting data, especially when the network is sparse.

As Figure 5-4 shows, the performance of ZMA improves as the area increases. In

large networks, communication between nodes are more likely to be multi-hop. Hence,

the number of nodes which participate in the routing procedure is increased. It results

in an increasing the cost of MA migration, routing infrastructure establishment and/or

RS source node discovery. This means that the cost of reporting data is increased if a

greater number of intermediate nodes consume the network energy for blind/random

routing, collect useless (AC) routing information and/or establish the routing infras-

tructure from the event regions to the sink. For this reason, the energy cost of reporting

data would be reduced if the number of node which participate in the MA routing is

reduced. As ZMA forms the data regions and communication links in a DC according

to the sink queries, the path hop count (or the number of node which participate in

the MA routing) is reduced in comparison to AC routing especially in large networks.
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Figure 5-4: Data reporting energy cost in MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. The energy cost of data reduces if
data density is increased.

2. ZMA has a better performance as the
area increases.

3. The energy cost in TBID is greater
than NOID when the deployed net-
work is small and sparse.

4. The energy cost in NOID is greater
than TBID when the deployed net-
work is large and dense.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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5.3.1.3 Delay-Accuracy Correlation

The correlation between delay and accuracy is investigated by measuring ETE for

one delivered data sample in MA data aggregation routing. According to Figure 5-

5, it is observed that ETE has a complex behaviour with respect to accuracy in the

MA model of routing. It is because of that ETE is not directly correlated to the

number of delivered data samples as it is influenced by a range of parameters such

as the number of active MAs (the parallelism degree of data aggregation), MA hop

count, the intelligence of itinerary planning, routing scheme (proactive/reactive) and/or

single/multi-hop communications. In addition, ETE is influenced by a range of external

issues like environmental noise and/or jamming attacks. For example, jamming attacks

increase the wireless channel access time for the sensor nodes which want to form data

regions or routing infrastructure, and/or route the MAs [Xu et al., 2005]. For this

reason, variant behaviours of the delay-accuracy correlation are observed for the MA

routing protocols if data density, node count and/or area size varies. Investigating

about the impacts of the parameters on delay-accuracy correlation is addressed as a

future work which will be discussed in Chapter 6.

To evaluate the performance of MA data aggregation routing protocols, Figure 5-

5 shows that ZMA reduces ETE for each reporting data as compared to NOID and

TBID. As discussed earlier in Chapter 3, ZMA limits the network traffic (especially

control packets) into the data regions and communication zones to reduce the access

time delay (fig. 3-13 and fig. A-2). It avoids blind/random migration and forwards

the MAs through the minimum hop count paths from the data regions to the sink (fig.

3-12). Moreover, hybrid routing information collection reduces the itinerary planning

delay as compared to reactive protocols (fig. 3-11). In addition, the number of MAs is

sharply increased in ZMA when the area size increases (fig. A-1). In larger networks,

a greater number of data regions is formed that results in increasing the number of

MAs. Increasing the number of active MAs enhances the parallelism degree of data

aggregation which results in reduction of end-to-end delay. For these reasons, the

average delay of ZMA is reduced in comparison to the benchmark protocols.

5.3.2 Client/Server Data Aggregation Routing

This section measures and studies the potential correlations between energy consump-

tion, accuracy and end-to-end delay in client/server data aggregation routing similar

to MA model. According to the results, the performance of Cluster-Based Aggregation

protocol (CBA) is evaluated in comparison to the benchmark protocols namely LEACH

[Heinzelman et al., 2000] and Directed diffusion (DDiFF) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000].
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Figure 5-5: Delay-Accuracy correlation in MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. ZMA reduces the result of delay-
accuracy as compared to the bench-
mark protocols.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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5.3.2.1 Energy-Delay Correlation

Energy×delay shows the ability of routing protocols to reduce/balance energy consump-

tion with respect to ETE. The performance of a routing protocol improves if energy

consumption and data collection delay is reduced. Routing scheme (proactive/reactive),

network traffic, node count and network size, overhearing and communication patterns

(single and/or multi-hop) are the most influential parameters for energy consumption

and/or ETE.

According to Figure 5-6, energy×delay is increased when node count, data density

and/or area size increases. It is because of three reasons as below:

1. Energy×delay increases due to increasing the connectivity degree between the

nodes when node count is increased. Increasing the degree of connectivity results

in increasing overhearing as the nodes would be able to receive a greater number

of transmitted messages from their neighbour nodes. It also increases the net-

work energy consumption. In addition, the access time delay is increased as the

availability of wireless channels is reduced when the node count rises, because

of the increased number of requests to access the wireless channels. This means

that ETE is increased as a greater number of nodes need to access the channels

to forward data or control packets when the node count rises.

2. Data density influences energy×delay. Increasing data density results an increase

in the number of nodes which participate in routing and/or data aggregation. It

leads to an increase in network energy consumption and ETE.

3. Increasing the network area increases energy×delay. Increasing the area results

in increasing the path hop count between the event regions and the sink. It in-

creases the number of nodes which participate in intermediate routing of data

packets. Consequently, the energy consumption and ETE (communication de-

lays) rise. The impact of area is higher on energy×delay when a reactive routing

such as LEACH is used. In a large network (for example 800×800 m2), the com-

munication links are mostly established as multi-hop between the source regions

and the sink. Hence, a greater number of sensor nodes need to heuristically route

the data packets which are forwarded from the event regions to the sink. As a

result, energy consumption and delay in reactive routing is significantly increased

when area increases.

As Figure 5-6 shows, CBA reduces energy×delay as compared to LEACH especially

when the area increases. CBA is able to route data packets from the event regions to
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Figure 5-6: Energy×Delay in Client/Server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. Node count, area and/or data density
influence energy×delay.

2. CBA performs better than LEACH
and DDiFF especially when area size
increases.

3. DDiFF reduces energy×delay in com-
parison to LEACH.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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the sink via single/multi-hop links which minimise energy consumption and end-to-

end delay. This stems from forming the DC clusters, establishing the minimum hop

count paths (BPs) between the event regions and sink and utilising hybrid routing.

The BPs (Backward Paths) are the minimum-hop-count routes which are established

as a spanning tree from the event regions to the sink. They are in charge of routing

and aggregating the data packets in a convergent manner from the CHs to the sink.

Hybrid routing and minimising the hop count on the BPs results in a reduction of ETE

as compared to LEACH in which data packets are reactively routed to the sink. In

addition to reducing ETE (fig. 4-8), CBA reduces energy consumption in comparison

to LEACH. CBA forms the clusters with the nodes which have desirable data samples

to report. In other words, it avoids consuming energy to cluster nodes which have

useless or uninteresting data samples based on the sink queries. On the other hand,

LEACH clusters whole the network in a AC manner without considering the content of

available data at the sensor nodes. It increases energy consumption and consequently

energy×delay especially when data density is low. In addition, periodical AC cluster-

ing results in increasing the energy consumption in LEACH when the node count is

increased. In fact, the number of sensor nodes which participate in AC clustering is

increased in larger/denser networks, as LEACH needs to select periodically the CHs

and/or form the clusters. Due to these reasons, energy×delay of LEACH is extremely

increased when area increases.

CBA has a better performance in comparison to DDiFF in terms of reducing

energy×delay when area increases. Firstly, this is a consequence of DDiFF increas-

ing end-to-end delay in large networks. DDiFF forwards data packets through the

paths which are individually established from each source node to the intermediate ag-

gregators and/or sink. The access time and communication delays are increased due to

increasing the number of nodes (residing on the variant paths) that simultaneously need

to access the wireless channels to forward the data packets. On the other hand, CBA

supports early data aggregation in which data packets are collected and aggregated

from each DC cluster with minimum delay. The CHs forward the aggregated result of

their intra-cluster data samples to the sink through the spanning tree which supports

hierarchical data aggregation. It results in better availability of wireless channels as the

number of transmitted data packets and/or relays nodes is reduced. Although DDiFF

consumes less energy compared to CBA (according to Figure 4-5), increasing ETE in

DDiFF leads to an increase in energy×delay.
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5.3.2.2 Energy-Accuracy Correlation

The number of reported data samples has the potential to influence energy consumption

in data aggregation routing. Energy consumption of a routing protocol is increased if

the routing protocol aims to collect, aggregate and report a greater number of data

samples. For this reason, considering only the consumed energy is not an efficient way

to evaluate the performance of a data aggregation routing protocols. The consumed

energy per each delivered data would show the ability of routing protocols to avoid

wasting network energy during data aggregation procedure. In other words, a routing

protocol is more energy-efficient if it is able to minimise the average consumed energy

per each delivered data. This section evaluates and compares the performance of CBA,

DDiFF and LEACH according to the energy cost of reporting data. The routing

scheme (address/data centric), routing proactivity/reactivity, the cost of establishing

and/or maintaining the routing infrastructure, routing efficiency to establish reliable

and connected paths and/or performing early/late data aggregation are the parameters

that have the potential to influence the correlation between energy and accuracy in

client/server routing protocols.

From Figure 5-7, it is observed, in line with intuition, that the consumed energy

per each delivered data sample is generally reduced when data density increases in

the network. This is due to the impact of the event source distribution model (ER or

RS) on the consumed energy per reported data sample. The event regions in ER are

largely formed where the number of source nodes is high, whereas RS event regions are

established when the proportion of desirable sources is low. In other words, increasing

the number of desirable source nodes results in increasing connectivity amongst them

and consequently forming ER event regions. On the other hand, the event regions in

RS are formed where the desirable source nodes are not interconnected as they are

thinly scattered in the network. The cost of reporting data is reduced in the ER event

regions as the data packets have a higher chance to be aggregated as early as possible.

This results in reducing the number of transmitted data packets and required relay

nodes to route the aggregated results. However, data packets need to be individually

forwarded from variant parts of the network to the sink when the event regions are

formed in RS. They are likely to traverse longer paths (in terms of hop count) until

they get aggregated, especially when an AC routing approach such as LEACH is used.

Accordingly, the consumed energy for each reported data is increased when the event

regions are formed in RS and the interconnectivity between the desirable source nodes

is low.

According to these results, CBA reduces the energy cost of reported data in compar-

ison to DDiFF and LEACH, especially when the area increases. Utilising lightweight
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Figure 5-7: Data reporting energy cost in Client/Server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. The energy cost of reporting data re-
duces if data density increases.

2. CBA performs better as the area in-
creases.

3. The energy cost in LEACH is greater
than DDiFF when network size is
small and/or node density is low.

4. The energy cost in DDiFF is increased
as compared to LEACH when the net-
work deployed is large and dense.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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and low cost techniques such as hamming distance and parallel guided collision instead

of periodical clustering (LEACH) and/or query-based routing (DDiFF) to establish

routing infrastructure would result in reducing the cost of reporting data. In addi-

tion, CBA saves network energy by avoiding inclusion of sensor nodes which do not

match the sink interests. In other words, sensor nodes participate in clustering only if

they have desirable data samples to report. It reduces establishment/maintenance cost

of routing infrastructure (DC clusters and/or the spanning tree), especially when the

node count increases. On the other hand, LEACH involves the whole the network in

AC clustering that increases the cost of reporting data especially when node count and

area increases. DDiFF does not form a hierarchical infrastructure for data aggrega-

tion routing and the data packets are forwarded through flat links to the intermediate

aggregators and/or sink. Hence, a large number of individual paths need to be estab-

lished from the source nodes, which are scattered in the network either in RS or ER, to

the sink. This could lead to an increase in the number of nodes used for intermediate

routing of data packets from the event regions to the sink. For this reason, the energy

cost of reporting data is higher in DDiFF compared to CBA.

The cost of data reporting in DDiFF is lower compared to LEACH, as the proportion

of desirable source nodes and/or area reduces. This is due to the cost of establishing

and maintaing the hierarchical routing infrastructure in LEACH. LEACH partitions

the whole network into AC clusters in which the CHs are periodically selected. This

increases the number of control packets needed to form/maintain the clusters and select

the CHs (fig. A-3). Increasing the transmitted control packets would increase the

network energy consumption in LEACH. On the other hand, DDiFF does not establish

a hierarchical infrastructure for data aggregation and route the data packets over a flat

network from the event regions to the sink. Hence, data packets are delivered to the

sink at a lower energy cost. On the other hand, the lack of a hierarchical infrastructure

to localise the data transmissions and to reduce the number of transmitted data packets

is the key reason for the increasing cost of reporting data in DDiFF as the area and data

density increases. In DDiFF, each source node tries to forward its data packet to the

sink through the reserved paths which are established during the route establishment

phase. Hence, a greater number of data packets need to be forwarded by intermediate

nodes to the sink as compared to LEACH, in which data packets get aggregated at

the CHs. Owing to this, energy consumption is higher in DDiFF compared to LEACH

when the deployed network is large and dense.
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5.3.2.3 Delay-Accuracy Correlation

As it is apparent in Figure 5-8, delay-accuracy is improved in CBA compared to LEACH

and DDiFF as node count and/or area increases. This is because of reduced end-to-

end delay during the data aggregation procedure. Early data aggregation at DC CHs,

utilising hybrid routing and uni-casting the data packets through the tree infrastructure

from the event regions to the sink results in reduction of ETE. On the other hand, ETE

is increased in LEACH due to reactive routing to report the data samples from the AC

clusters to the sink. It is significantly increased as the area and path hop count between

the event regions and the sink rises. ETE is increased in DDiFF as the data packets

are individually forwarded through variant latency paths from each source node to the

sink. This results in late data aggregation. Late data aggregation increases ETE, as

the number of relay nodes and transmitted data packets increases if the node count

and/or area increases.

According to Figure 5-8b and 5-8c, it is observed that the delay caused by reporting

a data sample in LEACH is less than DDiFF when data density increases. This follows

from the ability of LEACH to perform early data aggregation. A large number of data

packets are aggregated at CHs in LEACH when the network has a large number of

source nodes which have interesting data to report. On the other hand, each source

node needs to forward individually its data samples to an intermediate aggregator or

sink for aggregation in DDiFF. The data packets are delivered to the aggregators with

variant delays as they are forwarded through variant hop count links from the event

regions. Owing to this, DDiFF increases data reporting delay compared to LEACH

when the network deployed is dense and large.

A data packet is delivered with a greater delay in LEACH compared to DDiFF

when the interesting source nodes are thinly distributed in the network. This is due

to forwarding the data packets from the CHs to the sink in a reactive manner. Data

packets have a lower chance to be aggregated at CHs, as they are thinly distributed in

the network and the clusters are formed in an AC manner. Hence, the probability of

receiving multiple data packets at the AC CHs is reduced compared to a dense network

with a large number of source nodes. Each CH needs to forward individually the data

packets received from the CMs to the sink through the paths that are established reac-

tively. This results in increasing LEACH’s data reporting delay, compared to DDiFF in

which each source node forwards its data through a proactively established (shortest)

path to the sink.

Client/server routing protocols exhibit complex behaviours in respect of the delay-

accuracy correlation if the network density, node count and/or area changes. It is

because of that ETE is not correlated only to the number of delivered data samples.
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Figure 5-8: Delay-Accuracy correlation in Client/Server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200×200)m2 (b) medium area (400×400)m2

Key points of the figures:

1. CBA improves the result of delay-
accuracy as compared to the bench-
mark protocols.

2. DDiFF increases delay compared to
LEACH in dense/large networks.

3. LEACH increases delay compared to
DDiFF in sparse/small networks.

(c) large area (800×800)m2
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ETE is influenced by a set of parameters such as communication delays (especially

access time), path hop count, routing scheme (proactive/reactive) and/or single/multi-

hop communications in client/server data aggregation routing. This issue is addressed

as a future work in Chapter 6.

5.4 Conclusion and Summary

The performance of the proposed algorithms for both routing models (MA and client/server)

have been investigated according to the existing/potential correlations between energy

consumption, accuracy and end-to-end delay. The energy-accuracy and energy-delay

correlations have been identified and analysed in previous works [Boulis et al., 2003],

[Solis and Obraczka, 2006] and [Lindsey et al., 2002] to evaluate the performance of

data aggregation routing protocols. In addition, we have studied here the correlation

between delay and accuracy to investigate the impact of delivered data samples on

ETE.

The correlations can be viewed as forming a triangle: first, energy-delay which is

measured as the result of energy consumption and ETE per data aggregation round.

The objective is to minimise energy consumption as much as possible with respect to

data aggregation ETE. Second, energy-accuracy that is calculated as the energy cost

for each reported data sample. The accuracy needs to be maximised while minimising

consumed energy. Third, delay-accuracy is measured as the delay attributable to each

reported data sample. It is desirable to minimise ETE while maximising data aggre-

gation accuracy. This trade-off triangle has been used to evaluate the performance of

data aggregation routing protocols in both mobile agent (ZMA, NOID and TBID) and

client/server (CBA, LEACH and DDiFF) models.

From the results of mobile agent routing, it is observed that ZMA generally has a

satisfactory performance according to the triangle correlations as compared to NOID

and TBID. This is due to the capability of ZMA to minimise energy consumption and

ETE, while maximising accuracy. The results are concluded as below:

1. Energy-Delay: increasing the network size and/or density increases the re-

sult of energy×delay. This is a consequence of increasing the number of nodes

and/or established paths to which participate in MA routing. In proactive, the

MAs utilise the collected routing information at each node to migrate, once the

routing information is obtained. On the other hand, in reactive routing, they dy-

namically collect the routing information throughout the network until the sink

is reached. Increasing network size and/or density affects reactive routing more

than proactive, due to the increased amount of routing information which needs
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to be collected dynamically. According to Figure 5-3, energy×delay is increased

in NOID (reactive routing) more than TBID (proactive routing) as the network

size and/or density increases. In other words, NOID has a better performance

when the deployed network is sparse and small, whereas TBID reduces the result

of energy-delay as the network becomes larger and denser. The performance of

ZMA also is influenced by the routing scheme (reactive or proactive) as network

size and/or density changes. ZMA utilises a hybrid scheme to route the MAs.

The result of energy-delay is lower in ZMA compared to NOID when the network

is dense and large. This is because it uses a proactive scheme (reducing ETE)

to route the MAs within the data zones. On the other hand, energy×delay of

ZMA is lower compared to TBID when the network deployed is small and sparse,

because ZMA does not consume network energy to establish/maintain a proac-

tive routing infrastructure to route the MAs from the event regions to the sink.

By and large, the performance of ZMA is satisfactory compared to NOID and

TBID in most the given scenarios. However, the performance of TBID is better

than ZMA when a dense network is deployed in a large area (fig. 5-3c). This is

because of reactive routing in ZMA to forward the MAs from the data zones to

the sink. The path hop count between the data regions and sink is significantly

increased in a large network, resulting in increased energy consumption and delay

of (reactive) MA routing. Moreover, ZMA has a greater energy×delay result in

comparison to NOID and TBID in a sparse network in a large area (fig. 5-3c).

This is because ZMA finds and visits a greater number of desirable source nodes

(as compared to NOID and TBID) to collect the data samples (fig. 3-10) using

a bottom-up MA migration scheme.

2. Energy-Accuracy: the energy cost of reporting data reduces as the number of

desirable source nodes increases. This is because of the decreasing energy cost

of reporting data samples from ER data regions in comparison to RS. Increasing

the degree of connectivity amongst the desirable source nodes in dense network

enhances the ability of intermediate nodes to provide the routing information

which is required for MAs to find the desirable nodes. Hence, ETE and energy

consumption is reduced in ER compared to RS model in which source nodes are

not interconnected. DC routing would be able to reduce the impact of the event

source distribution models (ER/RS) on the energy cost of reporting data. This

means that DC links would logically interconnect the random scattered (RS)

event regions into ER zones. Hence, the MAs do not need to move dynami-

cally/heuristically to discover the desirable source nodes. This should minimise

the energy cost to find and capture the desirable data samples, compared to AC
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routing protocols, especially when the network size and/or density rises. For this

reason, the energy cost of reporting data in ZMA is lower in comparison to NOID

and TBID (fig. 5-4).

3. Delay-Accuracy: the end-to-end delay is not directly correlated to the num-

ber of reported data in mobile agent routing. This is because of the impact of

additional parameters such as the number of active MAs, network traffic, rout-

ing scheme (proactive/reactive) and/or communication type (single/multi-hop).

However, the results show that ZMA reduces the delay caused by reporting a

data sample, in comparison to the benchmark protocols. This arises from the

capability of ZMA to reduce the MA itinerary planning and migration delays.

ZMA does not forward the MAs blindly through the network to find the desir-

able source nodes and capture the data samples. The MAs are forwarded in ZMA

through minimum hop DC paths which are formed according to the data con-

sumer interests (fig. 3-12), which results in reduction of ETE. According to the

results, it also can be observed that ETE is reduced in proactive routing (TBID)

as compared to reactive (NOID), especially as the network size and/or density

increases.

According to the results for client/server routing, CBA has a better performance

based on the triangle metrics in comparison to LEACH and DDiFF. It shows the

ability of CBA to achieve the objective of this research which focuses on minimising

energy consumption and ETE while maximising the accuracy. The obtained results of

client/server routing are concluded as follows:

1. Energy-Delay: energy×delay improves as node count and/or area size increases.

Similar to MA routing, this is because of the increased number of nodes which

participate in routing the data packets from the event regions to the sink. The im-

pact of network size/density on energy×delay is greater in reactive client/server

routing protocols in comparison to proactive ones. This is due to increasing the

amount of routing information that is required to be collected during reactive

routing. According to Figure 5-6, energy×delay rises in LEACH compared to

DDiFF, especially when the area increases. LEACH forwards the aggregated re-

sults from each CH to the sink in a reactive manner. This results in increasing

energy×delay when the network size increases. In addition, the cost of establish-

ing/maintaing the AC clusters in LEACH affects energy×delay. LEACH parti-

tions the whole network into AC clusters in which CHs are periodically re-selected.

For this reason, the intermediate nodes need to transmit a large number of con-

trol packets (fig. A-3) to form the clusters, select the CHs and route the data
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packets in each data aggregation round. The number/cost of the control pack-

ets is increased depending on the network node count and/or density. Hence,

energy×delay is increased in LEACH as the network becomes denser and larger.

On the other hand, CBA reduces energy×delay in comparison to the benchmark

protocols, notably when network size and/or node density increases. This stems

from two issues: first, CBA forms the clusters in a DC manner by involving the

sensor nodes which have interesting data to report. This results in reducing the

number of transmitted (sent/received) control packets during clustering and/or

routing. Second, it utilises a hybrid routing approach to forward the aggregated

results from event regions to the sink. This reduces the routing delay compared

to reactive routing.

2. Energy-Accuracy: increasing data density in the network leads to a reduction

of data reporting energy cost. This is a consequence of increasing the intercon-

nectivity between the source nodes which have interesting data to report. The

energy cost of reporting data is reduced as the data packets get aggregated ear-

lier in a dense network, whereas in a sparse network, desirable source nodes may

be isolated. The interconnectivity amongst the source nodes is increased if DC

routing is used to establish the data forwarding paths. DC links are established

according to the sink queries to connect the source nodes which are scattered

in the network. Hence, data packets are aggregated earlier and at lower cost in

comparison to AC routing. In consequence, the energy cost of reporting data is

lower in CBA compared to LEACH and DDiFF. In addition, the results (fig. 5-7)

show that hierarchical routing protocols (i.e LEACH) reduce data reporting en-

ergy cost in large and dense network, whereas flat routing protocols (i.e DDiFF)

have a better performance in terms of energy-accuracy in small and sparse net-

works. LEACH has a higher energy cost of reporting data in small and/or sparse

due to the cost of establishing/maintaining the hierarchical infrastructure rout-

ing. Conversely, DDiFF has a higher data reporting energy cost in dense and/or

large networks due to the lack of a hierarchical infrastructure to localise data

transmissions and perform early data aggregation.

3. Delay-Accuracy: delay is not directly correlated to accuracy as it is influ-

enced by a range of additional parameters such as communication delays (espe-

cially access time), path hop count, routing scheme (proactive/reactive) and/or

single/multi-hop communications. However, two key points can be observed from

the results of delay-accuracy correlation. First, CBA reduces delay caused by re-

porting a data sample due to supporting early data aggregation at data-centric
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CHs, establishing minimum hop count paths and utilising proactive routing to

forward aggregated from the event regions to the sink. Second, establishing an hi-

erarchical infrastructure for data aggregation routing (i.e LEACH) in large and/or

dense network results in reduced delay in data sample reporting. This improves

the chance of data packets to be aggregated sooner compared to flat networks.

In respect of these criteria, the ZMA and CBA protocols offer benefits over the

established benchmark protocols for mobile agent and client/server routing schemes,

respectively. They satisfactorily achieve the key objective of this research which is

minimising energy consumption and end-to-end delay (ETE) while maximising the ac-

curacy. Moreover, the impact of event source distribution model (ER/RS) and data

heterogeneity on the performance of ZMA and CBA is reduced, compared to the bench-

mark protocols according to the results. The results of this chapter are concluded and

summarised (for both models of routing) as below:

1. Increasing the network size and/or density increases energy×delay in data aggre-

gation routing.

2. The result of energy×delay is increased in reactive routing in comparison to

proactive as network size increases, whereas it is increased in proactive routing

in comparison to reactive as network size reduces.

3. Increasing network (data and/or node) density reduces energy cost of reporting

data.

4. DC routing reduces data reporting energy cost more than AC routing especially

as network size increases.

5. Hierarchical routing reduces the data reporting energy cost in large/dense net-

works, whereas flat routing decreases it in small/sparse networks.

6. End-to-end delay is not directly correlated to the number of delivered data sam-

ples as it is influenced by a range of additional parameters, including path hop

count, network traffic and routing scheme (proactive/reactive).
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Further Work

The widespread use of wireless sensor devices, and their advancements in terms of size,

deployment cost, the ability to measure environmental events and user friendly inter-

face have given rise to many applications of wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor

networks are usually characterised as self-organising networks which can be deployed

without requiring any specific infrastructure or centralised control in harsh, hostile

and/or inaccessible area. A WSN is deployed by means of a number of tiny, small and

(relatively) cheap sensor nodes that are typically highly resource-constrained in terms

of power, communication and computation. The key objective of WSN deployment is

to collect ambient data with minimum cost. The measured data needs to be delivered

to the sink for the data consumer via single or multi-hop paths which are established

either in a proactive or reactive manner. The WSN technology has the potential to be

used by rescue teams in the case of natural disasters such as earthquake. The sensor

nodes can be scattered in the field (using a helicopter for example) for the purpose of

finding/detecting victims. They can be deployed dynamically as a network in an ad-

hoc fashion without requiring any existing infrastructure. Using the network, ambient

data which is interesting for the rescue team (such as vital signs) can be measured and

transmitted then from the environment to the data consumer access point (the sink).

The trapped and/or injured victims can then be found and rescued, if their locations

and vital status are properly reported to the sink.

WSNs need to utilise routing protocols to forward data samples from the event

regions to the sink. The protocols are responsible for establishing the routes either

in a proactive or reactive fashion similar to ad-hoc networks. However, as we said in

Chapter 2 ad-hoc routing protocols are not effective for utilisation in WSNs due to

sensor node resource constraints and WSN characteristics, specifically: (1) The lack

of a global addressing scheme in WSN, (2) Sensor node resource constraints (mainly
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energy and bandwidth), (3) Convergent routing patterns in WSN to forward data from

the data regions to the sink, (4) WSN routing is application dependent. As a result, a

number of routing protocols have been developed with the characteristics of WSNs in

mind, in which the focus is on how to forward collected data samples from the event

regions to the sink via minimum cost links (in terms of energy consumption and time).

Data aggregation applications utilise routing protocols to collect, aggregate and

deliver data samples in WSNs. The objective of data aggregation is to minimise the

number and/or size of reporting data packets to save network resources – mainly en-

ergy. In fact, it aims to collect data samples from the source nodes and then combine

them using the aggregation functions to express the information in a summary form

for further analysis. There are two routing models for data aggregation applications:

client/server and mobile agent (MA). Data samples are routed to either sink or in-

termediate aggregators via direct or indirect links in the former, whereas a single or

multiple mobile agents traverse the network to capture and aggregate data in the latter.

There are three key parameters which have the potential to influence the perfor-

mance of data aggregation applications in WSNs: energy consumption, end-to-end

delay and accuracy. Energy consumption is a vital issue in WSN as it has a high im-

pact on the network lifetime. It should be minimised to maximise the network lifetime.

End-to-end delay is key to data freshness and should be minimised to provide real-time

data for consumer analysis. Accuracy is measured as the number of data samples deliv-

ered to the sink. This should be maximised to enhance data robustness and to give the

data consumer the ability to make better decisions on the basis of the collected data.

As a result, minimising energy consumption and end-to-end delay while maximising

accuracy is the collective objective of data aggregation routing in WSNs.

From reviewing the literature to identify where beneficial advances in the effective-

ness of WSN routing could be made, this research was motivated to design and evaluate

routing protocols for data aggregation in both models (client/server and mobile agent)

with the primary objective of:

1. Collecting data samples from the event sources in RS and ER distribution models.

2. Collecting desirable data samples from (heterogeneous) networks in which the

nodes may be able to collect variant data types.

3. Reducing energy consumption.

4. Minimising end-to-end delay of the data aggregation routing procedure.

5. Maximising the number of data samples delivered to the sink.
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6.1 Summary and Conclusions

In Chapter 3, a mobile agent routing protocol (called ZMA) that uses a bottom-up ap-

proach for MA routing was presented and evaluated. Under this protocol, the network

is divided into a set of contiguous zones to limit the communication overhead (reduce

overhearing) and guide the mobile agents between the sink and event regions. At each

zone, a set of data regions are dynamically formed in a data-centric manner according

to the data consumer queries. Each data region is led by the most capable nodes in

terms of having desirable data, maximum connectivity degree, minimum distance to

the centre of region and the maximum level of residual energy. These nodes are called

ZMACs and are identified by an autonomous zone construction process. The mobile

agent migrations start from ZMACs to collect and aggregate data from the event re-

gions to the sink in a bottom-up fashion. The mobile agent utilises a new data-centric

itinerary planning algorithm in which the next nodes are selected according to a weight-

ing function to maximise the number of captured data samples, avoid blind/random

migrations and reduce the routing overhead (energy and delay). The MAs collect data

samples from each data regions and return then to the sink via reactive paths to deliver

the aggregated results.

The performance of ZMA is evaluated according to five metrics namely: total energy

consumption, average end-to-end delay, MA hop count, total transmitted traffic and

accuracy. Each experiment is run in 36 scenarios by varying node count (3 cases), area

size (3 cases) and data density (4 cases) to test and evaluate the performance of ZMA.

According to the results in Section 3.4, ZMA has a better performance compared to the

benchmark protocols (NOID [Gavalas et al., 2010] and TBID [Konstantopoulos et al.,

2010]) in most scenarios. The proposed algorithm improves on energy efficiency and

data aggregation accuracy, especially as the area size and/or node density increases.

In addition, it reduces the end-to-end delay as data density in the network increases.

ZMA has an overall satisfactory performance and satisfies its objectives for the following

reasons:

1. Reduces routing overhearing: ZMA localises the MA routing communications

into restricted data regions which are dynamically formed in a DC manner. In-

deed, ZMA allows the sensor nodes to collect the required routing information lo-

cally (in multi-cast or unicast) to forward the MAs at each data region. It reduces

the communication overhearing as the routing communications in ZMA are re-

stricted to the data regions in which the MAs are forwarded for data aggregation.

On the other hand in NOID, the lack of a communication region results in broad-

casting routing messages to collect routing information and discover/establish the
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MA migration paths. It increases the transmitted (sent/received) network traffic

and consequently the network energy consumption, especially when the network

is dense.

2. Intelligent MA routing: ZMA avoids blind/random MA migrations and es-

tablishes only the paths which guide the MAs to the desirable source nodes. This

means that the MAs in ZMA move throughout the network if a desirable source

node is discovered to be visited instead of random walks. This results in a reduc-

tion of MA hop count, energy consumption and end-to-end delay. On the other

hand, routing the MAs heuristically through address-centric paths (i.e NOID)

increases path hop-count and consequently the energy consumption and delay as

the MAs are forwarded blindly without considering available data content at the

destination nodes.

3. Bottom-up MA migration: the MA journeys start to collect and aggregate

data samples from the ZMACs residing in the centre of event regions. ZMACs

have the maximum connectivity degree with the desirable source nodes at each

data region. The intra-region routes are established in a data-centric manner

in which each link is allocated by a weight metric according to DC connectivity

degree and distance to the desirable source nodes. Through these routes, the MAs

are forwarded in each data region to collect and aggregate data samples until the

desirable source nodes are visited. On the other hand, the benchmark protocols

start the MAs migration from the single-hop neighbours of the sink (top-down

scheme) that are aware of the event regions. Hence, they miss the source nodes

which fail to make a connection to the sink or routing infrastructure (i.e tree in

TBID), especially when the event regions are formed according to a RS model.

Owing to this, the number of captured data samples (accuracy) is reduced in the

benchmark protocols as compared to ZMA when the network is large and sparse.

4. Forms data regions: ZMA forms a set of data regions by interconnecting the

source nodes which have interesting data according to the sink queries. It limits

the MA route search domain to the nodes which match the sink interests and are

interconnected through DC links at each region. Hence, MA itinerary planning

delay and consequently ETE is reduced, especially when the network is dense.

Moreover, forming the data regions gives ZMA the ability to collect and aggregate

data in both distribution models of event sources (RS and ER). The random

scattered source nodes (RS) can be interconnected as (ER) data regions. Thus,

capturing one source node from each data region results in visiting a number of

source nodes in the network. On the other hand, the routing cost is significantly
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increased in NOID (or TBID) when the source nodes are scattered in the network

according to a RS model. Each MA needs to migrate from the sink to the RS

event regions to capture the data and rerun the result. This results in increasing

the routing path hop-count and ETE, especially when the network is large.

In Chapter 4, a client/server routing protocol (called CBA) that uses a hierarchical

infrastructure for data aggregation is introduced and tested. CBA utilises the Hamming

distance technique to partition the network in a decentralised manner into a set of data-

centric clusters according to the sink interests. At each cluster a node which has the

greatest level of residual energy is selected as cluster head to collect and aggregate

intra-cluster data samples. The cluster-heads form then a spanning tree to the sink to

forward and aggregate the data packets using a parallel collision-guided technique. This

technique has the potential to decrease the routing overhead by reducing the number of

control packet broadcast and avoiding forwarding unnecessary routing messages. Hop

count and link cost (consumed energy) are reduced to establish low cost routes over

the spanning tree.

CBA was tested and evaluated against the benchmark protocols in respect of five

parameters: total energy consumption, total delivered data samples (accuracy), average

hop count, average end-to-end delay and total transmitted traffic. As described in

Chapter 4, the CBA experiments are run over 36 scenarios based on node count, data

density and area. According to Section 4.5, the results of CBA meet the objectives of

this research in comparison to the benchmark protocols namely LEACH [Heinzelman

et al., 2000] and Directed diffusion (DDiFF) [Intanagonwiwat et al., 2000]. This is

because CBA:

1. Reduces message collisions: CBA localises the data transmissions into clus-

ters which are formed in a DC manner. This results in reducing the number of

source nodes which need to access wireless channels to forward the data packets

from the event regions to the sink, whereas, forwarding data over flat infrastruc-

ture (i.e DDiFF) results in increased message collision and consequently reduced

accuracy as the number of source nodes increases.

2. Reduces the establishment/maintenance cost of the hierarchical rout-

ing infrastructure: CBA utilises the parallel collision guided technique to form

the spanning tree from the event regions (CHs) to the sink to forward data pack-

ets. This technique is expected to reduce the cost of establishing the routing

infrastructure as it decreases the number of routing (control) messages by avoid-

ing to forward useless and/or redundant messages during the tree establishment

phase. Moreover, CBA utilises the Hamming distance to form the DC clusters, so
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that the network is partitioned into a set of DC clusters in a decentralised manner

according to the sink queries. This reduces the clustering cost as compared to a

routing protocol like LEACH which periodically partitions the whole network in

an AC manner.

3. Minimises the path hop count from the event regions to the sink: CBA

forwards the aggregated results from each CH through a spanning tree which is

formed by the minimum hop count paths to the sink. This leads to a reduction

in end-to-end delay and energy consumption in reporting data.

4. Supports early data aggregation: data packets are aggregated as soon as

possible in CBA as the paths are established in a DC manner. Data packets

are forwarded from source nodes to the DC CHs for aggregation. Then, the

aggregated intra-cluster results are forwarded in parallel via minimum hop count

DC paths to the closest (in terms of hop count) intermediate aggregator nodes

which reside on the spanning tree. The results are hierarchically aggregated until

the sink is reached. This leads to a reduction in energy consumption and end-to-

end delay as compared to flat and/or AC routing protocols in which data packets

are forwarded through (longer) links which do not consider data content during

the data aggregation procedure.

In Chapter 5, the performance of the proposed algorithms in both MA and client/server

mode of routing is evaluated in the context of the correlations between energy con-

sumption, accuracy and end-to-end delay: (1) Energy-delay: the correlation between

energy and delay is measured as the result of energy×delay in which the objective is

to minimise the energy consumption with respect to the end-to-end delay (2) Energy-

accuracy: this is calculated as the average consumed energy for reporting one data

sample in the network; the objective is to minimise the consumed energy while max-

imising the accuracy (3) Delay-accuracy: this is measured as the average delay caused

by reporting a data sample; this should be minimised to maximise data freshness and

support real-time applications.

According to the results (Section 5.3), both proposed algorithms (ZMA and CBA)

have a satisfactory performance in comparison to the respective benchmark protocols.

The conclusions about ZMA and CBA performance are summarised below:

1. Energy-delay: (1) ZMA: has lower energy×delay in comparison to the bench-

mark protocols (NOID and TBID) for area up to medium size (400×400 m2).

This is due to forming DC data regions for MA migration and data aggregation,

avoiding blind/random MA migration and reducing the transmitted network traf-

fic. However, the result of energy×delay rises for ZMA when the network is large
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(800×800 m2). This is due to the ability of ZMA to find and capture a greater

number of data samples during data aggregation routing as compared to the

benchmark protocols. This means that the network energy consumption is higher

in ZMA because of improved accuracy in comparison to NOID and TBID. In ad-

dition, ETE is higher in ZMA as MA itinerary planning delay goes up. Increasing

the area results in increasing the path hop count which are established reactively

from the event regions to the sink to forward the MAs. Indeed, ETE is increased

as the MAs reactively collect the routing information at each intermediate nodes

until the sink is reached. (2) CBA: has lower energy×delay as compared to the

selected client/server routing protocols namely LEACH and DDiFF. Supporting

early data aggregation, reducing the cost of establishing the routing hierarchical

infrastructure and decreasing the hop count of data forwarding paths are the

reasons for minimising energy×delay result in CBA.

2. Energy-accuracy: (1) ZMA: the energy cost of reporting data is lower in ZMA

compared to the selected benchmark protocols. Data aware and intelligent MA

migration, and the utilisation of a bottom-up scheme for the MAs to collect and

deliver data samples are the key reasons for reduced data reporting energy cost

in ZMA. In other words, the energy cost of reporting data is lower because ZMA

does not waste network energy with blind/random migration and only forwards

the MAs if there is a non-visited source node to visit. (2) CBA: reduces data re-

porting energy cost in comparison to the selected protocols (LEACH and DDiFF)

especially as network size and/or density rises. This is because of the ability of

CBA to reduce the probability of data packet collision/ loss by establishing the

data aggregation tree from the event regions to the sink. In other words, CBA

does not waste network energy establishing unreliable paths in which the data

packets are lost or failed to be delivered. On the other hand, increasing the net-

work traffic and/or utilising heuristic routing increases the probability of message

failure in the benchmark protocols. A higher level of message failure increases en-

ergy consumption as the benchmark protocols consume network energy to report

data packets which are never received by the sink. Hence, the cost of reporting

data rises in the benchmark protocols, especially when the network is large and

dense. However, DDiFF has lower energy consumption in comparison to CBA

when the network is small and sparse. This is because it does not need to es-

tablish a hierarchical infrastructure to route packets. Hence, data delivery to the

sink has a lower cost.

3. Delay-accuracy: both CBA and ZMA reduce the delay from reporting a data
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samples in comparison to the respective benchmark protocols. Support for early

aggregation (using DC links), decreased path hop count, reduced network traf-

fic and hybrid routing are the key reasons for reduced delay in the proposed

algorithms.

In conclusion, the performance of a data aggregation routing protocol is influenced

by several factors: routing scheme (proactively or reactivity), event region distribution

model (RS or ER), network size/density, data heterogeneity, routing infrastructure

(flat and/or hierarchical) and routing type (data or address centric). The proposed

algorithms (ZMA and CBA) resolve some of the problematic issues in existing data

aggregation routing by eliminating/reducing the impact of these parameters on the

routing performance. In other words, they have the ability to work in either large/small

and/or sparse/dense network in which variant data types are measured by the sensor

nodes from ER/RS event sources. Both ZMA and CBA significantly improve accuracy

as compared to the respected benchmark protocols. Improving accuracy allows them

to be feasible for data sensitive applications in which maximising the number of data

samples at the sink is vital. In addition, they are able to support time-sensitive data

aggregation applications due to the ability to reduce end-to-end delay. However, their

energy efficiency needs to be improved, but that remains a topic for future work.

6.2 Contributions

The key contributions of this research to the current literature are:

1. Utilising bottom-up MA migration improves the performance of MA data aggre-

gation routing as compared to top-down scheme. The MAs start their journeys

from the centre of event regions to capture and aggregate data samples. This

results in reducing the route search domain to discover the source nodes which

have interesting data as compared to a top-down scheme in which the MAs move

from the sink to the event regions. The DC links between the source nodes in

each data region guide the MAs to the desirable source nodes. This reduces the

routing overhead in collecting the MA itinerary planning information in compar-

ison to top-down which needs to collect/search routing information of the event

regions from the sink until the desirable source nodes are reached. For this rea-

son, ZMA has a better performance in comparison to NOID and TBID which use

a top-down scheme to move the MAs.

2. Forming data regions on-demand according to the sink interests improves the

performance of MA data aggregation routing in the event regions which may be
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scattered in a ER or RS model. The overhead of finding RS source nodes is

significantly increased in MA routing especially when the network is dense and

large. Utilising DC routing to interconnect the distributed source nodes and

forming the data regions reduces the cost finding and capturing the source nodes.

Indeed, the MAs capture the desirable source nodes through minimum hop count

paths by which ETE and energy cost is also reduced. On the other hand, the MAs

need to randomly/blindly migrate to/from different network parts until desirable

source nodes are visited if no data region is formed in the network. It severely

impacts energy consumption and delay, especially when only a few source nodes

are interesting in a large and/or dense network (RS model).

3. Allocating the weight values to the paths according to the connectivity degree,

residual energy level and distance to the data regions would enhance accuracy in

MA data aggregation routing. Using the weight values, the MAs are forwarded

through reliable paths (in terms of having sufficient energy) to the nodes which

have the maximum connectivity and minimum distance to the desirable source

nodes (data regions). Hence, the MAs do not need to migrate randomly/blindly

but they are only forwarded if the destination node has desirable data to collect

and/or knows minimum cost routes to the desirable source nodes. For this reason,

the accuracy of ZMA is significantly improved compared to NOID and TBID.

4. Reporting data packets through a routing infrastructure (spanning tree) from

data regions to the sink maximise accuracy and/or minimise delay in comparison

to heuristic multi-hop routing in client/server data aggregation. Data packets

collide or be lost when they are heuristically forwarded from the source nodes to

the sink. Moreover, the end-to-end delay of reactive routing would be substan-

tially increased especially when the network is dense and large. On the other

hand, data packets can be transmitted through reliable and minimum hop count

paths when a routing infrastructure is established from the event regions to the

sink. The node residing on the routing infrastructure does not need to collect the

routing information reactively and/or broadcast the data messages. This reduces

network traffic and routing delay which consequently reduces the probability of

message collision and end-to-end delay. CBA establishes a spanning tree from

the event regions and the sink to forward the data packets.

5. The parallel collision-guided technique has the potential to reduce the estab-

lishment cost of routing infrastructure (tree). Although establishing a spanning

tree from the event regions to the sink offers increased accuracy and reduced

delay in client/server data aggregation routing, it is expensive in terms of en-
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ergy consumption. Parallel collision guidance is a suitable technique to form the

spanning tree that minimises the establishment cost. This technique avoids for-

warding useless and/or redundant control packets which are forwarded during the

tree establishment phase. Hence, the establishment cost of the tree is reduced

as it is built using a fewer control packets than the benchmark algorithms (see

Figure A-3). Consequently, the energy consumption does not rise significantly

even if the network is dense and large.

6. The Hamming distance technique has the potential to form DC clusters in a

decentralised manner with low energy cost. This is because it reduces the com-

munication overhead during the clustering phase by reducing the size/number

of transmitted messages. The sensor nodes only need to transmit a set of key

features of the original measured data (i.e data type) that are required to form

DC clusters. Moreover, they are able to eliminate redundant and/or useless

data/messages. As the Hamming distance technique highlights the similarity of

data, the source nodes are able to avoid transmitting same or similar data values

which respectively have same or close Hamming distance. This results in a re-

duction of transmitted network traffic to form DC clusters. Consequently, CBA

reduces the clustering cost in comparison to LEACH which periodically forms the

clusters in AC manner.

7. Early data aggregation reduces energy consumption and end-to-end delay in

client/server data aggregation routing. Aggregating data packets as soon as pos-

sible (in terms of traversed hop count) results in a reduction in the amount of

transmitted traffic. Hence, a fewer number of relay nodes are required to relay

the aggregated results from the event regions to the sink. On the other hand, the

data packets are forwarded from source nodes to the aggregator nodes (i.e sink)

when early data aggregation is not supported, which results in increased energy

cost and end-to-end delay in client/server routing. For example, DDiFF estab-

lishes a set of separate paths from each source node to the sink or intermediate

aggregators (route negotiator) to forward the data packets. Hence, the data pack-

ets need to be forwarded until they are received by the intermediate aggregators

and sink to be aggregated. This increases the cost and delay of data aggregation

routing especially when the network is dense and large. However, CBA supports

early aggregation by combining the data packets at the CHs and/or MP nodes

which reside hierarchically in the tree.
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6.3 Future Work

This section outlines future work that has the potential to enhance the performance of

the proposed routing algorithms, namely ZMA and CBA. Following on from the discus-

sions in Chapter 5, these plans focus on four key issues, specifically: improving energy

efficiency, enhancing data aggregation effectiveness, increasing the ability of dealing

with network topology changes and further investigation of delay-accuracy correlation.

These issues are addressed in the following subsections.

6.3.1 Improving Energy Efficiency

As mentioned in the summary and conclusion sections, the energy efficiency of both

ZMA and CBA needs to be enhanced. Energy consumption can be reduced in the pro-

posed algorithms using two techniques: utilising geographical information and wireless

communication power adjustment.

Providing location information for the sensor nodes has the potential to reduce

the energy consumption in CBA as the sensor nodes do not need to perform the cost

allocation phase explained in Section 4.3.2. This would significantly reduce the trans-

mitted traffic and consequently network resource consumption. The cost allocation

phase is performed to find the distance of the source nodes to the sink. The distance

to the sink allows the source nodes to avoid message broadcasting to establish the DC

clusters, form the routing infrastructure (spanning tree) and/or forward the data pack-

ets. In ZMA, providing location information to the sensor nodes can reduce energy

consumption for the following reasons:

1. The cost of ZMAC selection is reduced. Using the location information, the sink

would be able to select directly the ZMAC nodes at the centre of each desirable

region. For example, let us assume the sink query is to collect temperature data

from zone 4 in a network. In the original ZMA, the source nodes which have

temperature data to report (in any zone) try to select a set of nodes according

to the ZMAC selection algorithm. The ZMACs which reside in zone 4 initiate

the MAs to collect and then report the temperature data to the sink. On the

other hand, the node which resides at the centre of zone 4 would be able to

move the MAs to collect and report the desirable data, if the sensor nodes are

equipped with a location information provider, such as GPS. Hence, the source

nodes (residing in zone 4) do not need to communicate locally to select ZMACs

at their neighbourhoods. This would reduce transmitted traffic and consequently

energy consumption.
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2. Using the location information, an optimal number of ZMACs can be selected to

cover desirable data regions in the network. ZMACs are the nodes which stay on

duty at each data region to manage the sink communications. This would result

in a reduction of the communication overhead/traffic and network resource con-

sumption (mainly energy) because the source nodes would be able to go to sleep

until a wakeup message is received from the respected ZMACs. Consequently,

selecting an optimal number of ZMACs to cover desirable areas according to the

data consumer requirements would result in saving energy. In addition, the degree

of parallelism arising from data aggregation routing can be managed according

to the number of ZMACs in the network. The parallelism degree highly depends

on the number of MAs which are generated/activated at ZMACs. Increasing the

number of MAs would result in reduced end-to-end delay. However, it increases

the energy consumption as the transmitted network traffic is increased. Owing

to this, balancing energy consumption and delay (energy×delay) would depend

on the number of MAs which move through the network to collect and report the

data samples. Using the GPS-equipped sensor nodes, the sink would be able to

select the exact required number of ZMACs which cover the desirable parts of

the network and stay on duty to start the MA migrations. This would allow the

data consumer to balance the degree of parallelism (the number of MAs/ZMACs)

according to the data consumer requirements in terms of energy, delay and accu-

racy. This means that a greater number of ZMACs are selected if reduced ETE

is required, whereas the number of ZMACs in minimised if energy consumption

needs to be kept to a minimum.

Wireless communication power adjustment technique has the potential to reduce

energy consumption in both models of data aggregation routing. This technique offers

energy saving for WSN applications such as data aggregation in which sensor nodes

frequently need to communicate. It saves network energy by adjusting the power of

wireless signal at the source node according to its distance, which can be measured

using RRSI [Xu et al., 2010], to the destination node. Sensor nodes consume energy

according to an energy model (equation 5.1 that was explained in page 170 which highly

depends on the distance. This means that a source node consumes a greater amount

of energy if the communication distance is increased. Without wireless transmission

power adjustment, a source node would use maximum power to communicate with any

node which reside in its radio range. However, the destination nodes residing closer

than the radio range border can be reached with less energy if the wireless transmission

is accordingly adjusted. Hence, wireless transmission adjustment can be used to allow

the source nodes to adjust their communication power according to their distance to
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destination node. As a results, the source nodes avoids transmitting at maximum power

just to transmit control/data packets to nearby nodes. The results of the study in [Song

et al., 2009] shows the network energy consumption is reduced when this technique is

applied on WSNs.

6.3.2 Enhancing Data Aggregation Effectiveness

The performance of CBA can be improved if synchronisation is considered during data

aggregation routing. Data packets are aggregated at the aggregator nodes and (hierar-

chically) forwarded until the results are received by the sink. However, reporting data

samples without time synchronisation reduces the effectiveness of data aggregation.

This means that the data aggregator nodes miss collecting and aggregating data pack-

ets which are received late. In this case, data packet are forwarded without aggregation

to the sink. This would result in increasing the cost of data collection as the number of

transmitted data packet is not as low as it might be. CBA partially resolves this issue

using BHC (Backward path Hop Count) values which let the aggregator nodes (MPs

of CHs) know the distance (in terms of hop count) to the CHs which have interesting

data to report (or their RREQ messages are already received). In consequence, the

aggregator nodes wait for a minimum required period, according to the link hop count

to source CHs, to receive and aggregate the data packets. However, this technique

needs to be optimised as the CHs are hierarchically interconnected to other child CHs

whose data packets take a longer time to be received for aggregation. In other words,

it is still a problematic issue if some of the data packets are received late (after the

estimated/expected time which the aggregator nodes compute using BHC) due to the

hierarchical links between the source CHs and/or MPs which stop forwarding collided

RREQ messages in order to conserve energy. Synchronisation is commonly used to re-

solved this issue. However, it is expensive and consumes significant network resources

especially when the network is large and dense. In addition, clock drift and skew errors

may change sensor node clocks especially when the network is set up to work over a long

period. Drift error is caused by environmental parameters like vibration, temperature,

pressure, and battery voltage that have the potential to change the angular frequency of

a node’s clock oscillator, while skew error is the result of the different frequency of clock

quartz crystals which may change the time [Ardakani et al., 2014]. Synchronising the

aggregator nodes (i.e MPs) periodically is a potential solution to resolve this problem.

It reduces the cost of (re-)synchronisation by limiting performance of synchronisation

to the aggregator nodes instead of whole network. This means that the aggregator

nodes residing on tree are hierarchically synchronised and then the aggregators at the

higher level of hierarchy (with lower HC) would wait until the data packets from lower
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level ones (with higher HC) are received. This should result in efficient data packet ag-

gregation and reduce the number of reported data packets – and hence the cost of data

collection. However, the cost of synchronising the aggregator nodes would be still a

problematic issue which leads to increases network resource consumption. It stems from

a trade-off between the data aggregation effectiveness (by periodical synchronisation)

and network resource consumption, and needs further investigation.

The Hamming distance technique has the potential to enhance the performance of

CBA as it can be used to check data freshness and avoid reporting/collecting out-of-

date data samples. Using this technique, the source nodes are able to find old data

samples whose time values have a higher Hamming distance than recently sensed data

samples. Hence, sensor nodes avoid transmitting old or expired data samples according

to the data freshness requirements. It would result in a saving of network resources

- primarily energy. For this reason, each data sample needs to be stamped with the

time of sensing, whereas the data consumer should determine valid Hamming distance

(time period) for data collection. The Hamming distance values can be frequently or

periodically propagated by the sink according to QoS or data freshness requirements.

6.3.3 Increasing the Ability of Dealing with Network Topology Changes

The network topology can change in WSN as a result of node/link failures. A node

fails in one of two ways: expected or unexpected. The node can be aware of failure

(i.e running out of energy) and performs a set of failure recovery tasks in the former,

whereas it fails suddenly (i.e hardware damage and/or node capture attack) in the

latter. In addition, the network topology may change due to node mobility if the

network is a MWSN. The possible techniques to deal with the network topology changes

are discussed as below.

In the case of expected network topology change, CBA needs to perform different

tasks depending on failing node/link roles in the network. The objective is to intercon-

nect the maximum number of disconnected nodes caused by the node/link failures to

the tree backbone. This means that CBA aims to keep the tree connected when any

node residing on the infrastructure fails due to lack of/running out of energy. If the

residual energy of node which resides on the data aggregation routing path falls below

the threshold, the (failing) node would send a message (RoleFail) to inform its intercon-

nected neighbours, depending on its role. The neighbour nodes try to find/establish a

link to the routing infrastructure using a message which is called Failed Route Request

(FRR). A FRR is forwarded until is received by a node which reside on the backbone

(a TM). At the end, the disconnected nodes are connected to the routing infrastructure

when they receive a reply message from any node which is connected to the backbone.
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Five examples (of which the first and second have already been implemented) are pro-

vided to show how CBA can deal with node failures depending on the role of the failing

node in the network:

1. A relay node failure: relay node is a CM which is in charge of connecting a

child CH to a parent CH (for example, node 22 in Figure 4-3). A failing relay

node breaks its connections by sending a RelayFail message to both parent and

child CHs when its energy level falls below the threshold. Upon receiving the

RelayFail message, the parent CH removes the relay node’s ID from its routing

table. Besides, it forwards a FRR packet to establish a link to the disconnected

child CHs. In other words, the FRR is forwarded to interconnect the parent CH

to the child CHs via the intermediate nodes which have a greater HC (residing

in a lower hierarchy level of the tree between the parent CH and disconnected

child CHs) and/or a minimum BHC (the shortest path to the child CHs). The

FRR is forwarded (through FPs) until is received by a node which maintains a

RREQ from the disconnected child CH(s) in its routing table (i.e TM or a CM in

child cluster). The node becomes the new relay node and forwards a version of

RREP to the child CH(s) to interconnect them to the tree backbone. The RREP

message with the minimum APC is used by the child CH if multiple RREPs

through different links are received.

2. A child CH failure: a child CH is interconnected to any other cluster (a parent

cluster) with a lower HC value (for example, node 29 in Figure 4-3). When the

residual energy level of a child CH falls below the threshold, it sends a ChildFail

message to its CMs to find a new CH. The ChildFail message includes the list of

connected clusters in either lower or higher level of tree hierarchy (for example,

cluster E and P if CH 29 in cluster S fails). The CMs reply back the failing CH

by assigning their residual energy level and the list of requested clusters if there is

a tie. The failing CH selects the node which has the most residual energy as the

new CH. It also marks the CMs as relay nodes if they are connected to the clusters

which have greater HC (residing in lower level of hierarchy). Then, it forwards a

ChildBY E message which includes the list of clusters with lower HC (residing in

upper levels of hierarchy) and the list of relay nodes to the new CH. When the

new CH receives ChildBY E , first, it updates its routing table according to the new

relay nodes. Second, it tries to contact with the parent clusters that are listed in

the ChildBY E message using hello messages. If no response is received, the new

CH forward a FRR (included by the list of CHs) to the TM nodes which have

lower HC values if there is a tie. A TM node which knows the requested parent
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CH forwards a RREP to the new CH. Hence, the new child CH is connected to

the upper level clusters via the links, whereas it is interconnected to the lower

level clusters through relay nodes.

3. A parent CH failure: a parent CH knows at least one cluster (a child cluster)

with a higher HC (for example, node 17 in Figure 4-3). The failing parent CH

tries to find a new CH amongst its CMs by sending a ParentFail message similar

the approach which is used in the case of a child CH failure. Then, the failing

CH sends a ParentBY E message which is comprised of child CHs and TMs with

lower (between the parent CH and sink) and higher (between the parent CH

and child CHs) HC. The new CH, first, tries to find a CM which already has

a connection to the TMs. If so, the CM becomes a relay node to provide the

required interconnections to the child clusters (through a TM with lower HC)

and/or MPs/sink (via a TM with higher HC). Otherwise, a FRR message is sent

until a RREP message is received from the available TMs.

4. A TM failure: TM is a node which resides on the tree backbone and receives

both RREQ and RREP during the backbone establishment phase (for example,

node 31 and 11 in Figure 4-3). The failing TM propagates a TMFail message

to find any other available TM which has already received the same RREQ and

RREP. A new TM is found if it has a record of both RREQ and RREP respectively

with the same source IDs (srcId). Otherwise, two interconnected nodes (each node

has a same record of RREP or RREQ) is selected as the new TMs to cover the

disconnected nodes around the failing TM. In fact, the TM node with the same

record of RREP is responsible for interconnecting the TM which have the lower

HC value, while the TM node with the same RREQ is in charge of interconnecting

the TM with the higher HC value. FRR messages are forwarded from the failing

TM to find the new TM(s). After receiving the reply of FRR message(s), the

failing TM informs the new TM(s) to start their duties by sending TMBY E .

5. A MP failure: MP is a TM which has multiple connections to CHs (for example,

node 39 in Figure 4-3). Similar to TM failure, a failing MP needs to find the nodes

(new MPs) which have the potential to cover the disconnections caused by the

failure. The number of new MPs varies depending on the number of connected

CHs to the MPs. The failing MP needs to cover failing links between TMs which

have lower and higher HC values. In this case, it propagates a MPBY E message to

its single-hop neighbours which do not have a lower HC value. Each node which

receives the message sends a FRR message to join the tree. The FRR messages

are forwarded to neighbour with a fewer HC value until they are received by
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active TMs. TM nodes which receive multiple FRR from different nodes become

new MPs. The new MPs reply back the FRR request using the RREP messages

to start their duties.

The performance of ZMA and CBA needs to be extended by considering unex-

pected node failures during the data aggregation procedure. As nodes fail suddenly,

there is no way to inform the neighbour nodes in advance of the failure. Besides, wire-

less sensor nodes usually utilise a connection-less model of communication to transmit

the network packets. Hence, a sender node never knows about a failure in its neigh-

bourhood as no acknowledgement message is supposed to be received. Utilising a

connection-based MAC protocols such as CSMA/CA [KredoII and Mohapatra, 2007]

would be a potential solution to resolve this drawback. The connection-based MAC

protocols let the sender nodes check the availability of destination node in advance of

transmitting packets. Thus, a data packet is transmitted only if the sender ensures

that there is still a reliable link to the receiver. However, connection-based MAC pro-

tocols are extremely costly (in terms of energy) in WSNs. They would increase the

network energy consumption due to a greater number of transmitted control packets

(i.e RTS/CTS), especially when the network is large and dense. Occasional routing

infrastructure reconstruction also can be a potential solution to deal with unexpected

node failures. The sink asks the sensor node to reconstruct the routing infrastructure

(i.e tree, clusters and/or zones) at a set of specific periods. The reconstruction time

can be calculated according to the average working time of sensor nodes and/or fail-

ure probability depending on the environment safety (node capture attacks) and/or

node hardware characteristics (hardware damage). The time values and infrastructure

reconstruction frequency are assigned to the cost/zone messages which are forwarded

from the sink during network deployment phase. Hence, the nodes would set a timer

to perform the routing infrastructure establishment algorithm occasionally.

Extending CBA and ZMA to support mobile sensor nodes (MWSN) is an issue that

needs to be addressed as future work. In MWSN, the establishment/maintenance cost

of routing infrastructure (the spanning tree in CBA or data regions in ZMA) is in-

creased due to the frequent network topology changes caused by node mobility. Social

networking [Scott, 2000] is a potential technique to reduce the update cost of routing

infrastructure according to the topology changes, especially when the nodes are mobile

and/or the network is highly dynamic [Dinh et al., 2009], [Aggarwal and Abdelzaher,

2011]. Social networking patterns such as content-based relations (or common interest

relationships) [Daly and Haahr, 2007] can be used by the disconnected nodes (caused

by mobility and/or topology change) to (re-)join the routing infrastructure (i.e span-

ning tree). Using this technique, the disconnected nodes would firstly try to contact
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sensor nodes which have a better communication history in terms of frequency and/or

duration with the nodes residing on the infrastructure (TMs and/or ZMACs). This

would increase the probability of relaying data messages from the disconnected nodes

to the available nodes which reside on the routing infrastructure, according to the

communication histories which show previous an/or potential connections. Hence, the

disconnected nodes join the routing infrastructure more quickly and by transmitting a

fewer number of control packets. For this reason, utilising social networking pattern

would reduce the routing infrastructure maintenance energy cost and or delay in CBA

and/or ZMA, regardless of node location or mobility pattern.

6.3.4 Delay-Accuracy correlation: Further Investigations

Further investigations into the correlation of accuracy and delay needs to be considered

as part of future work. Considering the delay-accuracy correlation lets researchers and

engineers design data aggregation routing protocols that have the potential to balance

the accuracy and delay according to the data consumer requirements. Hence, it offers

benefits to WSN applications which are highly time sensitive. According to the results

in Section 5.3, delay (ETE) is not directly correlated to accuracy. This is because of

the impact of additional parameters such as environmental noise (jamming attack), the

degree of parallelism in data aggregation (the number of active MAs), communication

patterns (single/multi-hop) and/or network traffic (access time). Investigating of the

impact of each parameter on delay may lead to an analytical model that shows how

delay changes according to increasing amounts of captured/delivered data during data

aggregation routing.
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Appendix A

The results of data aggregation

routing protocols
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Figure A-1: Number of mobile agent in MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200X200)m2 (b) medium area (400X400)m2

(c) large area (800X800)m2
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Figure A-2: Transmitted control packets in MA routing protocols.

(a) small area (200X200)m2 (b) medium area (400X400)m2

(c) large area (800X800)m2
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Figure A-3: Transmitted control packets in client/server routing protocols.

(a) small area (200X200)m2 (b) medium area (400X400)m2

(c) large area (800X800)m2
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Appendix B

Simulation Setup Files

B.1 Simulation Setup File (.ini) for ZMA

This is the input file for the simulator MiXiM [Viklund, 2013], corresponding to the

experiment with parameters: protocol name= ZMA, node count= 256, field size=

800× 800m2, data density= 100%, described on page 100.

[General]

network = ZMA # protocol name#

sim-time-limit = 3600s # simulation time #

cmdenv-express-mode = true

cmdenv-module-messages = false

repeat = 300 # simulation repetition#

[Simulation parameters]

**.playgroundSizeX = 800m #Area Size #

**.playgroundSizeY = 800m

**.playgroundSizeZ = 800m # This is not used as the experiments are set up in a 2D

field#

**.numNodes = 256 # Node Count #

**.world.use2D = true #two Dimensions#

[Parameters for the Connection Manager]

**.connectionManager.carrierFrequency = 2.412e9Hz

# max transmission power [mW] #

**.connectionManager.pMax = 0.4mW
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# signal attenuation threshold [dBm] #

**.connectionManager.sat = -100dBm

# path loss coefficient alpha #

**.connectionManager.alpha = 3.0

**.connectionManager.sendDirect = false

[Parameters for the Host (NIC)]

**.nic.sleepCurrent = 0.02mA

**.nic.rxCurrent = 16.4mA

**.nic.decodingCurrentDelta = 0mA

**.nic.txCurrent = 17mA

**.nic.setupRxCurrent = 8.2mA

**.nic.setupTxCurrent = 8.2mA

**.nic.rxTxCurrent = 17mA

**.nic.txRxCurrent = 17mA

[Physical layer parameters]

**.phy.usePropagationDelay = false

**.phy.thermalNoise = -110dBm

**.phy.useThermalNoise = true

**.phy.analogueModels = xmldoc(”config.xml”)

**.phy.decider = xmldoc(”config.xml”)

**.phy.maxTXPower = 110.11mW

**.phy.sensitivity = -119.5dBm

**.phy.initialRadioState = 0

[MAC layer parameters]

**.node[*].nic.mac.animation = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.debug = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.queueLength = 5

**.node[*].nic.mac.headerLength = 40bit

**.node[*].nic.mac.bitrate = 15360bps

**.node[*].nic.mac.txPower = 100mW

**.node[*].nic.mac.stats = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.useMACAcks = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.checkInterval = 0.1s

**.node[*].nic.mac.slotDuration = 1s
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[Battery parameters]

**.battery.nominal = 99999mAh

**.battery.capacity = 99999mAh

**.battery.voltage = 3.3V

**.battery.resolution = 10s

**.battery.publishDelta = 0.1

**.battery.publishTime = 0

**.battery.numDevices = 1

[Application layer parameters]

**.node[*].applicationType = ”SensorApplLayer”

**.appl.trafficType = ”periodic”

**.appl.initializationTime = 10s

**.node[0].appl.nbPackets = 0

**.node[1..255].appl.nbPackets = 1

**.node[1..255].netwl.data = true

**.node[*].appl.destAddr = 0

**.node[*].appl.trafficParam = 30 s

[NETW layer parameters]

**.node[*].networkType = ”ZMA”

**.node[*].netwl.trace = true

**.node[*].netwl.stats = true

**.node[*].netwl.headerLength = 40 bit

**.node[*].netwl.sinkAddress = 0

**.node[0].netwl.routeFloodsInterval = 0 s

#Forming the data regions#

**.node[*].netwl.DataInter = 1000s

#MA fire time#

**.netwl.MAInter = 2500s

# RSSI threshold for route selection #

**.node[*].netwl.rssiThreshold = -50 dBm

[Field parameters]

**.node[*].mobilityType = ”StationaryMobility”

**.node[0].mobility.initialX = 400m
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**.node[0].mobility.initialY = 400m

**.node[0].mobility.initialZ = 400m
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B.2 Simulation Setup File (.ini) for CBA

This is the input file for the simulator MiXiM [Viklund, 2013], corresponding to the

experiment with parameters: protocol name= CBA, node count= 256, field size=

800× 800m2, data density= 100%, described on page 100.

[General]

network = CBA # protocol name#

sim-time-limit = 3600s # simulation time #

cmdenv-express-mode = true

cmdenv-module-messages = false

repeat = 300 # simulation repetition#

[Simulation parameters]

**.playgroundSizeX = 800m #Area Size #

**.playgroundSizeY = 800m

**.playgroundSizeZ = 800m # This is not used as the experiments are set up in a 2D

field#

**.numNodes = 256 # Node Count #

**.world.use2D = true #two Dimensions#

[Parameters for the Connection Manager]

**.connectionManager.carrierFrequency = 2.412e9Hz

# max transmission power [mW] #

**.connectionManager.pMax = 0.4mW

# signal attenuation threshold [dBm] #

**.connectionManager.sat = -100dBm

# path loss coefficient alpha #

**.connectionManager.alpha = 3.0

**.connectionManager.sendDirect = false

[Parameters for the Host (NIC)]

**.nic.sleepCurrent = 0.02mA

**.nic.rxCurrent = 16.4mA

**.nic.decodingCurrentDelta = 0mA

**.nic.txCurrent = 17mA

**.nic.setupRxCurrent = 8.2mA
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**.nic.setupTxCurrent = 8.2mA

**.nic.rxTxCurrent = 17mA

**.nic.txRxCurrent = 17mA

[Physical layer parameters]

**.phy.usePropagationDelay = false

**.phy.thermalNoise = -110dBm

**.phy.useThermalNoise = true

**.phy.analogueModels = xmldoc(”config.xml”)

**.phy.decider = xmldoc(”config.xml”)

**.phy.maxTXPower = 110.11mW

**.phy.sensitivity = -119.5dBm

**.phy.initialRadioState = 0

[MAC layer parameters]

**.node[*].nic.mac.animation = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.debug = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.queueLength = 20

**.node[*].nic.mac.headerLength = 40bit

**.node[*].nic.mac.bitrate = 15360bps

**.node[*].nic.mac.txPower = 100mW

**.node[*].nic.mac.stats = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.useMACAcks = true

**.node[*].nic.mac.checkInterval = 0.1s

**.node[*].nic.mac.slotDuration = 1s

[Battery parameters]

**.battery.nominal = 99999mAh

**.battery.capacity = 99999mAh

**.battery.voltage = 3.3V

**.battery.resolution = 10s

**.battery.publishDelta = 0.1

**.battery.publishTime = 0

**.battery.numDevices = 1

[Application layer parameters]

**.node[*].applicationType = ”SensorApplLayer”
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**.appl.trafficType = ”periodic”

**.appl.initializationTime = 10s

**.node[0].appl.nbPackets = 0

**.node[1..255].appl.nbPackets = 1

**.node[1..255].netwl.data = true

**.node[*].appl.destAddr = 0

**.node[*].appl.trafficParam = 30 s

[NETW layer parameters]

**.node[*].networkType = ”CBA”

**.node[*].netwl.trace = true

**.node[*].netwl.stats = true

**.node[*].netwl.headerLength = 40 bit

**.node[*].netwl.sinkAddress = 0

# Cost allocations time #

**.node[0].netwl.routeFloodsInterval = 1000 s

# Vicinity discovery interval for tree establishment #

**.netwl.Vic-Inter = 200 s

# Clustering time#

**.node[*].netwl.DataInter = 1500 s

# Data Aggregation Fire Time#

**.netwl.CHFire = 2500 s

# RSSI threshold for route selection #

**.node[*].netwl.rssiThreshold = -50 dBm

[Field parameters]

**.node[*].mobilityType = ”StationaryMobility”

**.node[0].mobility.initialX = 400m

**.node[0].mobility.initialY = 400m

**.node[0].mobility.initialZ = 400m
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